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ABSTRACT
This study documents a Late Neoproterozoic through Early Cambrian stratigraphic record
in the Humbolt anticline of southwestern Montana. The Precambrian-Cambrian transition
includes a Fortunian-aged biostratigraphic trace-fossil assemblage with the ichnofossil
Treptichnus pedum. The Humbolt anticline represents an inverted paleo-graben that exposes a
stratigraphic window interpreted to be a record of rifting along the Cordilleran miogeoclinal
margin, linked with the breakup of the Rodinia supercontinent. The graben subsided and
captured sediment during late-stage rifting and final-stage dissociation along the rift margin. Its
structural axis paralleled the rift margin. Sevier/Laramide orogenic thrusting inverted the graben
into the Humbolt anticline. The Late Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian section was previously
interpreted as belonging to the Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup and Middle Cambrian strata.
The Fortunian-aged biostratigraphic assemblage is distinguished by the appearance of
Treptichnus pedum, the ichnospecies that defines the Global Standard Point for the PrecambrianCambrian boundary. This work correlates the upper part of the Humbolt anticline’s stratigraphy
to the Chapel Island Formation in Newfoundland Canada, the Wood Canyon Formation and
Zabriskie Quartzite in Death Valley USA, and other Latest Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian
successions along western North America’s Cordilleran margin.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This study analyzes the stratigraphic, biostratigraphic, lithostratigraphic, and petrographic
evolution, of the large Humbolt anticline in the Pioneer Mountains of southwestern Montana, in
the context of the Precambrian-Cambrian transition. The anticline represents an inverted graben
that preserves a rare section of the Late Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian strata. The
Precambrian-Cambrian (PC-C) transition is an intensely studied interval of geologic time. It
embraces the initial stages of the “Cambrian explosion,” a major evolutionary interval that
records the first widespread distribution of diversified life forms across the planet, and the final
dissociation of Rodinia’s conjugate cratons (Bengtson, 1994; Seilacher, 1997). Relative ageconstraints inferred from assemblages of fossil species and ichnospecies (trace-fossils)
supplement methods of absolute dating such as U-Pb detrital zircon geochronology. Index-fossils
and trace-fossils define most divisions of the geologic timescale from the Late Neoproterozoic
forward. The PC-C boundary is defined by the trace-fossil ichnospecies Treptichnus pedum (T.
pedum) (Braiser et al., 1994; Landing, 1994). The First Appearance Datum (FAD) of T. pedum is
accepted as the global index-fossil for the base of the Cambrian (Seilacher, 2007). This thesis
describes a new discovery of T. pedum in the southern Pioneer Mountains of Montana. In North
America, occurrences of T. pedum have previously been established in four regions: 1)
Newfoundland, where T. pedum defines the Global Standard Stratotype-section and Point
(GSSP) for the PC-C boundary, in the Chapel Island Formation, at Fortune Head (Braiser et al.,
1994; Narbonne et al., 1987); along the Cordilleran margin, 2) at Death Valley, southern
California, in the Lower Wood Canyon Formation, (Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000; Horodyski,
1991; Horodyski et al., 1994); 3) in the White-Inyo Mountains, southern Nevada/California, in
the Middle Deep Springs Formation (Alpert, 1977); and 4) in the Mackenzie-Wernecke
Mountains region of northwestern Canada (Fig. 1) (Drowser et al., 1999; Fritz et al., 1983;
MacNaughton and Narbonne, 1999). It may also occur in paleosols underlying the Flathead
Sandstone, within the Libby Trough at Fishtrap Lake, northwestern Montana (Retallack, 2013).
The tectonic history of western North America records the Mesoproterozoic
amalgamation and Neoproterozoic dismantling of the supercontinent Rodinia (Christie-Blick and
Levy, 1989; Hoffman, 1988). Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian miogeoclinal stratigraphic and
biostratigraphic successions mark the rift-margin of Rodinia, and establish a rift-to-drift
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sequence that can be traced along most of the western North American Cordilleran margin, from
southern California to northwestern Canada, including Idaho, Washington and British Columbia
(Figs. 1B and 1C) (Bond et al., 1985; Dickinson, 2004). However, in western Montana, Late
Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian aged-strata have previously been identified only in the Libby
Trough (Retallack, 2013), marking a temporal gap of >800 m.y., with Middle Cambrian strata
resting on Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup or basement in most areas (Vuke et al., 2007).
The geologic history of Montana is complex and dates back to the Archaean. During the
Mesoproterozoic, the kms-thick Belt Supergroup accumulated in graben basins in western
Montana (Fig. 1A) (Price and Sears, 2000). The Belt Supergroup grabens were inset into
Archaean and Paleoproterozoic cratonic basement (Sears, 2007b). The amalgamation of Rodinia
is primarily associated with the 1300-900 Ma Grenville Orogeny, and had little known effects in
Montana (Li et al., 2008). Montana persisted as a stable craton until continental rifting initiated
during the Cryogenian (Fig. 1A) (Ross and Villeneueve, 1997). The first indication of rifting in
Montana is the 780 Ma Gunbarrel large igneous province of mafic sills and dikes that transect
the Belt Basin and neighboring basement terranes (Harlan et al., 2003). In northern Idaho and
southern British Columbia, the Irene-Huckleberry volcanics (Fig. 1C) signal rift initiation of
Windermere grabens. This critical interval of western Montana’s geologic record is poorly
constrained and comprises a missing stratigraphic interval between the ca. 1400 Ma
Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup and ca. < 510 Ma Middle Cambrian transgressive sequences
(Vuke et al., 2007).
The field-based study presented in this thesis integrates geologic mapping, petrology,
petrography, structure, stratigraphy, and ichnology within a key, unresolved area of the
Cordilleran miogeocline in southwestern Montana. It refines our understanding of southwestern
Montana’s geologic history during the PC-C transition, and better constrains the timing,
geometry, and tectono-stratigraphic evolution of rifting along the Cordilleran margin.
Grabens and half-grabens are fault-bounded structures with down-dropped blocks,
formed by extensional stresses. Fossils and trace-fossils are commonly incorporated into the
stratigraphic records that may be preserved in grabens. Such local stratigraphic preservation is
invaluable when erosion removes the geologic record from the surrounding landscape. However,
the stratigraphic isolation of a graben commonly makes correlation of its fill problematic.
Stratigraphic sections within a graben may be incomplete, and correlation to external
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stratigraphy may be inconclusive due to facies variability or absence. The resulting geologic
question may be difficult to resolve, without independent age control. This thesis focuses on
correlating the sedimentary fill of the inverted Humbolt graben in the context of the
Precambrian-Cambrian transition.
During episodes of tectonic shortening, pre-existing grabens may be reactivated and
invert into anticlines. The Mesozoic Sevier/Laramide orogenesis from middle-Jurassic into
Cenozoic time inverted much of the Belt Basin into broad anticlinoria and formed a north-south
trending thrust belt comprised of stacked thrust sheets, alternating anticlines/synclines, and
reverse faults (Price and Sears, 2000; Sears, 2007a). Many of these include inverted grabens.
In the study area, the Humbolt anticline represents an inverted graben (Sears et al., 2010).
Erosion across the anticline exposed several stratigraphic divisions previously mapped and
interpreted as Belt Supergroup, underlying Middle Cambrian sandstone (Pearson, 1996; Ruppel
et al., 1993). However, initial field and geochemical reconnaissance by McDonald (in press,
2019), Kovalchuk (2017), Arens et al. (2016), and Sears et al. (2010) suggested the three
youngest sections that core the anticline do not correlate with the conventional stratigraphic
record of southwestern Montana. This thesis follows after the initial works and contributions of
these authors, and the original mapping by Myers (1952), and presents an in-depth geologic reexamination of a potentially key area in southwestern Montana that may contain vital missing
records of geologic history.
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Figures 1A and 1B. (1A): Reference Cordilleran margin (asymmetric) rift model schematic,
illustrating the distribution of Neoproterozoic basins, miogeoclinal successions, and
Treptichnus pedum. T. pedum marks the PC-C boundary GSSP at Fortune Head
Newfoundland, in the Chapel Island Formation (Braiser et al., 1994; Narbonne et al.,
1987), and has been identified at Death Valley, in the lower Wood Canyon Formation
(Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000; Horodyski, 1991), the White-Inyo Mountains, in the middle
Deep Springs Formation (Alpert, 1977; Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000); the Mackenzie and
Wernicke Mountains (Drowser et al., 1999; Fritz et al., 1983; MacNaughton and Narbonne,
1999); the Humbolt anticline (orange star), southwestern Montana (this paper); and may
occur at Fishtrap Lake (Retallack, 2013). (1B): Cordilleran margin paleogeographic map
at ~580 Ma during latest rifting, illustrating rift-margin evolution, and captured sediments
infilling activated grabens. Modified from 1A: Lund, 2008; 1B: Yonkee et al., 2014.
4

Figure 1C. Neoproterozoic through Early Cambrian stratigraphic reference sections
correlated along the Cordilleran margin, that were previously not yet identified in
southwestern Montana. T. pedum marks the PC-C boundary in the Northern Canadian
Cordillera and Death Valley. Modified from Yonkee et al., 2014.
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CHAPTER 2. GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND
2.1 Regional Setting
The study area contains seven main tectonostratigraphic assemblages: 1. Paleoproterozoic
high-grade metamorphic and granitic basement; 2. Mesoproterozoic intracratonic strata
preceding Belt basin formation; 3. Belt Supergroup; 4. Neoproterozoic Cryogenian early-rifting
and Ediacaran late-rifting with local rift-related igneous activity; 5. Paleozoic passive margin and
miogeoclinal sediments; 6. Mesozoic syntectonic assemblages and regional igneous rocks; 7.
Cenozoic extensional and volcanic assemblages.
The Humbolt anticline lies near the intersection of several regional structures that
complicate local geology, including the: 1. southern Belt basin (Figs. 2A and 2B) (McDonald
and Lonn, 2013; Sears, 2007b); 2. southern Pioneer batholith (Figs. 2A and 2B); 3. eastern
Lemhi subbasin (Fig. 2A) (Burmester, et al., 2016); 4. eastern Montana thrust belt (Fig. 2B)
(Sears, 2016); 5. northwestern foreland Dillon basement block (Fig. 2A) (McDonald and Lonn,
2013); and 6. Perry Line shear zone (Fig. 2A) (Sears, 2007b).
1. Paleoproterozoic basement: Western Montana basement typically consists of granite,
gneiss and metasedimentary lithologies. Basement locally crops out 20 km south of the thesis
area at Clark Canyon and 40 km east in the Ruby Mountains (Ruppel et al., 1993) but has also
been drilled into at the study area (Pearson, 1996).
2. Paleo-Mesoproterozoic Neihart Quartzite: Prior to formation of the Belt basin,
Montana was characterized by an intracontinental stable craton petrofacies. The ca. 1600 Ma
(Lewis et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2016; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003) Neihart Quartzite is a
regionally-extensive orthoquartzite predominantly of intracratonic fluvial origin, whose
sediments were deposited by braided streams (Schieber, 1989). It has been mapped in several
areas of western Montana, and into neighboring eastern Idaho, typically between
Paleoproterozoic crystalline basement, and Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup (Dwyer, 2018;
Freeman and Winston, 1987; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003; Schieber, 1989). It may occur in the
thesis area as the Quartzite of Argenta (Sears et al., 2010).
3. Mesoproterozoic Belt basin and intracontinental sand-sheets: The Belt-Purcell basin
extends ca. 200,000 km2, spanning areas of Montana, Idaho, Washington and Canada (Fig. 2A)
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(Winston, 1986; Lydon, 2000). The basin filled from ca. 1500 Ma to 1370 Ma (Evans et al.,
2000) with Belt Supergroup sediments as thick as 20 km (Fig. 1C) (Winston, 1986; Winston and
Link, 1993). In western Montana, the base of the Belt Supergroup is rarely exposed, but where
seen, overlies ancient basement or Neihart Quartzite or equivalent strata (Winston, 1991).
4. Neoproterozoic Rodinia rifts: Rodinia rift processes were initiated in the Cryogenian
Period (~780 Ma), matured over the Ediacaran Period (Fig. 1B) (635-541 Ma) and persisted into
the Early Cambrian (~520 Ma) (Colpron et al., 2002; Li et al., 2008). The evolution of
intracratonic rift settings induced normal graben formation (Fig. 1B) (Warren, 1997).
Reactivation in conjunction with syn-magmatic local volcanic activity was characterized by
dikes (Fig. 1B) (Sears, 2007a), sub-volcanic rocks, or mafic to alkaline rift-basalt and subalkaline trachytes and rhyolites (Lund et al., 2010; Yonkee et al., 2014). Geochemical trends
support a two-stage rift model of regional magmatic pulses along the Cordilleran margin (Lund
et al., 2010; Yonkee et al., 2014). Regional geochemical mapping traces out an approximation of
the paleo-margin and supports an asymmetric rift model (Fig. 1A) (Lund, 2008; Sears, 2012).
5. Paleozoic shelf: Thick successions of miogeoclinal sediments were deposited along the
passive margin during early Paleozoic transgressions (Fig. 1A) (Stewart, 1972). In western
Montana, Middle Cambrian sandstone typically overlies Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup
disconformably (Fig. 1C) (Stewart, 1972). With the exception of the Devonian-Mississippian
Antler orogeny, western Montana occupied a passive continental shelf through most of the
Paleozoic (Stewart, 1972).
6. Mesozoic-Cenozoic shortening and Sevier/Laramide Orogeny: During the Cretaceous,
Montana became part of the Cordilleran orogenic foreland (Stewart, 1972). Major Mesozoic
Sevier/Laramide orogenesis from middle-Jurassic into Cenozoic time displaced most of the Belt
basin (Fig. 2B). Sears (2007a, 2016) outlined the tectonic evolution of the region. The Late
Cretaceous Pioneer batholith from the Cordilleran magmatic arc was syntectonic with the
Montana thrust system, as magma intruded into the Cordilleran foreland in Idaho and Montana
(Fig. 2B) (Foster et al., 2007). Thrusting rotated three large blocks of the Belt basin clockwise
along transpressional shear zones. Palinspastic restorations show that the southern block of the
Belt basin and the Cretaceous magmatic arc were bound to the south by the Perry line, which
also defined the northern extent of the Dillon pre-Belt basement block (Fig. 2A). Shortening of
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stacked thrust sheets folded the foreland strata into alternating anticlines and synclines (Fig. 3),
formed new high-angle reverse structures, and inverted pre-existing normal faults and grabens.
7. Cenozoic rifts: Eocene time was marked by extension, volcanism, north-south trending
dike emplacement, and listric normal faulting (Janecke, 1994). The Anaconda and Bitterroot
metamorphic core complexes began to be exhumed, along with the collapse of adjacent rifts at
ca. 50 Ma (Janecke, 2007). Regional Basin and Range extension initiated at ca. 17 Ma in Middle
Miocene time (Wernicke, 1992). Pliocene to recent extension associated with the Yellowstone
hotspot track is well documented in the southwestern Montana (Pierce and Morgan, 1992; Sears,
et al., 2009). Many of ancient grabens were inverted to reverse structures during Laramide
deformation, and were reactivated during Eocene-Miocene with normal motion (Fritz and Sears,
1993; Sears et al., 1995).

Figure 2A and 2B: Regional structural elements. 2B: (yellow-black star) location of the
Humbolt anticline, (yellow box) measures 30’ by 60’. Modified from 2A. (McDonald and
Lonn, 2013); 2B. (McDonald et al., 2012).
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2.2 Humbolt Anticline: Geologic Setting
The Humbolt anticline is located in the southern Pioneer Mountains in southwest
Montana, in Beaverhead County, 25 km northwest of Dillon (Fig. 3). The southern end can be
accessed on Forest Service Rd #192 between the community of Argenta and Kelly Reservoir.
The northern end can be accessed on French Creek Rd, Forest Service Road #606. The Humbolt
anticline trends northerly to northwesterly for ~20 km (Fig. 3), and has ~800 m of topographic
relief. Structurally positioned near the Cretaceous thrust front (Fig. 2B), the anticline is faultbounded to the west by the major Grasshopper thrust plate (Figs. 2A and 3), and by the Ermont
thrust to the east (Fig. 3) (McDonald and Lonn, 2013; Pearson, 1996). The anticline's northern
end is intruded by the Pioneer Batholith, and southern end plunges south and is truncated by the
Ermont thrust (Fig. 3) (Myers, 1952; Pearson, 1996). In cross-section, the anticline represents an
inverted west-tilted graben (Sears et al., 2010).
Erosion across the Humbolt anticline exposes an angular unconformity at the base of the
Middle Cambrian strata. The unconformity truncates a few hundred meters of stratigraphic
section, from the top-down: 1) a very light grey, massive quartz-arenite (The Quartzite of
Humbolt), and a very thin, gently thermal-contacted argillite (The Argillite of Humbolt); 2) a
planar-interlaminated silt to sandstone and flaser to lenticular-laminated argillite (The Jack Mine
Unit); and 3) a reddish-pink, supermature, trough-cross-bedded meta-quartz-arenite (The
Quartzite of Argenta). Previous works have mapped and interpreted: 1) the Quartzite of Humbolt
as Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup (Myers, 1952; Ruppel et al., 1993), and Middle Cambrian
Flathead Sandstone (Pearson, 1996); the Argillite of Humbolt as Mesoproterozoic Belt
Supergroup (Myers, 1952; Ruppel et al., 1993), although Cruziana, a Cambrian trace-fossil, was
recently discovered in it by McDonald (in press, 2019; McDonald and Yakovlev, 2019),
suggesting a Cambrian-aged placement; 2) the Jack Mine Unit as Mesoproterozoic Belt
Supergroup (Myers, 1952; Pearson, 1996; Ruppel et al., 1993), although Kovalchuk (2017)
suggested the strata is most likely Neoproterozoic, based on documentation of microbiallyinduced structures, and that either the strata should be re-correlated, or the upper Belt
Supergroup (Garnet Range Formation) may be Neoproterozoic; and 3) the Quartzite of Argenta
as Middle Cambrian Flathead Sandstone (Myers, 1952; Pearson, 1996; Ruppel et al., 1993), and
a pre-Belt Midproterozoic Neihart Quartzite correlative sand-sheet, that was informally named
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the Quartzite of Argenta (Sears and Link, 2007; Sears et al., 2010). Although the Quartzite of
Argenta’s base is not exposed, a borehole in the map area was described by Pearson (1996) as
penetrating argillite and crystalline basement beneath the quartzite. West of the anticline lies the
north-south trending Grasshopper thrust plate (Fig. 3), which is dominated by the feldspathic
Belt Supergroup Bonner Quartzite, with remnants of pink orthoquartzite assigned to Cambrian
(Lonn and Lewis, 2012).
Because of its proximity to the Pioneer Batholith (Fig. 3), the Humbolt anticline is
variably metamorphosed. Some areas experienced biotite zone thermal metamorphism (Pearson,
1996), and others graded between diagenetic alteration and metamorphism. Southernmost
exposures typically lack metamorphism. Textural lithologic-petrologic variations can be
observed from the scale of outcrops to thin-sections. Quartzites typically exhibit characteristics
of sandstone and meta-sandstone fabrics, described herein as pseudo-quartzite. ‘Pseudoquartzite’ is used here to classify a fabric with: 30-70% of sutured grain contacts in thin-section;
and or from freshly broken surfaces 30-70% of grains break through, rather than around grains.
Textural-dominance in thin-section is sandstone whereas outcrop it is meta-sandstone.
The argillaceous rocks of the anticline also display effects of contact metamorphism,
which increase northward toward the batholith. The metamorphism is compositionally dependent
and is inconsistent, even at outcrop scales. Argillaceous fabrics often display a surface
iridescence and sub-metallic lustres, and are frequently darkened. The metamorphism
strengthened argillaceous materials against weathering and erosion. This enhanced preservation
of trace-fossils in the central Humbolt anticline area.
Precambrian to Cambrian Lithostratigraphic Units
The lithostratigraphic section of the Humbolt Anticline consists of the following units
from the base up: Archaean-Paleoproterozoic basement complex (=b); the PaleoMesoproterozoic(?) Quartzite of Argenta (Yqa); the Neoproterozoic(?) Jack Mine Unit (Zj); the
Early Cambrian(?) Argillite of Humbolt (_ah); the Early Cambrian(?) Quartzite of Humbolt
(_qh); the Middle Cambrian Flathead Sandstone (_f); Cambrian(?) Boulder conglomerate (_bc);

the Middle to Late Cambrian Silver Hill Formation (_sh); and the Late Cambrian Hasmark
Formation (_h). Proterozoic(?) meta-sedimentary units in the northern anticline (<ms) are
briefly described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3. Location map of the Humbolt Anticline and study area. Modified from McDonald
and Yakovlev, 2019.
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Chapter 3. METHODS
3.1 Local Complexities (Methods Prelude)
Several geologic complications within the Humbolt anticline merit individual reference.
These various complications include: 1. There are areas up to approximately one square
km with very poor to no outcrop exposure, where interpretations depend on lichen-matted and
iron-oxide stained talus, float and float blocks (Fig. 4A); 2. Due to poor exposure many contacts
of faults, dikes and sills are concealed; 3. Gently dipping and gently folded strata are commonly
blanketed by alluvium, obscuring the fold axis; 4. Generally, strata, or stratigraphic exposures
are incomplete, and marker beds are discontinuous; 5. The rocks are either petrologically pure
(Fig. 4B), lacking sufficient diversity to accurately interpret detailed provenance, depositional
system or paleoenvironment, or 6. display high hetero-lithologic and petrologic spatial variability
(Figures 4C and 4D), due to inconsistent secondary alteration, low-grade metamorphism, and
shearing that fluctuates across the anticline; and 7. Previous workers do not agree on
stratigraphic assignments.
The author made the following assumptions during field work:
Float, Float blocks: Float and float blocks were assumed to remain in proximity to their
original outcrop positions. The area was not affected by Pleistocene glaciation east of Kelly
Reservoir (map in Chapter 4), and south of a broad, well-defined terminal moraine along the
southern base of Middle Mountain. In all cases, float blocks matched the lithology of adjacent
outcrops. The felsenmeer resulted from frost-heaving along the broad summit ridges, and did not
include erratics.
The Quartzite of Humbolt quartzite float block felsenmeer: The light grey quartzite float
blocks comprising the felsenmeer cap atop the greater Humbolt Mountain area are largely
confined to broad ridgelines along strike through the central Humbolt anticline (Fig. 4A). In
some areas, these homogenously blanket high-elevation terrains of one square km without
outcrop or lithologic variation (Fig. 4A). Outcrops are rare or absent in many localities, and float
blocks are often lichen-matted and stained with iron-oxides (Fig. 4A). Small patches of possible
outcrop-tips are locally exposed but these are blanketed by unknown surficial thicknesses of
large talus blocks. Much talus below the initial surface layer consist of boulder-sized blocks that
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are rigid, immobile, and cannot be excavated. It is seldom possible to measure structural
attitudes. A distinctive seam of meta-argillite float surrounded by light grey quartzite float blocks
provides the only control for the distribution of the very thin Argillite of Humbolt as there are no
outcrop exposures.
Jack Mine Unit: The micaceous clay-rich argillaceous heterolithic rocks are less resistant
than the overlying Humbolt Formation quartzite, and although dip typically reflects that of the
respective anticline-limb, the generally gently dipping strata is also gently folded (Fig. 4E).
Small outcrop windows amongst float can be mapped, but because of gentle folds, composite
stratigraphic sections and depositional facies boundaries are approximate (Fig. 4F). Bed-sets are
often the largest scale facies changes that can be recorded.
Quartzite of Argenta: The cliff-forming, highly resistant outcrops of the Quartzite of
Argenta are well exposed, exhibit the greatest degree of secondary silicic-alteration on outer
surfaces and are the only strata with clustered zones of prominent hydrothermal breccia. The
pure quartzite is not exempt from the local hetero- lithologic-petrologic spatial variability that is
observed at various (dam, m, dm, cm) scales (Fig. 4D).
Incomplete Sections: Of the three exposed units that core Humbolt anticline, only the
Quartzite of Argenta has sufficient outcrop exposure for uniquely accurate mapping. Due to the
factors outlined above, complete stratigraphic-sections are not measurable. The presented
composite section is partly based on float and float blocks from both anticline limbs.
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Figure 4. Local complexities that impact field methods. A-B: The Quartzite of Humbolt, A:
the measurable structural, and recordable stratigraphic field data is limited by the lack of
outcrops concealed by float blocks blanketing up to 1 km sq. (Labradane for scale); and B:
the compositional-textural purity and massive bedding hinder detailed depositional system
and paleoenvironmental interpretations; C-D: Local lithologic-petrologic variance at scales
of C: thin-section, alternating laminations of alternating sandstone and pseudo-quartzite
lithologies; D: bedding, the Quartzite of Argenta outcrop consecutive beds of quartzite and
sandstone, in which a small-scale yarding (right of pencil) is carved; E-F: the Jack Mine
Unit, typical sized and styled outcrops, exposed in small patches, between which abundant
quantities of float are examined and largely relied upon for addressing depositional system
and paleoenvironment. The same must be relied upon for the Argillite of Humbolt,
although without outcrops or float piles, and with much less and discontinuous float.
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3.2 Methods
Cambrian and older strata in the Humbolt anticline was the focus of this study, and most
field measurements and mapping were distributed accordingly. Much less emphasis was
allocated to younger Paleozoic strata, and negligible to pre-Paleozoic section. Field mapping and
measurements were conducted over an area spanning the anticline of ~60 km2, over 80 days,
within the 1:24,000 Argenta, Ermont, Torey Mountain, and Twin Adams USGS Quadrangles.
The anticline was mapped at a scale of 1:24,000, and six localities were mapped at scales of
1:3000. Although reception was unavailable, a smart phones internal GPS system and compass
remain functional without signal, so the majority of field data was recorded and stored digitally.
Using an iPhone 6s, 565 outcrop measurements and other geologic field data were obtained and
stored within FieldMove Clino (FMC), a mobile electronic field mapping application by Midland
Valley (Version 2.4.0, Midland Valley Exploration Ltd., 2019). Due to field issues, such as
batteries or others, measurements were also recorded or in combination, with a Brunton compass,
and logged with a notebook, or rarely a handheld Garmin GPS. WGS 1984 map datums were
used. In the southern-most anticline, south of Rattlesnake Creek, the rocks are well-exposed, the
fold axis is defined, and the terrain is flat and easy to traverse. Throughout the remainder of the
anticline, outcrop data was essentially recorded at every opportunity. Structural-stratigraphic
interpretations were commonly sketched at topographic overviews. Small dig sites and scattered
rock patches along primitive roads provided the majority of outcrop data for the Jack Mine Unit,
and between these sites float was recorded and collected. Field data recorded included lithology,
petrology, sedimentary and biogenic structures, and when possible, outcrop strike and dip,
bedding size and style, and in-place features. Unit contacts were mapped, faults traced, and their
offsets recorded. Collected samples were labeled, and typically georeferenced in FMC, or other
data-logging device, including latitude, longitude, and elevation UTM coordinates.
Georeferenced individual data sites along both anticline limbs provided the most effective
method for measuring and analyzing stratigraphic sections into composite-style sections. The
discontinuous Argillite of Humbolt float was traced along strike, from the S/SE aspect of
Humbolt Mountain, at an elevation of ~2670 m, to its crest at ~2810 m, where it is well-exposed
and easy to locate, and back down, approximately 10 times. Divided by the northern extent of
Humbolt Mountain, the anticline’s southern-half was mapped first, south to north, and then the
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northern-half, north to south. The northern terrain is much less accessible, with few roads, and,
more difficult to traverse, often with no trails. Quaternary alluvium typically blankets northern to
southeastern aspects, and steep, up to 80° mobile talus pitches must be scaled on many W/SW
aspects. Outcrop patches consist of combinations of intruded granodiorite, variably
metamorphosed and sheared strata, and unit lithologies that crop-out at a single site and that are
not observed elsewhere.
ArcMap: FMC data was exported from iTunes into .csv files for ArcMap integration and
Google Earth .kmz files, although project files exceeded data limitations to utilize kmzs. An ~2.5
Gb field data project folder containing the .csv and .jpg files was uploaded as XY feature data to
ArcMap (Version 10.4.1). .csv files contained georeferenced FMC data, that included locality,
data_ID, latitude-UTM, longitude-UTM, latitude-DD, longitude-DD, altitude, plane-type, dip,
strike, dip-azimuth, unit_ID, declination, and date-time. Hand-written field data was manually
logged into spreadsheets. .csv data was added to basemap, map elements displayed and features
functional for analyzing composite sections and stratigraphic variation:
1. Coordinate system: geographic: GCS_WGS_1984; 2. General: decimal degrees: map,
decimal degrees: display; 3. Add data: XY data, e.g. image.csv, X=longitude, Y=latitude; 4.
Create, export, e.g. image.csv: geodatabase as GDB file, i.e. creating featureclass.gdb; 5. Create
new attribute field removing leading column space_,: add field: of file e.g. image_ftrclss.gdb:
image_label; 6. Field Calculator: image_name: image_lable; 7. Editor: .gdb layer, i.e. attribute
table; 8. Remove leading spaces in image-name, image_label; 9. Field calculator: python:
!image_name![1:] :save edits; 10. Hyperlink: new featureclass.gdb: Layer: Properties: Display:
Hyperlink: image_name: field and document windows; 11. Python script: advanced label
expression: image_ftrclss.gdb: import re : def FindLabel ( [image_label] ) : return
re.sub('_.{7}', '_', [image_label]).replace('.jpg', ' ') , {e.g. (Image_label) (123_0123456789.jpg) :
(123_012)}; 12; Image labels: label features in layer: image_name: scale range: not beyond 1:_;
Placement Properties: high: low; 13. Export planes.csv: .gdb, as geodatabase featureclass; 14.
Planes: symbology: strike and dip symbol: Geology 24k sublist: Symbology: Advanced:
Rotation: [Dip Azimuth)-90]: geographic; 15. Labels: placement Property: rotation field: dip
azimuth: geographic; Planes Attribute Table: dip column: Properties: Numeric: Decimals: (0).
Stereoscope petrology: Approximately 650 field samples were collected, from which
~320 post-field petrologic reports were generated, that included lithology, petrology, bedforms,
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sedimentary structures, and biogenic structures including trace-fossils. These reports were not
digitalized nor are included in this thesis, but were utilized in conjunction with georeferenced
Arcmap to plot composite sections and other field data. The primary purpose and emphasis of
these reports was to supplement composite section data from geo-referenced field-collected float,
to integrate intermittent data between outcrop exposures, for the Jack Mine Unit, that is poorly
exposed through much of its section, and the Argillite of Humbolt, in which outcrops are absent.
Collectively, these allowed for greater resolution of the depositional system, lateral and vertical
facies changes and constraints, collectively forming lithostratigraphic tables as in Table 1, and
Table 2. The petrology was documented for samples having trace-fossils and microbiallyinduced structures, that were then described and identified. A majority of trace-fossil samples
and descriptions were sent electronically to Powell (pers. comm., 2018) for corroborating
ichnogenera/ichnospecies identifications.
Thin-sections: The petrography of 41 thin-sections was examined over 30 days,
petrographic reports are included in Appendix-II. Thin-section billets were cut at the University
of Montana, normal to bedding, unless otherwise indicated, and then processed by Spectrum
Petrographics. Six thin-sections were cut from meta-sedimentary samples in the northern
anticline, containing similar primary textures to the Jack Mine Unit, that were analyzed for
reasons of possible correlation. Sodium cobalnitrate was applied to thirty thin-section halves, to
test for compositional percentages of feldspar and plagioclase to K-spar ratios. Alizarin-red was
applied to one thin-section half to discern calcite from dolomite. Due to the array of lithologies,
fabrics and composition, describing applied methods for all thin-sections is impractical.
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Table 1 summarizes field observations made by the author at all stations. Table 2
summarizes interpretations of depositional systems for the units having biogenic elements.
A. the Argillite of Humbolt: Fa-1: intertidal to shallow-subtidal; Fa-2: shallow marine wave-influenced
Ichnofossil
Microbial
Sedimentary Structure
Bedform
Lithology
Other
Bergaueria
F1 Filled-sand cracks 1,2 Gutter cast
F2 Cross-bed: low-angle Heterolithic
Baked
F1 Gas dome
F2 Fissle
Cruziana
Lode cast
Pseudo-quartzite
Feldspar: K>>P
F2 Flaser-lenticular-wavy Quartzite
Helminthopsis
F1 Old elephant skin 1,2 Mud chip
F1 Intercalated: sa-si-mud Rhythmite
Monomorphicnus F1 Petees
Ripples: asymmetric
F2 Massive
Palaeophycus
F1
Ripples: symmetric
Sandstone
Planolites
F1
Soft-sediment: loading
Planar laminated
Shaley-sandy siltstone Color-main
F1
F2 Ripple cross-laminated Siltite
Rusophycus
Syneresis cracks
Black-purp, grn
Treptichnus pedum F1

Truncate-reactivate? surf.

Slate

Black-red, grey
Grey to black

B. the Jack Mine Unit: marine, turbidites
Ichnofossil
Microbial
Filled-sand cracks

Sedimentary Structure
Convolute laminae
Gutter & groove cast
Ripples
Soft-sed: load & dewater
Syneresis cracks

Bedform
Cross-bed, laminated
Cross-bed: low-angle
Fissle
Flaser-lenticular
Intercalated: sa-si-mud

Tool marks
Truncation surfaces

Massive
Planar

Lithology
Other
Pseudo-quartzite
Feldspar: K>>P
Quartzite
Rhythmite
Sandstone
Shaley-sandy siltstone
Color-main
Siltite
Tan, grey

Bedform
Cross-bed: low-angle
Fissle
Flaser-lenticular-wavy
Intercalated: sa-si-mud
Massive
Planar
Ripple cross-laminae

Lithology
Heterolithic
Pseudo-quartzite
Quartzite
Rhythmite
Sandstone
Shaley-sandy siltstone
Siltite

Other
Altered-microbe?
Feldspar: K>>P

Bedform
Cross-bed, laminated
Cross-bed: low-angle
Flaser
Intercalated: sand-silt
Massive
Planar

Lithology
Conglomerate:gr-peb
Conglomeratic:gr-peb
Pseudo-quartzite
Sandstone
Siltite
Siltstone
Siltite
Rhythmite

Other
Erosional surf's
Fe-Ox cement
Euhedral L-volc.
Mylonite
Myrmeketic
Q-Overgrowths
Feldspar: K>>P
Color-main
Maroon to red

C. the Jack Mine Unit: intertidal to shallow-subtidal
Ichnofossil
Microbial
Sedimentary Structure
Cruziana
Filled-sand cracks
Gutter cast
Didymaulichnus
Gas dome
Krinkly texture
Helminthoidichnites
Kinneyia
Ripples: asymmetric
Helminthopsis
Microbial mat chip
Ripples: symm.-shallow
Nereites
Old elephant skin
Soft-sediment: loading
Petees
Syneresis cracks
Wrinkle structures
Truncate-reactivate? surf.
D. the Jack Mine Unit: transitional and fluvial
Ichnofossil
Microbial
Sedimentary Structure
Filled-sand cracks
Mud crack
Old elephant skin
Ripples: symmetrical
Petees
Soft-sed. loading
Syneresis cracks
Truncation surfaces
inconclusive
rare

Color
+ Green, grey,
- Red, tan

TABLE 1: List of features including sedimentary and ichnologic elements recorded in the
argillaceous rocks and float of the Argillite of Humbolt and Jack Mine Unit. Due to outcrop
scarcity and float, initial depositional facies parameters were not well-constrained. From
field data and collected samples, tables as in Table 1 were formed and refined, after further
petrographic work, and the monitoring of changes in relative abundancy and new
elements, from the ~350 argillaceous field samples collected. This approach was replicated
for other units, and then served as the baseline from which additional facies were
recognized and constrained.
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Argillites: Argillite of Humbolt and Jack Mine Unit

AH-Fa1

features, environmental occurrence and facies (F) distribution
Depositional Environment: marine to marginal-marine
Sedimentary Structures:
common depositional profiles (below)
Gutters and groove casts
Marine: shoreface-offshore, turbidites, delta
Ripples: asymmetrical
Fluvial; marine: shallow-subtidal to intertidal tidal-flats; turbidites
Ripples: symmetrical
Marine: beach to SWB; intertidal to subtidal
Soft-sed: loading /dewater Marine: deep to intertidal; turbidites, delta; high-sedimentation rates
Syneresis sand cracks
Subtidal to intertidal; deltaic
Tool marks
Marine: turbidites, FWB to SWB
Truncation surfaces
Marine: FWB-SWB, storm; turbidite, delta, subm.-canyon; Intertidal
Bedform:
Cross-strat; +/- low angle
Foreshore, shoreface, FWB to below SWB; tidal-flats, SSC; other
Erosional surfaces
Various: structural, tectonic, sedimentary, transgressive-regressive
Flaser to wavy
Tidal-dominant: intertidal tidal-flat complex; SSC; Delta
Lenticular
Tidal-dominant: intertidal tidal-flat complex; SSC; Delta; Offshore
Heterolithic-intercalated
Tidal-dominant: intertidal tidal-flat complex; SSC
Massive
Marine: turbidites, bioturbidated shoreface, SSC
Planar-laminated
Marine: offshore-deep, turbidites, swash zone; estuary/bay
Ripple cross-laminated
Tidal-flat complex; subtidal to intertidal zones
Microbial Structures:
Intertidal flat, marine: < 500m depth, prefer lower sediment rates
Filled-sand cracks
Intertidal settings, tidal delta: marine coastline
Z-_
Gas dome
Intertidal to supratidal
Z-_
Kinneyia
Intertidal to subtidal
Z-_
Old elephant skin
Intertidal to subtidal
Z-_
Petee ridges
Intertidal, tidal delta: marine coastline, rare: shoreface-(L)
Z-_
Microbial mat chips
Intertidal zone of peritidal coastal plain, high energy zone
Z-_
Wrinkle structures
Intertidal to subtidal
Z-_
General & Other:
Ichnogenera: abundance
N/A
Ichnodiversity
N/A
Microbial: abundance
N/A
Microbial: diversity
N/A
Misc. 1: Conglomerate
Fluvial, marginal-transitional marine, marine, hyperconcentrate-flow
Misc. 2: Alteration
Infrequent alteration possibly due to high biogenic-microbial content

AH-Fa2

JM-Fa5

JM-Fa5

JM-Fa3

Tidal-flats: Shallowsand &
marine
mixed
(wave)

Tidal-flat
complex

Shallowsubtidal

Transitional
Turbidite marginalshallow

JM-Fa2

JM-Fa1
Fluvial

x
very high
x
low
low
x
low

very low
very low
very high
very low
very high
very low
very low

low
very high
x
low
high
x
moderate

high
moderate
very low
low
high
x
low

very high
low
low
moderate
low
moderate
moderate

x
lower
upper
very low
very low
x
moderate

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

low
x
very high
high
very high
very low
moderate

high
very low
moderate
very low
low
moderate
high

low
x
very high
high
very high
very low
moderate

very low

very high

high
low
low
low
very low
moderate
moderate
x

moderate
low
low
low
very low
moderate
moderate

very high

high
x
moderate
moderate
very high
low
very high
moderate

x

low
high
x
x
x
moderate
x
x

very low
x
x
low
very low
x
low

very low
very low
x
x
very low
x
x

high
very low
moderate
high
very high
very high
very high

high
low
moderate
high
high
moderate
high

very low
x
x
x
x
x
x

very low
x
x
very low
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

high
very low
high
very low
low
very low
low
very low
x
x
thermal contact

low
low
very high
very high
x
high

very low
very low
high
high
x
low

x
x
very low
very low
x
x

x
x
very low
very low
low
x

x
x
x
x
h: gr-peb
x

below: Ichnogenera table restricted to the Argillite of Humbolt.
common depositional system profile positions
Ichnogenera
Ichnofacies
Tidal-Dominated (Marine & Marginal)
Wave-dominated (Marine)
FAD
Helminthopsis
Cruziana, Mermia
Inter-subtidal tidal-flats (mix, mud); Delta; Shelf
Shoref.-(L); Offsh.-(T,L); Turb.
Ediacaran (Vendian)
Bergaueria
Skolithos
Inter-subtidal: tidal-flats (sand, mix); Subtidal: SSC; Offshore Shoreface-(L); Offshore-(T,L)
Ediacaran (Vendian)
Palaeophycus
Cruziana, Scoyenia
Inter-subtidal: tidal-flats (sand, mix); Subtidal: SSC; Delta
Shoref.(L); Offsh(T,L); Turb; Delta Ediacaran (Vendian)
Treptichnus pedum*
Undefined
Inter-subtidal: tidal-flats (sand, mix); Deltaic mouthbar
Shoref.(L): Offshore-(T,U); Delta
Fortunian
Planolites
Scoyenia
Inter-subtidal: TFC; Delta; Subtidal: SSC; Offshore
Shoref.-(L); Offsh.-(T,U,L); Delta
Fortunian
Monomorphichnus
Cruziana
Inter-subtidal tidal-flats (sand, mix); Subtidal: SSC
Shoreface; Beach
Fortunian
Rusophycus*/Cruziana*
Cruziana, Scoyenia
Inter-subtidal tidal-flats (sand,mix,mud); Subtidal: SSC
Shoreface-(L); Offshore-(T); Delta
Fortunian

TABLE 2: The Argillite of Humbolt and Jack Mine Unit, Table 1 methods continuation for further
analyzing and constraining depositional system, facies characterization and paleoenvironment.
(upper): Features are listed from sedimentary data in abundancies per distinguished facies, and
with environmental occurrences. (lower, restricted to the Argillite of Humbolt): An outline of outline
of subsequent method procedures after the broad depositional system characterization in Table 1:
ichnogenera were collectively and exclusively cross-examined and common profile settings were
established; the integrated ichnofossil data and profiles supplemented other table categorical
elements to constrain depositional setting and facies; ichnofossil first appearance datum (FAD) was
utilized in conjunction to corroborate depositional systems, as were the credibility and
compatibility of all ichnofossils, by cross-examining Table 2 inclusive elements. Treptichnus pedum*
is an ichnospecies. SSC: sand-sheet complex; Shoref: shoreface; Offsh: offshore; Turb: turbidite; T:
transition; U: upper; L: lower; Very low/high: qualitative abundance descriptors; Z-_: siliclastic
microbial structures common during the PC-C transition. Sources are from: paleoenvironmental
association and descriptions: Bottjer and Hagadorn, 2007; Dornbros et al., 2007; Eriksson et al.,
2007; Seilacher et al., 2005; trace-fossils, and Early Cambrian tidal settings: Buatois, 2018;
Desjardins et al., 2010; 2012a, 2012b; Mángano and Buatois, 2011, 2016; Minter et al., 2016.
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CHAPTER 4. GEOLOGIC MAP, UNIT PETROGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY
Petrographic and petrologic reports are detailed in this chapter, following the geologic
map and cross-sections presented below. Units are presented in chronostratigraphic order, from
oldest to youngest. Sedimentological interpretations follow in Chapter 5. Interpretations of
stratigraphic age and position are placed in Chapter 6.
(below) Geologic map of the Humbolt anticline and cross-sections (A-A1 and B-B1).
Map dimensions display the anticline’s southern boundary, to Armstrong Mountain. Mapped
at 1:24,00 (2017-2018), WGS84 Zone 12T. Imagery overlay: Nad27 1988 and 1989 (.kmz).
Mapped with Sears (2017). With mapping by McDonald (in review, 2019); McDonald and
Lonn (in review, 2019); McDonald and Yakovlev (2019); After initial mapping by Myers,
1959; Sears (2016). Actual mapped dimensions extend 2.5 mi north, past Middle Mountain.
For an identical version of the geologic map but with color-coded unit labels, and additional
outcrop attitude data, see Appendix-III.
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Cross-sections A-A1 and B-B1. For a simplified and restored section, see Fig. 22.
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4.1 Basement complex
The basement is not locally exposed but was described from a borehole on the anticline’s
eastern limb by Pearson (1996). It consists of schistose rocks with coarse-grained biotite-quartzplagioclase-potassium feldspar-garnet schist and a few thin layers of amphibolite. Basement does
crop out 20 km to the south in the Armstead anticline, and in the Ruby, Blacktail, and Highland
mountains 40-50 km to the east (Vuke et al., 2007). In those areas, the high-grade basement
rocks are directly overlain by coarse-grained, typically fossiliferous Middle Cambrian sandstone.
4.2 Quartzite of Argenta
The Quartzite of Argenta and Quartzite of Humbolt (Fig. 5) have been mapped as the
same formation in prior works (Pearson, 1996). However, although the quartz-arenites share
similar overall compositions, as well as grain size distributions and sorting, the present thesis
recognizes them as stratigraphically distinct.
Contacts: The basal contact of the Quartzite of Argenta is not exposed, but was described
by Pearson (1996) as nonconformably overlying an ~8 m thick Cretaceous intrusive, that
separates the Quartzite of Argenta from basement rocks. An Archaean to Paleoproterozoic (>
1600 Ma) age of the underlying basement was inferred by Pearson (1996). The Quartzite of
Argenta is disconformably overlain by the basal pebble conglomerate of the Jack Mine Unit. on a
prominent erosional surface. See Chapter 5.2.1 for a detailed discussion of the upper contact; see
Table 3 for petrographic data, and Table 5 for a unit summary and depositional interpretations.
Petrography (Tables 3 and 5): The Quartzite of Argenta is a compositionallysupermature meta-quartz-arenite, having mostly moderate textural maturity. The lithology can be
typically categorized as pseudo-quartzite. Its beds are frequently tabular, mildly to moderately
silicified, cliff-forming, and dominated by trough cross-stratification. It slightly to nonmicaceous, and mostly void of feldspar except for its lower-most bed-set exposures. Its grain size
ranges from very coarse sand to the sand/silt cutoff, but mostly consists of coarse-(lower) to very
fine-grained, rounded quartz sands, their roundness decreases with grain size. Its texture is
typically very well-cemented, moderately-sorted, and tightly-packed, by spheroidal to roller
grains, having concave-convex, and sutured grain contacts. The quartz sands are mostly nonfrosted, slightly polished, monocrystalline, clear, and roundness decreases with grain size. It
varies in color from a very light pink to dark pinkish-red (Fig. 5), and is frequently laminated,
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having thick, salmon-colored, and thin, pinkish-red, alternating laminations. It contains lesser
medium-sized beds, and bedforms including planar horizontal, and high to low-angle crossstratification, isolated beds of massive sands, and infrequent, discontinuous, medium to thin
lenses, of milky quartz-pebble conglomeratic, and monolithic hydrothermal breccia (Fig. 5).
Conglomeratic clasts are typically well-rounded, frosted, and polycrystalline milky quartz.
Bedding surfaces with sand chips are sporadic throughout its section, and slightly asymmetrical
ripple markings are infrequent to rare (Fig. 5). Hand samples often appear more well-sorted than
thin-section. There are no observed trace-fossils nor biogenic structures. The unit may be
informally divided into three petrographic packages, from the base up (Table 5):
Yqa-1: The lower package is dominated by very light pink, to dark pinkish-red, slightly

micaceous, medium-(upper) to very fine-grained quartz-arenite, pseudo-quartzite, with lightly
silicified, very thick to medium-sized beds, that are mostly tabular, trough cross-stratified,
horizontal, and high to low-angle planar cross-stratified. It is very thickly to very thinlylaminated, poorly to well-sorted, and tightly-packed, with mostly rounded, spheroidal to roller,
sand-sized grains of quartz, that are very well-cemented. It also contains lesser thin to mediumsized massive beds. Bedding surfaces sporadically contain sand chips, slightly asymmetrical
ripples are uncommon, and minor liesegang banding is rare (Fig. 5). It sporadically contains
discontinuous lenses of monolithic hydrothermal breccia, and rounded, milky quartz-pebble
conglomeratic. A higher degree of stratigraphic variation, occurs within its lowest bed-set
exposures (see Appendix-II, thin-sections: YQA-L07; YQA-L10; YQA-L13; YQA-L19; YQA-L20).
Yqa-2: The middle package consists of compositionally-supermature orthoquartzite, that

is very thick to thickly-bedded. It exhibits two distinctive color tones: very thick to thick,
salmon-colored tones, and pinkish-red alternating laminations (Fig. 5). Bedding is tabular,
moderately silicified, cliff-forming, and dominated by trough cross-stratification. It is slightly to
non-micaceous, non-feldspathic, and the monolithic quartz sand-sized grains are mostly very fine
to medium-upper, tightly-packed, moderately-sorted, spheroids to rollers, that are very wellcemented, and dominated by concave-convex, and sutured contacts. Actual grain size
distribution ranges from coarse to silt, and sorting ranges from well to poor. It contains lesser
planar horizontal, high to low-angle cross-stratification, and massive sand beds, as well as
infrequent, discontinuous, medium to thin lenses of milky quartz-pebble conglomeratic, and
monolithic hydrothermal breccia. Bed tops with sand chips are sporadic and slightly
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asymmetrical ripple markings are uncommon. Its fabric ranges from pseudo-quartzite to
quartzite. Yqa-2 comprises a majority of the section.
Yqa-3: The upper package is dominated by tabular, moderately silicified, highly-resistant,

often cliff-forming non-micaceous, non-feldspathic, quartz-arenitic orthoquartzite. Beds are very
thick to medium-bedded, trough cross-stratified, high to low-angle, and horizontal planar crossstratified, and massive. The rock is very light pink to dark pinkish-red, and mostly consists of
rounded, spheroidal to roller, very fine to medium-(upper), sand-sized grains of quartz, that are
tightly-packed and very well-cemented. It is often very thickly to thinly-laminated, sporadically
contains medium-sized, discontinuous lenses, of rounded, milky quartz-pebble conglomerate,
and sand chips on bedding surfaces.
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Figure 5. Reference images of the two quartz-arenites mapped as discrete units. (upper):
The neutral-monotoned very light grey and massive Quartzite of Humbolt, essentially void
of bedforms, structures and macroscopic section variation; (lower): The two-tone salmon
and pinkish-red, trough cross-bedded, tabular, cliff-forming, Quartzite of Argenta. Also
displayed are ripple marks, sand chips, breccia, and a bedtop (concave) strain ellipsoid.
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Argenta Quartzite
Thin Section
Lithology
Lithology (thin-section)
%Q
%F
%L
Micaceous
Sorting
Packing
Cement
Cement: %
Cement: composition
Cement: alteration-prod.
D: min, max (mm)
D-range: majority
D: Skew
Roundness
Sphericity
Porosity: %
Maturity: composition
Maturity: texture
Q-monocrystalline: %
Q-polycrystalline: %
Grain contacts
Laminations: size,
degree defined
Lam/Bed indicators
Q-overgrowths
Trace-fossil
Outcrop & Hand Sample
Lithology: outcrop
Bedding-size
Bedding-style
Bedforms-1
bedf.-2 & sed-structure
Color
Grain fracture/cleave
Mud
Jasper
Quartz: polish
Quartz: frosting
Quartz: variety
Conglomerate
Miscellaneous: outcrop

Quartz-arenite, pseudo- quartzite
Sandstone
~97%
Void
~3%
Slightly to non-micaceous
Moderate
Tight
Very well
< 5 -2%
Q-micro, Fe-ox, clay-mud
Clays, Fe-ox
Si/Sa - 2.0-V.C.(u)
V.F. to M.(l) or C.(l)
Moderate
Rounded
Spheroidal & roller
1-3%
Supermature to very
Moderate to mature
85-90%
10-15%
Concave-convex, sutured
Very thick to medium
Well to weak
D, long-axes, cement
Uncommon
-

Abbreviations
Quartzite, pseudo- quartzite
Very thick to medium
Tab: cliff-form, high-resistant
Cross,trough,massive,planar
Slight-asymm. ripples, sand-chip
Pink to red, salmon two-tone
Mostly across
Very low to low
Void to very low
Variable
Most non-frost; rare frost bed
Mostly clear
Q-pebble conglomeratic lenses
Lenses: hydroth.-breccia

F.
M.
C.
V.
(l)
(u)
D
Q
Si/Sa

void
fine
medium
coarse
very
lower
upper
change: size
quartz
silt to sand-cutoff

Table 3: The Quartzite of Argenta petrography and petrology. Thin-section and
outcrop/hand-sample selective criteria are differentiated for purpose of future petrography
or field geology clarity. Thin-section percentages and quantitative description criteria are
reported as observed petrographic means best-representing bulk lithostratigraphic section.
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4.3 Jack Mine Unit
Siliclastic microbially-induced structures (Fig. 6)
The brief descriptions of siliclastic microbially-induced structures, are quoted and
paraphrased from Bottjer and Hagadorn (2007), Dornbros et al. (2007), and Eriksson et al.
(2007), and are included for the varieties recorded in the Jack Mine Unit. 1. Old elephant skin
(OES): A surface corrugation of a sandstone bed with quasi- polygonal texture. OES bed-tops
have bulbous depressions and sharp convex crests, and convex-to-bulbous textures, and sharp
concave depressions on OES bed-bottoms; 2. Wrinkle structures: Wrinkled sandstone or muddy
sandstone surfaces as bed-tops or bed-soles, with reticulate patterns of small raised ridges; 3.
Kinneyia: An irregular mosaic-like pattern of flat-topped ovate pits or grooves that resemble
microripple-like crests, that are steep sided and occur on sandstone bed-tops between truncated
ripple crests; 4. Petees: Typically form as multiple ridgelines with polygonal, reticulatepolygonal and sinuous to elongated, parallel in plan-view, with passive fill, and often associated
with concave-upward segments between the ridges, and sub-planar soft-sediment is common
underlying petee surface; 5. Filled-sand cracks: Epirelief positive ridges resembling petees but
are have active, not passive fill. Associated with sand cracks (negative relief); 6. Microbial
sand/mat chips: Microbial sand chips reflect sedimentary reworking, transport and abrasion.
Clasts are typically rounded, plastically deformed and often current-aligned, with rounded to
elongate partially flattened shapes and axes < 10cm long. Mat chips reflect strongly desiccated
microbially-bound sandy sediment surfaces that are subject to reworking from waves, currents or
wind; 7. Gas domes: Roughly circular conical mound with a central or subcentral depression,
contains a core the depression is linked to, and has a vertical, inverted-cone structure surface
expression, that extends into the substrate, with indistinct edges.

Figure 6. Reference images of siliclastic microbially-induced structures. a: old elephant
skin; b: kinneyia; c: sand-filled cracks; d-e: microbial mat chips; f: petees; g: gas domes.
Modified from a-e: Bottjer and Hagadorn, 2007; Eriksen et al., 2007; f-g: Kovalchuk, 2017.
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Figure 7. Siliclastic microbially-induced structures in the Jack Mine Unit. A-B: old elephant
skin; C: sand-filled cracks and petees-(upper), D: gas dome; E: kinneyia and petee ridges-(right);
F-G: microbial mat chips (destruction); H: microbial mat chips (growth).
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The Jack Mine Unit is an informal name used in this thesis for a section dominated by
argillaceous, micaceous, feldspathic, silt to sandstone siliclastics. It disconformably overlies the
Quartzite of Argenta, and underlies the Humbolt Unit beneath a concealed contact. For a detailed
interpretation of its lower contact, see Chapter 5.2.1. Unit thickness ranges 240-350 m across
cross-section A-A1 (see geologic map in Chapter 4).
Above its thin basal conglomerates, the unit's most common lithologies are tan and grey,
horizontal planar-interlaminated, silty, very fine to fine-grained sandstone, grey siltstone,
maroon, very fine to medium-grained silty sandstone, and intercalated, heterolithic, green and
grey to white, flaser, wavy, lenticular, and planar cross-interlaminated, argillite, sandstone,
siltstone, and lesser mudstone. Their fabrics commonly grade from sedimentary to metasand/siltstones, with exception to the packages of grey siltstone and intercalated argillite. Many
siliclastic, microbially-induced structures, and minor bioturbation, occur in the units upper-half.
It is informally divided from the base-up, into seven petrographic packages:
Zj-1: A beige to white, and oxidized brownish-orange, clast-supported, rounded to well-

rounded, monolithic quartz-pebble, quartz-arenite conglomerate, that except for sparse, coarse
muscovite, is compositionally-supermature, contains mylonite, and is non-feldspathic,
throughout its cement, polycrystalline, milky-quartz, spheroidal to roller clasts, and very fine to
very coarse quartzose sands. It is very poorly-sorted, well-cemented by concave-convex and long
grain contacts, that are moderately-packed in an iron-oxide, siliceous(?) cement or recrystallized
matrix, that is pseudo-opaque and vitreous in thin-section. Pebbles have an overall preferential
long-axis orientation, but do not define imbrication. Clasts include Lm: quartzite; mylonite; and
mostly Lp: vein quartz. Monocrystalline quartz grains tend to dominate sand to granule-sized
grains, whereas polycrystalline-quartz are typically pebble-sized clasts.
Zj-2: A maroon, arkosic, immature, very poorly-sorted, small pebble to granule, silty

iron-oxide, very fine to fine-grained sandstone, matrix-supported conglomerate, in an immature,
micaceous (muscovite), silty, dull, iron-oxide mud-rich matrix. Clasts consist of mostly rounded,
milk quartz, with lesser angular to rounded, euhedral, pink, optically-clear, lithic-volcanic clasts,
that display very minor hydrolysis, that consist of rhyolite, and lesser quartz-rich trachyte, that
may exhibit a moderate degree of myrmekitic exsolution, and fewer monocrystalline microcline.
Feldspathic, lithic-volcanic pebble-sized clasts are mostly angular, and sands are angular to
rounded. Quartz-overgrowths are sporadic, and mylonite clasts are rare. Beds are mostly
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lenticular, medium to thinly-bedded, and horizontal to low-angle cross-stratified and massive.
Clast abundance and sizes fine upwards into a granule conglomeratic.
Zj-3: A sequence dominated by very fine to medium-grained maroon sandstone, with

symmetrical wave-dominated and oscillation ripple marks. Although small pebble to granulesized clasts are mostly absent, it records a coarsening of sand-sized grains, and decrease in ironoxide mud and percent matrix from Zj-2, but small pebble to granule-sized clasts are mostly
absent. Its beds are lenticular to tabular, thin to medium-sized, and are planar-laminated, low to
high-angle cross-stratified, with lesser massive and flaser-bedding.
Zj-4: A package of micaceous, maroon, very fine to medium-grained silty sandstone, and

tan, very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone, with tabular to lenticular, thin to medium sized
beds, with cross-stratification, planar-horizontal, flaser, and massive bedding. It contains gutter
casts, mostly symmetrical ripple markings, syneresis cracks, truncation surfaces, minor softsediment small-scale loading structures, and lesser argillaceous intervals of interbedded, grey,
fissle, highly micaceous, lenticular, laminated sandy siltstone.
Zj-5: A package of tan, very fine to fine-grained, well-sorted, silty sandstone and very

well-sorted, grey sandy siltstone, with tabular to lenticular, thin to thick-bedding. It contains
intervals of the two grey and tan lithologies planar-horizontal interlaminated, with lesser grey
and green, interlaminated shaley siltstone and mudstone. Gutter casts are prominent, abundant,
and diverse, and also contains lesser wave-dominated ripples, syneresis cracks, gutter molds,
groove casts, unidirectional tool marks, small-scale soft-sediment loading and dewatering
structures, truncation surfaces, and rare convolute laminations (Fig. 8).
Zj-6: A package of micaceous, planar-laminated and low-angle cross-stratified, tabular,

tan, very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone, interlaminated with grey, sandy siltstone, and
intercalated with grey and green, and lesser maroon, flaser to lenticular, micaceous, very thinly
to thickly-interlaminated, fissle to sub-fissle siltstone and mudstone, with lesser silty sandstone.
Intercalated, heterolithic flaser, wavy and lenticular bedding is dominant when not planarhorizontal interlaminated (Fig. 8). It contains gutter casts, syneresis cracks, microbial structures
including petees, filled-sand cracks, wrinkle structures, kinneyia, old elephant skin, gas domes
and microbial mat chips (Fig. 7), asymmetric and bidirectional ripple markings and ripple crosslamination, sand flasers, minor soft sediment, and rare bioturbation, mostly interpreted as
varieties of Helminthoides (Fig. 9).
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Figure 8-I. The Jack Mine Unit: distinctive and characteristic rhythmite and heterolithic
intercalated bedding patterns, and sedimentary structures such as various sizes and styles
of gutter casts, and ripple cross-lamination.
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Fig 8-II. The Jack Mine Unit sedimentary structures (continued): A-B: Truncation surfaces
and minor loading deformation, tops are stratigraphic-up; C: Tool marks (unidirectional)
that may be small-scaled flute structures; D: A rare gutter cast in coarse sandstone.
Gutters are abundant in silt to fine-sand lithologies, and typically contain hinges (Fig. 8-I).
Gutters typically indicate stratigraphic down in correspondence to concavity. However, the
hinges (D) display asymmetric, concave-convex like, alternating concavity formation,
obscuring true stratigraphic-up orientation; E: A gutter or groove cast with negative relief,
rotational, deformation pits, and hemispherical plugs. Although monolithic and relatively
homogenous, the overlying, attached massive siltstone bed is void of deformation; F:
Orthogonal sand-filled cracks; G: convolute laminae; H: A soft-sediment loading structure,
stratigraphic-down towards hand-lens.
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Zj-7: A package dominated by heterolithic, intercalated, flaser, flaser-wavy, thick-

lenticular, and wavy-interlaminated, mostly green and grey to white, with lesser maroon,
sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone, with asymmetric, and lesser bidirectional, shallow-crested,
tidal-current cross-lamination, and ripple markings, reactivation surfaces, diagenetically-altered
bed-sets, and lesser syneresis cracks, and truncation surfaces (Fig. 8). Bioturbation remains rare,
the traces poorly preserved, Helminthoidichnites the most common (Fig. 9), and may occur on
same bedding surfaces as old elephant skin and gas domes. Zj-7 includes the same, microbiallyinduced structures as Zj-6, but in greater abundance (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Trace-fossils in the Jack Mine Unit are confined to its upper-half, consist of undiversified,
simple traces, mostly interpreted as varieties of Helminthoides, and are typically poorly preserved.

4.4 Humbolt Unit (Quartzite and Argillite)
The Argillite of Humbolt is a very thin and extensively-eroded package of argillaceous
siliclastics, that is exposed confined within or mostly within Humbolt Mountain, the eastern limb
of Humbolt anticline, and by the Quartzite of Humbolt. Although, the Quartzite of Humbolt does
not outcrop on either end of the thin package. Where the platy, argillaceous and bioturbated float
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is exposed, positioned topographically above and below, lie large float blocks of the Quartzite of
Humbolt. For these reasons, whether the argillite is a stratigraphic interval in the Quartzite of
Humbolt, or a contact is placed between the strata, cannot be accurately resolved, nor can any
structure be mapped at their contact. It is also possible but inferred as improbable that the
argillite is a discontinuous bed-lens that does not extend beyond its exposed constraints at
Humbolt Mountain. This thesis describes the petrography, lithostratigraphy, and the depositional
systems of the Quartzite of Humbolt and the Argillite of Humbolt independently. But due to the
quartzite’s topographic positioning above and below the argillite, and the lack of outcrop
exposure hindering the ability to accurately differentiate their stratigraphic relation, this thesis
places the Argillite of Humbolt as an interval within the Quartzite of Humbolt, that is informally
named the Humbolt Unit. Stratigraphic placements are further discussed in Chapter 6.3.
4.5 Quartzite of Humbolt
The Quartzite of Humbolt is an informal name used in this thesis for a thick, light grey
and massive meta-sandstone that overlies the Jack Mine Unit as part of the Humbolt Unit, and
underlies Middle Cambrian strata. Both contacts are concealed. It forms ridges and felsenmeer
caps comprised of large talus and boulder-sized float blocks. For details of its stratigraphic
relation to the Argillite of Humbolt, see Chapter 6.3.
The Quartzite of Humbolt is a neutral-monotoned, very light grey, non-feldspathic,
quartz-arenite pseudo-quartzite, with very thick to thick, tabular, massively-bedded sand
packages. Its quartzose sand-sized grains are mostly very fine to medium-upper, rounded,
spheroidal to roller, non-frosted, slightly polished, moderate to poorly sorted, tightly-packed, and
very well-cemented, by mostly concave-convex and sutured grain contacts. It is compositionally
supermature, ~97% SiO2. and texturally moderate. Although it is massive and appears to be
structureless, laminae are faintly discernable in thin-section. It is non-micaceous to very slightly
micaceous. Its lithology may range to sub-lithic with additional interstitial silt and muscovitesericite. Impurity geochemistry trends are felsic-potassic. Actual grain size distribution ranges
from silt to minor coarse sands and rare very coarse sand. It may contain ichnofossils observed
from thin-section, but they are inconclusive, as discussed in Chapter 5.4 and Appendix-II.
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Quartzite of Humbolt
Thin Section
Lithology
Lithology (thin-section)
%Q
%F
%L
Micaceous
Sorting
Packing
Cement
Cement: %
Cement: composition
Cement: alteration-prod.
D: min, max (mm)
D-range: majority
D: Skew
Roundness
Sphericity
Porosity: %
Maturity: composition
Maturity: texture
Q-monocrystalline: %
Q-polycrystalline: %
Grain contacts
Laminations: size,
degree defined
Lam/Bed indicators
Q-overgrowths
Trace-fossil
Outcrop & Hand Sample
Lithology: outcrop
Bedding-size
Bedding-style
Bedforms-1
bedf.-2 & sed-structure
Color
Grain fracture/cleave
Mud
Jasper
Quartz: polish
Quartz: frosting
Quartz: variety
Conglomerate
Miscellaneous: outcrop

Quartz-arenite, pseudo- quartzite
Sandstone
~97%
Void
~3%
Slightly to non-micaceous
Poor to moderate
Tight
Very well
< 5 -2%
Q-micro, clay-mud
Clay: green, sericite, Fe-ox
Si/Sa - 1.3-V.C.(l)
V.F.-M.(u)
Moderate to High
Rounded
Spheroidal & roller
1-3%
Very mature
Moderate
85-90%
10-15%
Concave-convex, sutured
Very thick to thick
Structureless to very weak
D, pack-orientation, porosity
Rare
Inconclusive

Abbreviations
Quartzite, pseudo- quartzite
Very thick to thick
Tabular: ridge-former
Massive-structureless
Single symmetrical ripple surface
Light grey
Mostly across
Very low
Void to rare
Slightly polished
Mostly non-frosted
Clear
Talus float blocks; poor-exposure

F.
M.
C.
V.
(l)
(u)
D
Q
Si/Sa

void
fine
medium
coarse
very
lower
upper
change: size
quartz
silt to sand-cutoff

Table 4: The Quartzite of Humbolt petrography and petrology. Thin-section and
outcrop/hand-sample selective criteria are differentiated for purpose of future petrography
or field geology clarity. Thin-section percentages and quantitative description criteria are
reported as observed petrographic means best-representing bulk lithostratigraphic section.
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4.6 Argillite of Humbolt
The Argillite of Humbolt is an informal name used in this thesis for a very thin and
extensively-eroded package of argillaceous siliclastics, that is typically expressed as platy float,
exposed within or mostly within the confines of Humbolt Mountain, in the anticline’s eastern
limb, and among large talus float blocks of the Quartzite of Humbolt. See Chapter 4.4 for contact
details; Chapter 6.3 for placement. The argillite consists of micaceous, feldspathic, gently
contact-metamorphosed, dominantly heterolithic, flaser and planar horizontal-interlaminated,
silty sandstone, sandy to shaley siltstone, and lesser mudstone. It contains ripple marks, ripplecross lamination, syneresis cracks, lesser microbial structures, and is sporadically highly
bioturbated, by a variety of ichnofossils, including Treptichnus pedum.
Due to the lack of outcrops, the concealed contacts remain unresolved, and only two
petrographic packages can be accurately determined, but not their individual thicknesses. Some
ambiguity exists regarding their relative stratigraphic positions, and stratigraphic intervals of
_ah-2 may be interbedded with _ah-1.
_ah-1 (inferred as lower package) consists of gently thermal-metamorphosed,

heterolithic, intercalated, micaceous, very thickly to very thinly, planar horizontal to subhorizontal and flaser-interlaminated, pseudo-meta-argillite, very fine to medium-grained silty
sandstone, sandy to clay-rich sub-fissle siltstone, and lesser mudstone. It contains ripple crosslaminations, syneresis cracks (Fig. 10), lesser microbial structures, and is often highly
bioturbated, by Treptichnus pedum, Treptichnus isp., Planolites, Monomorphichnus,
Palaeophycus, Helminthopsis, and Bergaueria (Powell, pers. comm., 2018); Rusophycus,
Cruziana, and Palaeopascichnus isp. are tentatively included, but regarded with a margin of
ambiguity. Bioturbation is mostly preserved on sand-silt interfaces. Uncommon conglomerates
containing small pebble to granule-sized clasts of lithic- siltstone, sandstone, and quartzite, that
are rounded, and discus with lesser spheroids, most frequently confined to bed-bottoms. Bedbottom clasts were not recorded within less than 1 cm thickness of a bed-top with trace-fossils.
_ah-2 consists of gently thermal-metamorphosed, pseudo-meta-sandstone and -siltstone.

It is sand-dominant, overall coarser-grained than _ah-1, with few mudstone interlaminations.
The sandstone is mostly very fine to fine-grained and silty, and the siltstone is sandy to clay-rich,
slaty, with infrequent very thin mudstone laminae. Surface exposures are often blackish-grey to maroon, fresh pseudo-quartzite surfaces are often light grey sands, and slaty-siltstones hues are
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variable but often retain exterior tone and are dull. Symmetrical, wave-dominated, but not
oscillation ripples (Fig. 10), and syneresis sand cracks are common on sand-dominant surfaces.
Microbial structures are uncommon. A single small gutter and lode cast were recorded.

Figure 10. The Argillite of Humbolt sedimentary structures and reference of their thermalmetamorphosed enhancement, including A: Symmetrical wave-dominated ripples; B-C:
Syneresis cracks, enlarged inset image shows coarser-filled epirelief cracks in contrast to
the predominant silt-rich lithology.
4.7 Flathead Sandstone
The Flathead Sandstone overlies the Quartzite of Humbolt, underlies the Silver Hill
Formation, and is exposed in small patches. Where it crops out in the southern anticline area, it is
feldspathic, micaceous, commonly but very poorly glauconitic, red to maroon, grey, white, tan,
and infrequently green, fine to very coarse-grained, moderately to well-sorted, very wellcemented, high-angle planar cross-stratified quartzose sandstone; poorly-sorted, pink, milky and
red polycrystalline quartz-pebble conglomeratic; and maroon and greyish-green, sandy to shaley,
sporadically-bioturbated, planar-laminated siltstone with infrequent flaser-bedding. It frequently
contains glauconite, although scarce accessory Bedding is very thick to thin, and tabular to
lenticular, bedtop oscillation ripple markings are common, mud chips common but sporadic, and
typically contains trace accessory glauconite, pyrite, hematite, chert and clays. Further north,
discontinuous patches of contact metamorphosed Flathead Sandstone float are found along the
eastern aspect of Humbolt Mountain, where it is black, maroon, green, dark grey, and purplishbrown, contains increased abundancies of pyrite and glauconite (Fig. 11), and pebble-sized
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conglomeratic clasts include heterolithic clast lithologies, but are meta-sandstone dominant.
Clast types include subrounded sandstone, subangular siltstone, and rounded red and pink
quartzite, and polycrystalline milky quartz.

Figure 11. The Flathead Sandstone thin-section displaying gently-altered grains of
glauconite (gl), in the planar cross-stratified Humbolt Mountain sample.
4.8 Boulder Conglomerate
A local boulder conglomerate was mapped by Myers (1952) as Cambrian(?). Its base is
not exposed. The conglomerate underlies less than 16 m of the Silver Hill Formation, which is in
turn overlain by the Hasmark Dolomite. The conglomerate is vertically displaced by a fault, and
is laterally displaced by a dike (Chapter 4.12), which intruded and filled the fault. It is now
exposed as two, small, isolated, east and west outcrop windows. The far eastern boundary
disconformably contacts the dike, and far western boundary contacts the Silver Hill Formation.
Field relations suggest the conglomerate either underlies the Silver Hill Formation, where the
Silver Hill is unusually thin, or is a unit interval confined within the upper(?) Silver Hill
Formation (McDonald and Yakovlev, 2019). Its clasts are comprised of well-rounded to
rounded, quartzite boulders up to 70 cm long (Fig. 12), minor gneiss, and monolithic breccia,
that are mostly constrained to cobble-sized clasts, and abundant, but mostly large-pebble to
granule-sized, lithic-sedimentary clasts. Boulder to pebble-sized clasts are grain-supported and
pebble to sand-sized clasts float in an atypical recrystallized matrix that consists of iron-oxide
rich mud, and coarsely-crystalline zoned-dolomite with minor micritic calcite.
Figure 12; thin-sections: CBC-08; CBC-10; CBC-17; CBC-20
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Figure 12. Cambrian(?) Boulder Conglomerate, A-B: outcrop and rounded quartzite
boulders, inset image of clast rounding; C-E: hematitic clay-rich recrystallized matrix with
euhedral, detrital zoned-dolomite, packed between monocrystalline quartz sands and
pebble-sized lithic-sedimentary clasts, (E) shows matrix and small clast billet (t-s: CBC-17).
4.9 Silver Hill Formation
The Silver Hill Formation overlies patches of the Flathead Sandstone, but mostly directly
overlies the Quartzite of Humbolt, the Jack Mine Unit, and the Quartzite of Argenta with angular
unconformity. The Silver Hill Formation underlies the Cambrian Hasmark Dolomite. Typical
exposures of the Silver Hill Formation consist of muddy sandstone interbedded with shaley and
often muddy-siltstone. The muddy-sandstone is typically tan, micaceous, feldspathic, mostly
sub-rounded fine to medium-grained, grain-supported, well-sorted, and well to moderatelycemented, in a muddy-matrix, containing coarse mica, iron-oxides and trace amounts of
glauconite. The siltstone is generally grey, green, and maroon, micaceous, shaley, and often
muddy. The upper-most lithologic-section consists of a tan to light brown, muddy-dolomitic,
siltite–lithic arenite, heterolithic pebble-conglomeratic, with thick to thin planar-bedding and
laminations, and thin to medium-sized massive beds (Fig. 13). The section is slightly micaceous
and very poorly-sorted. It contains an abundance and diversity of non-monomineralogic clasts,
that include: Ls-sandstone, siltstone, chert, clay-mudstone; Lp-granitic; and Lm-quartzite. The
clasts are loosely-packed and matrix-supported, in a recrystallized dirty-dolomitic mud. Its
detrital sands are well to sub-rounded. Figure 13; thin-sections: CSH-05; CSH-21
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Figure 13. Cambrian Silver Hill Formation (upper-section): CSH-05 (left, lower-center):
thickly-laminated, muddy-dolomitic, sandy-siltstone lithic-arenite; and CSH-21 (right, topcenter): thickly-laminated to massive, muddy, sandy-siltstone lithic-arenite, heterolithicpebble conglomeratic, with monomineralogic clasts in an iron-oxide rich dolomitic-mud.
4.10 Hasmark Dolomite:
The unit is characterized by light grey, tabular, thin to thick-bedded crystalline dolomite
containing thin beds of laminated algal-mats. It generally has low textural-compositional
variability and is generally regarded as a clean dolostone. Fresh crystalline surfaces often portray
a silver-like hue, whereas weathered surface exposures fade to a dull very light to whitish-grey
and may exhibit a moderate textural degree of rillenstein. Algal-laminae comprise the only
biogenic structures. Rare chert nodules and bands occur. Tabular beds are moderate to highly
resistant and cliff-forming at shallowly-dipping outcrop locations. The basal contact is typically
concealed and less commonly fault-bounded, where exposed it is sharp. The contact with the
overlying Devonian Jefferson Formation is disconformable.
4.11 Meta-sedimentary units in the northern part of the Humbolt anticline
The strata in the northern part of the anticline consist of an array of lithologies, their
lithostratigraphy difficult to correlate, due to a graded range of non-metamorphic to ductile (Fig.
14) fabrics. This thesis does not detail the northern anticline strata. The rocks are commonly
metamorphosed to the biotite zone, from which clay-rich protoliths form a characteristic spotted
hornfels (Fig. 14). All thin-sections are feldspathic, and the concentration of potassic feldspar is
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much greater than plagioclase. The northern anticline is regarded to contain multiple units. The
lithologies, textures, bedforms, and sedimentary structures that are characteristic of the Jack
Mine Unit are very similar, and much resemble the protolith-type strata of the unit that
dominates most exposures south of Humbolt Mountain. Petrographic data Appendix-II, see thinsections: <MS-AMII02; <MS-AMII05; <MS-AMI14; <MS-AM13; <MS-AM18; <MS-606N.
4.12 Syenitic-Trachyte Porphyry
Originally mapped by Myers (1952) as a latite porphyry, an isolated dike with
discontinuous branching sills cross-cuts and displaces the Middle Cambrian Silver Hill
Formation (McDonald, in press, 2019), and a Cambrian(?) (Myers, 1952) boulder conglomerate,
but does not breach the Late Cambrian Hasmark Formation. Strata are vertically offset by < 16
m, and indicate a high-angle fault down-dropped to the southwest. The dikes petrography was
examined, on the basis of field relations that its placement may be Cambrian, observations that
its porphyritic texture was characteristic of a hypabyssal or sub-volcanic porphyry, and hand-lens
petrology indicating an alkaline to sub-alkaline geochemical composition. Local igneous activity,
including volcanism and shallow-emplacement, with geochemical trends ranging from alkali rift
basalts, to trachytes/syenites and rhyolites, are common in rift-settings (Lund, 2008).
It is a grey, blue, and pink, holocrystalline, inequigranular, aphanitic-porphyritic,
hypabyssal, syenitic-trachyte porphyry (Fig. 15), with a ternary compositional distribution of, K:
67%, P: 30%, and Q or feldspathoids: 03%, and bimodal phenocryst distribution, comprised of:
light pink, euhedral, very coarse-grained phenocrysts to megacrysts (~10-25 mm long) of
orthoclase, that exhibit low to very low hydrolysis and no tartan-twinning, and light greyish-blue,
hypidiomorphic-granular, medium-grained phenocrysts (1-4 mm long) of oligoclase, that exhibit
moderate to high hydrolysis, within a allotriomorphic-aphanitic groundmass of potassic-feldspar
(Fig. 15). Alteration products include mostly sericite, minor calcite and iron-oxides in both
phenocryst types, whereas the groundmass is restricted to sericite. It contains accessory zircons,
very fine-grained quartz or feldspathoids (nepheline or leucite), and lacks jackstraw plagioclase
laths, vesicles, and glass. A syenite/trachyte composition was determined after compositional
resolution of the potassic-feldspar aphanitic-groundmass, after testing positive to the application
of sodium cobalnitrate (Fig. 15). The intrusive has been labeled as a syenitic-trachyte porphyry,
due to composition, texture, and interpretations of magmatic history (see Chapter 5.7).
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Figure 14. (top, thin-sections): Various degrees of meta-sedimentary petrographic textures
north of Humbolt Mountain hinder the ability to correlate lithostratigraphic sections using
thin-section analyses. See Appendix-II for petrographic data. (A-L): Reference lithologies,
textures and sedimentary structures recorded north of Humbolt Mountain. A: A gutter
cast with sub-ductile fabric, micro-faulting, and possible slump-folding; B: Symmetrical
thin-crested, wave-dominated ripples in quartzite, and thick-crested, oscillation ripples in
spotted-quartzite; C: A baked, sheared, micro-faulted, and possibly slump-folded spotted
siltite; D (t-s: < MS-AM18): A thinly-laminated siltite, with soft-sediment loading and
dewatering deformation; E: a sub-fissle, clay-rich, spotted sandstone, with radial to diskus
green spots, (E-left) shows a spotted, radial to conical, epirelief bedtop structure, that may
be a fluid-escape or gas dome; F-G: Syneresis cracks, filled by coarser sand than outlying
lithology, the (F) bedtop also contains inset sand crack sub-networks; H: A rare outcrop
patch, with identical heterolithic, intercalated, flaser-dominant bedding as the upper facies
(Zj- 6-7) of the Jack Mine Unit; I: A spotted gutter cast; J: A spotted and sheared, planarlaminated siltite, with a loading structure, and micro-faulting or slump-folding; K (t-s:
< MS-AMI14): A baked, low-angle cross-laminated, lightly sheared spotted siltite; L: A
muddy, silicified, planar-laminated silty sandstone.

Figure 15. A syenitic-trachyte porphyry, that contains a bimodal phenocryst distribution,
of euhedral, prismatic, orthoclase megacrysts, and hypidiomorphic-granular oligoclase
phenocrysts, within an allotriomorphic-aphanitic, potassic-feldspar groundmass. A:
Combination (top-bottom) of plane and cross-polarized light, orange line divides sodium
cobalnitrate, to-right: reactivity of groundmass and orthoclase-tip; B: Entire field of view is
stained. thin-sections STP-26; STP-27
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CHAPTER 5. DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEM INTERPRETATIONS
This chapter details interpretations of depositional setting, provenance,
paleoenvironment, the ichnofossil record, and microbially-induced structures for all facies
divisions, as well as other aspects of the geologic record, such as tectono-stratigraphy, and
magmatic history. This thesis does not include interpretations for the Flathead Sandstone, the
Silver Hill Formation, or Hasmark Formation, due to field and petrographic data neither
contradicting or expanding upon the widely documented, pre-existing interpretations of
depositional and paleoenvironment. Important findings of this study include the discovery of the
trace-fossil Treptichnus pedum, which marks the base of the Cambrian, and various microbially
induced structures. These warrant detailed discussions in the pertinent sections.
5.1 Quartzite of Argenta
The Quartzite of Argenta is interpreted as a predominantly fluvial system, its sediments
transported and deposited by intra-cratonic braided and meandering streams, over a broad plain.
Interpretations of fluvial origin in the field area agree with those by Winston and Sears (pers.
comm., 2018).
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The Quartzite of Argenta: Paleo-Mesoproterozoic (Yqa)
Facies

Lithology, Sedimentary Structures & Ichnology

Depositional
Environment
Process & Energy

Yqa Trough and
-1
planar crossstratified
reddish-pink
quartzarenite

A package dominated by tabular, slightly silicified, very thick to mediumbedded, trough cross-stratified, with lesser horizontal, and high to low-angle
planar cross-stratified, very light pink, to dark pinkish-red, slightly
micaceous, quartz-arenite, that consists of mostly monolithic quartz, very
fine to medium-(upper) sand-sized grains, that are tightly-packed,
moderately to well-sorted, spheroids to rollers, and very well-cemented, by
concave-convex and sutured contacts. It also contains lesser beds of thin to
medium-sized beds of massive sands. Its two-toned laminations are very
thick to thin. Bedding surfaces sporadically contain sand chips, slightly
asymmetrical ripples are uncommon, and minor liesegang banding is rare. It
sporadically contains lenses of monolithic hydrothermal breccia, and few,
discontinuous, rounded, milky quartz-pebble conglomeratic. A higher
degree of stratigraphic variation occurs within its lowest bed-set exposures.

Moderate energy:
bedload sand
deposition of
medium to smallsized 3D and 2D
dunes.

Fluvial:
meandering
stream to
braided
stream

Yqa Salmon and
-2
pinkish-red
trough-crossstratified
quartzarenite

A trough cross-stratified, compositionally-supermature, meta-quartz-arenite,
with very thick to thick-bedding that consist of distinctive, two-tone, very
thick to thick, salmon-colored, and medium to thin, pinkish-red, alternating
laminations. Its tabular beds are moderately silicified, and cliff-forming. It is
slightly to non-micaceous, non-feldspathic, and is comprised mostly of
monolithic quartz sand-sized grains, that are mostly very fine to medium(upper), tightly-packed, moderately-sorted, spheroids to rollers, that are very
well-cemented, and dominated by concave-convex, and sutured contacts.
Actual grain size distribution ranges from silt to rare very coarse sands that
are poorly to well-sorted. It contains lesser planar high to low-angle and
horizontal cross-stratification, and massive-bedding. Discontinuous, medium
to thin lenses of milky quartz-pebble conglomeratic are sporadic, and
hydrothermal breccia is atypical. Bedtops with sand chips are sporadic and
slightly asymmetrical ripple markings are uncommon. Its fabric ranges from
quartzite to pseudo -quartzite. The facies comprises most of the section.

Moderate energy:
bedload sand
deposition of
medium to smallsized 3D dunes,
3D dune channel
migration.
Cratonic interior
broad plain
deposition.

Fluvial:
meandering
stream to
braided
stream

Yqa Trough and
-3
planar crosstop stratified
reddish-pink
quartzarenite

A package dominated by tabular, moderately silicified, highly-resistant,
often cliff-forming, very thick to medium-bedded, trough cross-stratified,
with lesser horizontal and high to low-angle planar cross-stratified, very
light pink, to dark pinkish-red, slightly to non-micaceous, non-feldspathic,
quartz-arenitic orthoquartzite, that consists of mostly monolithic quartz, very
fine to medium-(upper) sand-sized grains, that are tightly-packed,
moderately sorted, spheroids to rollers, and very well-cemented, by concaveconvex and sutured contacts. It is very thickly to thinly-laminated and
contains lesser thin to medium-sized beds of massive sands.It sporadically
contains sand chips on bedding surfaces, and medium-sized, discontinuous
lenses, of rounded, milky quartz-pebble conglomeratic.

Moderate energy:
bedload sand
deposition of
medium to smallsized 3D and 2D
dunes. Cratonic
interior broad
plain deposition.

Fluvial:
meandering
stream to
braided
stream

Common,
miscellaneous

Pseudo- quartzite fabric is typical, it is unfossiliferous, predominantly non-feldspathic, and may contain trace
amounts of rose quartz. Actual thin-section grain size distribution ranges silt to rare very coarse sands, and
roundness decreases with grain size. Quartz-sands are mostly non-frosted, slightly polished, monocrystalline,
and clear. Scattered pebbles are typically well-rounded, milky, frosted, and polycrystalline quartz.

Table 5: The Quartzite of Argenta lithostratigraphic and petrographic unit summary, with
depositional system and paleoenvironmental interpretations. Yqa-1: base; Yqa-3: top
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5.2 Jack Mine Unit
5.2.1 Placement of the Jack Mine Unit basal contact: an initial rift record(?)

After initial field and thin-section reconnaissance, the thin, non-feldspathic, rounded
quartz-pebble quartz-arenite conglomerate of the basal Jack Mine Unit was interpreted as a capconglomerate that marked the contact between the Quartzite of Argenta and the Jack Mine Unit.
Compositionally, the quartz-arenite conglomerate is nearly identical to the underlying beds, and
bulk section of the Quartzite of Argenta, in strong contrast to the overlying, maroon, feldspathic,
micaceous, immature arkosic conglomerate of the Jack Mine Unit, in which no quartz-arenite
had been identified throughout its entire section. However, the placement of contact between the
Jack Mine Unit and the Quartzite of Argenta has been reinterpreted, and is placed at the base of
the quartz-arenite conglomerate. The quartz-arenite conglomerate was reinterpreted, and is
suggested as the basal-most Jack Mine Unit. The reasons that led to this reinterpretation are:
(1.) The thin and slender spatially constrained dimensions, clast-supported, rounded to
well-rounded clasts, and pebble-sized clast textures, and quartz-pebbles and orthoquartzite
composition, is analogous to, and interpreted as, strata described by Lickorish and Simony
(1995) within the Cordillera, as fluvial, channel lag axial drainage deposits, that parallel the
walls of pre-existing grabens, their timing of deposition associated with the earliest records of
rifting. A similar relationship has been described elsewhere in the Cordillera by Desjardins et al.
(2010), between the Miette Group and the base of the Hamill-Gog Group, and is similarly
marked by a non-feldspathic, quartz-arenite, quartz-pebble conglomerate.
(2. composition) The origin and provenance of the quartz-arenite conglomerate is
interpreted as consisting of the same supermature intracratonic sands, and that matured within
the stable craton tectonic petrofacies, that comprise the Quartzite of Argenta, which explains
near equivalent composition (% SiO2).
(3. lithology) The quartz-conglomerate exhibits no metamorphic properties. Although
variations exist, the Quartzite of Argenta ranges between meta-sandstone and pseudo-quartzite.
The quartz-conglomerate is interpreted as a reworked package of the Quartzite of Argenta.
(4. deposition-time) The conglomerate deposited as a package of temporally discrete
deposition younger than the ~1600 Ma orthoquartzite. Although erosional surfaces are recorded
bounding the quartz-conglomerate, the upper surface is subtle, whereas the lower erosional
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surface is prominent. By the time Neoproterozoic rifting initiated in southwestern Montana, any
strata that had overlain the Quartzite of Argenta had eroded, down to but also including, some
portion of the upper orthoquartzite.
(5. deposition-matrix and clasts) The quartzose sands that were shed from the Quartzite
of Argenta, were the last sediments to erode prior to structural reactivation of the graben, and
now comprise the supermature sand-sized matrix of the quartz-pebble conglomerate. The
rounded to well-rounded quartz-pebble clasts record channel lag deposition associated with the
onset of renewed basin subsidence in response to rifting. The thin and slender conglomerate
geometry reflects structurally-controlled deposition oriented parallel to grabens structural axis,
that formed the fluvial drainage system.
(6. texture) In the Humbolt anticline’s stratigraphic record, the quartz-conglomerate also
constitutes the only clast-supported conglomerate (Fig. 16), and the largest grain size of any
exposure, that is equivalent to older in age. This signals a change of depositional setting, from
the preceding broad-plain and low-relief deposition, in a structurally-inactive, intracratonic
setting, to one that is structurally active, and subsiding.
(7. mylonite) Mylonite clasts are recorded in the quartz-conglomerate (Fig. 16E) and
overlying arkosic conglomerate, mostly in the quartz-conglomerate, and not in the Quartzite of
Argenta. These were likely derived from exposures of basement rocks.
(8. cement or recrystallized matrix) The iron-oxide cement or recrystallized matrix with
vitreous lustre (Fig. 16E)) of the quartz-conglomerate has greater compositional similarity to the
darker and dull, iron-oxide clay-rich matrix of the overlying arkosic conglomerate, than the
underlying Quartzite of Argenta beds. At the time of deposition, the position of the quartz-arenite
conglomerate was confined to a topographic low along the axial center of the graben. Quartzarenitic sediments were first to fill, followed by the deposition of an influx of up-sourced,
arkosic and iron-oxide clay-rich sediment. The immature clay-sized particles permeated between
the reworked, coarse-sand interstitial pore-spaces, and around the large, well-rounded, smooth
quartz-pebbles. The origin of the peculiar vitreous lustre is not known. However, quartzovergrowths are sporadically recorded in the overlying arkosic conglomerate. The overgrowths
may have precipitated during exposure to acidic conditions or fluids. In contrast to the ironoxide, clay-rich, matrix-supported conglomerate with negligible porosity percentage, fluid
passage could readily flow through the quartz-arenite. An acidic fluid pH may have precipitated
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quartz-overgrowths with iron-oxide impurities from the overlying arkose, that cannot be
discerned in thin-section due to pseudo-opaque properties, or siliceous fluids may have silicified
interstitial pore space, and prior to solidifying iron-oxide clays were worked into solution,
forming a siliceous, iron-oxide rich solution.

Figure 16: A-C, E: The quartz-arenite, rounded quartz-pebble conglomerate, that forms the
base of the Jack Mine Unit. It is interpreted as a fluvial channel-lag axial drainage deposit, that
parallels the grabens structural axis, is a reworked depositional package of the Quartzite of
Argenta sediments, and may record the basal rift signature; A: Bounded by erosional surfaces,
the lower is prominent and the upper is subtle (D. is float); E: Mylonite; E-E3 (t-s: ZJ-09):
Vitreous iron-oxide cement; F-F2 (t-s: YQA-07): Thin-section of bed-set that underlies the
conglomerate, lacking mylonite and vitreous iron-oxide cement.
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Figure 17. The Jack Mine Unit arkosic marker conglomerate, that forms the middle to
upper basal-section, and overlies the quartz-arenite conglomerate. A: Hand samples and
thin-section billets with heterolithic, including pink, lithic-volcanic clasts (myrmeketic
exsolution can be observed from clast in central billet); B: Rippled bedtop cross-cut by a
vertical erosional surface; C: Flaser-bedded conglomerate. a-f: Thin-sections displaying in
a: lithic-volcanic rhyolite clast; b: quartz-overgrowths and monocrystalline microcline
(top); c-d, f: myrmeketic exsolution textures; e; lithic-volcanic quartz-rich trachyte to
rhyolitic clast, and lithic-metamorphic mylonite (top-left). thin-sections ZJ-20; ZJ-29; ZJ-55
5.2.2 Depositional Setting and Paleoenvironmental Interpretations
Zj-1: The quartz-arenite, rounded quartz-pebble conglomerate (Fig. 16), is interpreted as

a reworked depositional package of the Quartzite of Argenta. Its large-pebble clast-supported
fabric records a change of depositional environment, from structurally inactive broad-plain
intracratonic deposition, to a setting that is structurally active and subsiding. It deposited as a
fluvial channel-lag axial drainage deposit, paralleling the grabens structural axis, at the time of
structural reactivation, during late-stage rift-margin development, and may record the basal rift
signature in southwestern Montana. For further details, see Chapter 5.2.1.
Zj-2: The pebble to granule conglomerate of the Jack Mine Unit records an influx of

immature, micaceous-(muscovite), Fe-ox mud-rich, felsic-potassic, and arkosic sediments, shed
from up source. The source of the rounded quartz small pebbles is interpreted as eroded clasts
from the Quartzite of Argenta, and other intracratonic sources. The small pebble to granulesized, angular, euhedral, optically clear, lithic-volcanic clasts (Fig. 17) of rhyolite, and lesser
quartz-rich trachyte, that very low to negligible hydrolysis, are interpreted as locally sourced,
from synmagmatic, bimodal(?) activity along the developing rift margin. The origins of the
mylonite and myrmekitic exsolution are poorly-constrained. Its deposition of very poorly-sorted
arkosic sediments, follows that of the intracratonic, quartz-arenitic sediments, sourced from the
partially-eroded Quartzite of Argenta, and are interpreted as a continuum of fluvial transport and
deposition. Clast sizes and abundancies fine upwards, whereas grain size subtly fluctuates.
Zj-3: Zj-3 is largely interpreted as a transitional, marginal-marine depositional profile into

a wave-dominated, very shallow-marine depositional setting, that may record the initial exposure
of the rift margin shoulder to open marine conditions. These interpretations are inferred from: the
appearance of well-defined symmetrical wave-dominated and oscillatory ripple marks, and low
quantities of flaser-bedding; increased sorting, sand to silt/clay ratio, and tightly-packed sands;
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and decline of matrix volumetric percentage (iron-oxide mud), grain size skew distribution, and
(Zj- 1-3) small pebble to granule-sized clasts, particularly lithic-volcanic clasts.
Zj-4: Zj-4 records a continuation of transgressive conditions and marine profile depth,

positioned in a shallow-marine depositional setting between fairweather wave-base and
stormweather wave base (FWB-SWB). The previously predominant maroon color and sandstone
is mediated between maroon, silty, very fine to medium-grained sandstone, and tan, silty, very
fine to fine-grained sandstone, with lesser interbedded, grey, highly micaceous, shaley and sandy
siltstone. It is dominated by ripple markings, gutter casts, and high to low-angle planar crossstratification, flaser, and planar-horizontal bedding.
Zj-5: The packages of tan, very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone, and grey sandy

siltstone, with prominent and abundant gutter casts (Fig. 8), and lesser gutter molds, groove
casts, ripple marks and tool marks, are interpreted as a system of turbidites. The planarhorizontal, and low-angle cross-interlaminated, tan silty sandstone, and grey sandy siltstone,
between turbidite bed-sets, are interpreted as quiescent, depositional intervals of rhythmites
between turbidity current flows (Table 6). Zj-5 is interpreted as a record of maximum marine
profile depth position, that also marks the junction, between marine, wave- and tidal-dominated
settings, and transgressive and regressive profiles (Zj- 3-4; and Zj- 6-7).
Zj-6: The heterolithic, intercalated, deposition of planar horizontal-interlaminated

sandstone and siltstone, and flaser-interlaminated grey and green shaley siltstone rhythmites,
with gutter casts, syneresis cracks, ripple marks, ripple cross-lamination, minor bioturbation, and
microbial structures (Table 6, Figs. 7 and 8), are interpreted as the deposition of tidalites, in a
tidal-dominated, subtidal, sand-sheet complex, to intertidal, tidal-flat complex, that record the
onset of a relatively brief, regressive, falling-stage system track.
Zj-7: The heterolithic, intercalated rhythmite deposition, of green and grey to white,

flaser, wavy, flaser-wavy and thick-lenticular -interlaminated, sandstone, siltstone, and lesser
mudstone (Fig. 8), having microbial structures (Table 6, Fig. 7), ripple marks and crosslamination, and minor simple trace bioturbation, are interpreted as the deposition of tidalites, in a
tidal-dominated, mostly intertidal, tidal-flat complex, of sand, mixed and mud-flats, with lesser
subtidal influences, that caps, and records, the landward-most upper Jack Mine Unit deposition.
Microbial activity is regarded as highly-influential in the role of marine biodiversification during the PC-C transition (Hagadorn and Bottjer, 1997; 1999; Seilacher, 1999;
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Seilacher et al., 2005). The validity of biogenic, siliclastic structures, from strata within the
Humbolt anticline, reported here as the Jack Mine Unit, was recently examined by Kovalchuk
(2017) (Fig. 6). Kovalchuk (2017) concluded the origins were microbially-induced, and
suggested that the rocks (Jack Mine Unit) mapped as Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup, are most
likely to be Neoproterozoic, suggesting that either they should be re-correlated, or that the
uppermost Belt Supergroup, Garnet Range Formation, may be Neoproterozoic.
The relative abundance and diversity of siliclastic microbial structures are far fewer prior
to Zj-6, that increases to the top of Zj-7, and marks from its base, the first simple, poorlypreserved, trace-fossils recorded (Table 6). The intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the
upper-most Jack Mine Unit, containing prominent, abundant and diversified, siliclastic
microbially-induced structures, but minor bioturbation of simple traces, is overlain by the
intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the Argillite of Humbolt, that is bioturbated by an
abundance and diversity of ichnofossils, that exhibit simple and complex ichnofauna behaviors
and architectures, but has a comparably low abundance of microbial structures.

(Below) Table 6. (upper): The Jack Mine Unit lithostratigraphic and petrographic unit
summary, with depositional system and paleoenvironmental interpretations. (lower):
Ichnofossils are constrained to the upper-half (tidal) section, undiversified, and rare, with
the exception of Helminthoidichnites. Column-2 First Appearance Datums and Column-3
descriptions are modified from Mángano and Buatois, 2016. RA: Relative abundance, 2:
Uncommon; 3: Rare; ddf: deposit and detritus feeders.
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Facies

The Jack Mine Unit: Neoproterozoic (Zj)
Lithostratigraphy and Petrography

Depositional Process and Energy

Environment

A beige and oxidized brownish-orange, clast-supported, rounded to wellrounded, monolithic quartz-pebble quartz-arenite conglomerate, that except
for sparse, coarse muscovite, is compositionally-supermature, contains
mylonite, and is non-feldspathic throughout its cement, polycrystalline,
milky-quartz, spheroidal to roller clasts, and very fine to very coarse-grained
quartzose sands. It is very poorly-sorted, well-cemented by concave-convex
and long grain contacts, that are moderately-packed in a iron-oxide,
siliceous(?) cement or recrystallized matrix, that is pseudo-opaque and
vitreous in thin-section. The conglomerate does not exhibit meta-sandstone,
pseudo-quartzite, or any meta-sedimentary lithologic textures.. Pebbles have
overall preferential long-axis orientation but not imbrication. Clasts include
Lm: quartzite; mylonite; and Lp: vein quartz.
A maroon, arkosic, immature, very poorly-sorted, small pebble to granule,
silty iron-oxide, very fine to fine-grained sandstone, matrix-supported
conglomerate, in a immature, micaceous-muscovite, silty, dull, iron-oxide
mud-rich matrix. Clasts consist of mostly rounded, milk quartz, with lesser
angular and rounded, euhedral, pink, optically-clear, lithic-volcanic clasts
that display very minor hydrolysis, that consist of rhyolite, and lesser quartzrich trachyte, that may exhibit a moderate degree of myrmekitic exsolution
textures, and fewer monocrystalline microcline. Quartz-overgrowths are
sporadic, and mylonite clasts are rare. Beds are mostly lenticular, medium to
thinly-bedded, and planar-horizontal, massive, or low-angle cross-stratified.

Moderate to high energy:
consistent pebble-sized thalweg
bedload associated with mostly
plane-bed upper flow regime, of
fluvial bed armor ratio, and stable
craton system maximum available
clast size, with sand-sized grains
filling interstitial pore space.
Constrained deposition in a setting
with increasing relief, energy, and
capacity (from broad plain and
stable).
Moderate to high E: alternating
pulses of lower and upper planebed flow regimes, granule to
pebble thalweg bedload, capturing
immature Fe-ox and felsic
sediments shed up-source, from
rift-related local igneous activity.
Clast sizes fine and abundance
decreases, upwards, to a granule
conglomeratic, but not grain size.

Fluvial axial
drainage
channel lag
deposit,
paralleling
the graben
structural
axis

Transitional,
marginal
marine, and
very shallow
waveinfluenced

Zj
-1

Beige and
brownish-orange,
clast-supported,
rounded quartzpebble, quartzarenite
conglomerate

Zj
-2

Maroon, arkosic
small pebble
conglomerate to
granule
conglomeratic
with rounded
quartz and
angular pink
volcanic clasts

Zj
-3

Maroon arkosic
sandstone with
sporadic
symmetrical ripple
marks

Maroon, micaceous, arkosic, immature, poorly-sorted, silty, very fine to
medium-grained sandstone, in a dull, iron-oxide mud-rich matrix, with
lenticular to tabular, thin to medium-sized beds, that are planar-laminated,
low to high-angle cross-stratified, with lesser massive and flaser-bedding.
Contains symmetrical ripple markings, some of which are oscillatory, and
infrequent interbedded granule conglomeratic and siltstone.

Mostly moderate E, lower planebed flow transitioning to a wavedominated profile, recording
initial rift shoulder and sediment
exposure to open marine waters.

Zj
-4

Maroon and tan
sandstone and
siltstone

Maroon, micaceous, very fine to medium-grained silty sandstone, and tan,
very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone, with tabular to lenticular, thin to
medium sized beds, with cross-stratification, planar-horizontal, flaser, and
massive bedding. It contains gutter casts, mostly symmetrical ripple
markings, syneresis cracks, truncation surfaces, minor soft-sediment smallscale loading structures, and lesser argillaceous intervals of interbedded grey,
fissle, highly micaceous, lenticular, laminated sandy siltstone.

Shallow-marine mostly low
Shallowenergy slackwater suspension
marine FWB
particle fallout with intermittent
to SWB
moderate energy wave-influenced
bedload sand deposition.

Zj
-5

Tan sandstone and
grey siltstone
turbidites gutter
casts and planarhorizontal
interlaminated
rhythmites

Tan very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone and grey sandy siltstone, with
tabular to lenticular, thin to thick-bedding, and planar-horizontal
interlaminated intervals, that is well to very-well sorted, with lesser grey and
green, interlaminated shaley siltstone and mudstone. Gutter casts are
prominent, abundant, and diverse, with lesser wave-dominated ripples,
syneresis cracks, gutter molds, groove casts, unidirectional tool marks, smallscale soft-sediment loading and dewatering structures, truncation surfaces
and rare convolute laminations and HCS(?) (or outcrop: 2-D groove cast).

Deepest-shallow marine, to deep
marine, high energy turbidity
currents, with episodic rhythmite
deposition during low energy
slackwater intervals.

Turbidite

Zj
-6

Planar-horizontal
interlaminated and
low-angle crossstratified grey and
tan siltstone and
sandstone, and
argillaceous grey
and green flaserinterlaminated
rhythmite/tidalites

Micaceous, heterolithic, planar horizontal and low-angle crossinterlaminated, tabular, tan, very fine to fine-grained silty sandstone, and
grey, sandy siltstone, with intercalated grey, green, with lesser maroon,
flaser to lenticular, micaceous, very thinly to thickly-interlaminated, fissle to
sub-fissle siltstone and mudstone, with lesser silty sandstone. Contains gutter
casts, syneresis cracks, microbial structures including petees, filled-sand
cracks, wrinkle structures, kinneyia, old elephant skin, gas domes and
microbial mat chips , asymmetric and bidirectional ripple markings and
ripple cross-lamination, sand flasers, minor soft sediment, and rare
bioturbation.

Low to moderate energy:
alternating bidirectional and
unidirectional currents with flaserwavy bedding suggests tidaldominant origins and current
flows, with intermittent lowenergy slack-water suspension fallout.

Tidaldominated,
mostly
subtidal,
sand-sheet
complex, to
intertidal,
tidal-flat
complex

Zj Flaser, wavy, and
-7 thick-lenticulartop interlaminated,

Micaceous lenticular medium to very thinly-bedded heterolithic intercalated Low to moderate E: Bidirectional
very thick to very thin-intelaminated, mostly green and grey to white very
currents with flaser bedding
fine to fine-grained silty to shaley sandstone and sandy sub-fissle siltstone
suggests tidal-dominant current
ripple crosswith lesser mudstone and sporadic diagenetically-altered including petees,
flow, with intermittent slack-water
laminated
filled-sand cracks, wrinkle structures, kinneyia, old elephant skin, gas domes suspension fall-out.
intercalated
and microbial mat chips , typically on sand-silt interfaces. Contains rare
heterolithic
bioturbation, Helminthoidichnites traces are more and most common.
argillite, sand, silt, Asymmetric and lesser bidirectional tidal-current shallow-crested ripple crossand mudstone
laminations are common, reactivation surfaces, and lesser planar and lowtidalites
angle cross-stratified bedding, synaeresis cracks, and truncation surfaces.
Common, misc:
K >> P (all); unit The
thickness
ranges
Jack Mine
Unit 240-350 m across cross-section A-A1 (see geologic map)

Ichnogenera

FAD

Architectural designs; Behavior & trophic interpretation

Helminthichnoides
Helminthopsis

Ediacaran (Vendian)
Ediacaran (Vendian)

Simple horizontal trails; Grazing trails of ddf
Simple horizontal trails; Grazing trails of ddf

RA

3
4
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Fluvial

Intertidal
tidal-flat
complex
(sand,
mixed, mud
flats), with
lesser
subtidal
influence

5.3 Humbolt Unit
The Humbolt Unit: The Eary Cambrian Argillite ( _ ah) and Quartzite ( _ ah) of Humbolt
Facies

Depositional Process
& Energy

Lithostratigraphy & Ichnofossils

Environment

_ qh
_ ah Baked,

-1

intercalated,
heterolithic,
flaser, planar
horizontal, and
lesser wavy to
lenticularinterlaminated,
sand, silt, and
mudstone
bioturbated
tidalite

_ ah Planar, flaser,

-2

massive and lowangle crossstratified
sandstone and
siltstone with
wave-dominated
bed-tops and
syneresis cracks

_ qh Very light grey,

top massive quartzarenite

Common, misc:

Thermally-cooked, black, green and grey, micaceous,
argillaceous, intercalated, heterolithic, very thick to very thin,
flaser, planar horizontal to sub-horizontal, and lesser wavy to
lenticular-interlaminated, very fine to medium-grained, silty
sandstone, sandy siltstone, and lesser mudstone, that is often
bioturbated. Ichnofossils include Treptichnus pedum, Treptichnus
isp., Planolites, Monomorphichnus, Palaeophycus, Bergaueria,
Helminthopsis , Rusophycus, Cruziana, and Palaeopascichnus.
Ichnofossils are mostly preserved on sand-silt interfaces, some of
which may be sub-fissle. It contains asymmetric and bidirectional
ripple cross-lamination, syneresis cracks, lesser microbial
structures, minor soft-sediment.

Low to moderate energy:
alternating bidirectional
and unidirectional
currents with flaser-wavy
bedding suggests tidaldominant origins and
current flows, with
intermittent low-energy
slack-water suspension
fall-out.

A tidaldominated,
mostly
intertidal, tidalflat complex,
dominated by
sand and
mixed-flats, to
subtidal, and
lesser intertidal
mud-flats

A baked, heterolithic micaceous very thin to thin lenticular- and
thin to medium tabular-bedded intercalated mostly very fine to
fine-grained silty sandstone with lesser sandy to clay-rich subfissle siltstone and few thin to very thin mudstone laminae. Baked
surface exposures are often blackish-grey to -maroon, and fresh
surfaces of siltstone are predominantly neutral-toned light grey
and sandstone layers often retain baked hues. Symmetrical, wavedominated but not oscillation ripples and syneresis sand cracks are
common. Microbial structures are rare, a single small gutter and
lode casts also recorded.

Moderate to low energy:
episodic waveinfluenced current flow
and bedload sand
deposition 2D shallow
dune and flaser
structures, with
intermittent low-energy
slack-water and particle
suspension fall-out.

Shallowmarine waveinfluenced
sand-sheet

A light grey to white, mostly neutral-monotoned very light grey,
non-feldspathic, quartz-arenite, with very thick to thick, tabular,
massive-bedding, and mostly fine-lower to medium-upper sandsized grains, that are mostly rounded, spheroidal to roller, nonfrosted, slightly polished, tightly-packed, and very well-cemented,
Depositional system remains poorly
by concave-convex and sutured grain contacts. It lacks bedforms
constrained, mostly due to compositional
and sedimentary structures, but contain very thick to thick
and textural purity, massive beds, the
laminations in thin-section. Grains are dominantly monocrystalline
absence of void bedforms and structures,
quartz, and appear slightly bimodal in hand sample, but actual
and lack of diagnostic indicators.
grain size ranges from silt to coarse, with rare very coarse sand,
and roundness decreases with grain size. It is compositionallysupermature with the exception of interstitial clay, some of which
is sericite. It is moderate to poorly sorted, with a moderate to high
grain size skew distribution, and is texturally moderately mature.
The
fabric
typically characterized as pseudo -quartzite. It forms
K >>
P ( _isah)

Table 7. The Humbolt Unit lithostratigraphic and petrographic unit summary, with
depositional system and paleoenvironmental interpretations.

5.4 Argillite of Humbolt
5.4.1 Ichnofossils
The PC-C transition records the initial stages of the Cambrian explosion, the first major
evolutionary event of biologic diversification and widespread distribution (Seilacher, 1997). It is
marked in the biostratigraphic record, by the abundance of trace-fossils in siliclastic settings,
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whereas small shelly fossils dominate carbonate systems (Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000). During
the Ediacaran (635-541 Ma), ichnofossils were poorly diverse and dominated by simple,
nonspecialized grazing trails, such as Helminthoidichnites, in association with microbial mats
and their induced structures in the rock record (Buatois and Mángano, 2011). The Ediacaran is
informally subdivided into the Vendian (560-550 Ma), and the Nama (550-541 Ma). First
appearances of simple horizontal traces, such as Helminthopsis, Helminthoidichnites, and
Palaeophycus, appear during the Vendian (Buatois and Mángano, 2016; Mángano and Buatois,
2016), and complex-horizontal, or oblique architectures, such as the first treptichnids, during the
Nama (Jensen et al., 2000). The PC-C boundary is defined by T. pedum, at the GSSP, where its
occurrence is restricted to siliclastic facies (Braiser et al., 1994; Landing, 1994).
The Middle Cambrian is preceded by the Terreneuvian Epoch (541-521 Ma), or Early
Cambrian, and is divided into the Fortunian Age (541-529 Ma), and Age 2 (529-521 Ma).
Throughout the Ediacaran and Fortunian geologic record, true simple vertical trace-fossil
architectures are absent (Mángano and Buatois, 2016). Shallow-vertical plug-shaped structures,
such as Bergaueria are not considered true vertical. Regarded as a complex evolutionaryadaptation, the appearance of vertical structures is a defining feature of the post-Fortunian, Age 2
geologic record (Mángano and Buatois, 2016). By the terminus of the Terreneuvian, metazoan
habitats were restricted from terrestrial and true freshwater habitats, with the explicit and rare
exception of brackish-water transitional settings (Minter et al., 2016).
The Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossil assemblage (Table 8) includes Treptichnus pedum,
Treptichnus isp., Planolites, Monomorphichnus, Palaeophycus, Bergaueria, Helminthopsis
(Powell, pers. comm., 2018); Rusophycus, Cruziana, and Palaeopascichnus isp. are tentatively
included, but regarded with a modest margin of ambiguity (Table 8).
Treptichnus pedum: T. pedum is a branching predation and detritus feeding structure
formed by a type of worm i.e. priapulid (Vannier et al., 2010), defined and described by
characteristics that include: 1. segmented traces, with nearly strait to slightly curved segments,
and overall U-shaped to nearly strait (due to systematic alternations) trace geometries (Figs. 18
a-c); 2. anabranching segment morphology is most-diagnostic (Buatois, 2018) (Figs. 18 a-c); 3.
segmented trace zig-zags or anabranches along a plane horizontal to bedding branching obliquely
to vertically to bedding with systematic branching-segments that regularly alternate in
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orientation (Buatois, 2018; Jensen, 1997; Seilacher, 1955) (Figs. 18 b-c); 4. oblique to vertical
sub-branching segments formed via active predation are typically short-projecting from the main
horizontal trace (Figs. 18 a-c) that may taper or gradually curve-upwards forming a somewhatrounded tip (Jensen, 1997; Seilacher, 1955) (Figs. 18 b-c); and 5. in general, T. pedum is
considered a distinct and easily identifiable ichnotaxon (Buatois, 2018).
T. pedum are distinguished from other treptichnids predominantly by their systematic,
anabranching segments, that typically display alternating orientations, one segment parallel to
bedding, and the conjugate segment inclined obliquely to vertical to bedding. Planolites share
some similar aspects of Treptichnus, but are non-branching, non-segmented traces, that typically
remain parallel to sub-parallel to bedding, and have active-contrastive, sometimes pelletal fill.

Figure 18. a-b: Reference images of T. pedum traces in Early Cambrian strata, from the a:
Mickwitzia Sandstone, southern Sweden; and b: Klipbak Formation, South Africa; all scale
bars are 1.0 cm. c: Early Cambrian T. pedum reference architecture illustration. Modified
from a: Jensen, 1997; b: Mángano and Buatois, 2016; c: Seilacher et al., 2005.
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Figure 19. The Argillite of Humbolt interpreted ichnofossils (A): Tp: Treptichnus pedum
(Powell, pers. comm., 2018); Tr: Treptichnus, determined as Treptichnus pedum, see
Appendix-1; Be: Bergaueria; and Pa: Palaeophycus (Chondrites are possible but should
have contrastive fill). (B-C): Reference image of Treptichnus pedum superimposed (B):
adjacent; and (C): overlying, with 45% transparency, and enlarged by 20%, to display
near-identical trace dimensions, including the main trace and systematic, oblique,
alternating anabranching segment lengths, widths, and tapering curvatures. (D-E) (below):
Frames of (A) and (B) re-cropped to enlarge and detail T. pedum trace. Reference image of
T. pedum from the Early Cambrian Klipbak Formation, South Africa, modified from
Mángano and Buatois, 2016. Ichnofossil descriptions in Appendix-I. sample: Cah-HUM17.
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Figure 20. The Argillite of Humbolt interpreted ichnofossils, continued: (A): Tp:
Treptichnus pedum; and Mo: Monomorphichnus (Powell, pers. comm., 2018). (B): Recropped frame to detail T. pedum. (a-c: below) a, c: Reference images of T. pedum from the
GSSP PC-C boundary, Chapel Island Formation, at Fortune Head, Newfoundland;
modified from a: Gehling, et al., 2001; and c: Ediacaran.org. sample: Cah-HUM30.
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Figures 21A and 21B. The Argillite of Humbolt interpreted ichnofossils, continued: (A):
Two Planolites traces, the inset image displays a natural-erosive cross-section along the
sample edge. The traces are non-branching, and the trace that dips into, then back out of
the substrate, is similar to the ‘J-shaped’ Planolites taphonomy described by Droser et al.
(2002). Treptichnus is branching and segmented; (B): Tr: Treptichnus isp. (C-H: below)
samples: Cah-HUM29; 15
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Figures 21C and 21D. The Argillite of Humbolt interpreted ichnofossils, continued: (C): Tr:
Treptichnus isp; Mo*: tentatively interpreted as Monomorphichnus, although some
ambiguity exists between a small, opistocline positioned Rusophycus with underlying
endopodite (Cruziana) markings. Displayed inset image shows Rusophycus dispar, from the
Lower Cambrian Mickwitzia Sandstone, southern Sweden (modified from Jensen, 1997);
(D): Helminthopsis. samples: Cah-HUM14; FP1
(Below): Figures 21 E-G. The Argillite of Humbolt interpreted ichnofossils, continued: (E):
Palaeophycus; (F): Palaeophycus; (G): Cruziana or Monomorphichnus, but sample was not
collected and cannot be further constrained; (adjacent images): Reference images of Early
Cambrian Cruziana, scaled equally, from the Lower Cambrian Mickwitzia Sandstone,
southern Sweden, modified from Jensen, 1997.
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Figure 21 H. The Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossils (continued): H-(A-D): tentatively interpreted
as Palaeopascichnus, description in Appendix-II (sample Cah-HUM05). H-(a-d): reference
images of: (a-b): Palaeopascichnus (jiumenensis), in the Ediacaran Liuchapo Formation, south
China, a: polished slab reflected light photomicrograph, silicified sample; H-(c-d):
Palaeopascichnus (linearis), in the Ediacaran Verkhovka Formation, White Sea area, Russia;
modified from a-b: Kolesnikov et al., 2018; c-d: Dong et al., 2008.
The Argillite of Humbolt Ichnofossil Assemblage
Ichnogenera/species
FAD
Architectural designs; Behavior & trophic interpretation
RA
Bergaueria
Ediacaran-Vendian Plug-shaped burrows; dwelling burrow of suspension feeders
3
Helminthopsis
Ediacaran-Vendian Simple horizontal trails; grazing trails of ddf
3
Palaeophycus
Ediacaran-Vendian Passive-massive fill, sub-to-horizontal dwelling & active predation/feeder burrows 3
Treptichnus (isp.) Ediacaran-Nama
Horizontal burrow, horizontal to vertical branches; feeding structure of ddf
3
Treptichnus pedum Fortunian
Horizontal burrow, horizontal to vertical branches; feeding structure of ddf
3
Planolites
Fortunian
Simple active-massive fill horizontal to oblique burrows; deposit feeder-structures 2
Monomorphichnus Fortunian
Trackways and scratch traces; locomotion traces of ddf & feeding traces
3
Ichnogenera below (*) are tentatively included, but noted with a modest margin of ambiguity
Palaeopascichnus* Ediacaran
Limited ichnofossil record occurrence and distribution; interpretaions still debated
Cruziana*
Fortunian
Bilobate trails and paired grooves; locomotion traces of ddf
Rusophycus*
Fortunian
Bilaterally symmetrical short, scratched burrows; resting traces of ddf

TABLE 8: The Argillite of Humbolt, (upper): Lithostratigraphic unit summary, and
depositional system interpretations. (lower): Ichnofossil assemblage. First Appearance Datums
(FAD) and Column-3 descriptions are modified from Mángano and Buatois, 2016. RA: relative
abundancy: 1: abundant; 2: common; 3: uncommon; 4: rare; 5: very rare; ddf: deposit and
detritus feeders.

5.4.2 Depositional Setting and Paleoenvironmental Interpretations
_ah-1: The package dominated by heterolithic, intercalated flaser, wavy and lenticular,

very thick to thinly-interlaminated sandstone, siltstone, and lesser mudstone, that is highlybioturbated by mostly Cruziana ichnofacies trace-fossils, and contains asymmetrical and lesser
bidirectional ripple cross-lamination, with syneresis cracks, and lesser microbial structures, is
characteristic of a low-energy, tidal-dominated, mostly intertidal, tidal-flat complex, dominated
by sand and mixed-flats, to subtidal, and lesser intertidal mud-flats.
As a collective assemblage, the ichnofossils plotted favorably within two settings: a tidaldominated, low-energy, intertidal to subtidal, tidal-flat complex (sand, mixed and mud-flats)
(Table 2); and a shallow-marine, wave-dominated, lower-foreshore through upper-offshore (lFSuOS) profile (Table 2). The alternation of storms and fairweather is conductive to a bimodal
bioturbation characterized by unborrowed intra-storm mud drapes and more bioturbated
fairweather deposits, resulting in common ichnologic aspects of lFS-uOS and tidal-flat complex
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profiles (Mángano and Buatois, 2011). The tidal-flat complex and lFS-uOS zones both represent
the Cruziana ichnofacies profile domains. Ichnofacies classifications however, are not
temporally-dependent. Ichnofacies are also used to categorize ichnogenera, and not ichnospecies,
such as Treptichnus pedum, whereas Treptichnus is classified as Mermia, a deep marine
ichnofacies (Table 2). Tidal-flats were selected as best representing the bioturbated argillite
foremost due to the overwhelming predominance of flaser-to-lenticular bedding, with ripple
cross-laminations.
_ah-2: The heterolithic, intercalated package dominated by mostly silty sandstone, with

lesser siltstone, and rare mudstone, that is mostly low-angle to horizontal cross-stratified, flaserbedded and massive, with well-developed symmetrical, wave-dominated ripple marks and
syneresis cracks, and very few biogenic structures, is interpreted as a shallow-marine, wavedominated, sand-sheet. The scarcity of bioturbation in relation to _ah-1 is interpreted as a result
of transitioning from a comparatively low-energy depositional setting, that is quiescent, and
favorably hospitable, to one that is turbulent, dominated by moderate-energy conditions with
episodic lows and highs. Due to the lack of outcrops and discontinuous float, further details
regarding facies transition cannot be resolved.
5.5 Quartzite of Humbolt
The Quartzite of Humbolt is a compositionally and texturally pure, neutral-monotoned,
very light grey, non-feldspathic, quartz-arenite, that lacks bedforms within its very thick to thick,
tabular, inclusively massive-bedding. The sand packages appear void of structures, although very
thick to thick laminations are faintly discernable in thin-section, suggesting it is not entirely
structureless. Its quartzose sand-sized grains are mostly fine-lower to medium-upper, and appear
slightly bimodal in hand sample, but actual grain size ranges from silt to coarse, with rare very
coarse sand. The compositionally-supermature quartz-arenite displays moderate textural maturity
from its moderate to poor sorting, and moderate to high grain size skew distribution, that would
be most indicative of fluvial origins. Its grains are mostly rounded to subrounded, roundness
decreases with grain size, are spheroidal to roller, non-frosted, slightly polished, tightly-packed,
very well-cemented, by mostly concave-convex and sutured grain contacts, and dominated by an
~97% SiO2, that consists of dominantly monolithic quartz sands with a high monocrystalline to
polycrystalline ratio, a low optically-clear percentage, and no predominant undulation ratio.
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These properties would be most indicative of an intracontinental stable craton petrofacies, and a
hydraulic fluid flow transport mechanism, although very few settings can be sufficiently
discredited, and provenance terrain sources cannot be inferred and remain poorly constrained. It
is non-micaceous to very slightly, contains some interstitial trace impurities of silt, clay,
muscovite and sericite, and although it is not clear what percentage of clay and sericite is an
alteration product of its hydrolyzing cement, its impurity geochemistry trends felsic-potassic.
The absence of feldspar may suggest some combination of recycled stable craton sands,
intracratonic hydrolysis, and acidic conditions due to a lack of vegetation established through the
early Paleozoic. Several suspect trace-fossil burrow cross-sections were observed in thin-section
(see Appendix-II) but cannot be accurately determined.
5.6 Boulder Conglomerate
Paleoenvironmental interpretations: The euhedral zoned-dolomite that constitute much
of the iron-oxide, mud-rich, recrystallized matrix volumetric percentage, are interpreted as
detrital, allogenic grains. If authigenic, the dolomite would be expected to form as a replacement
product. The presence of calcite however, would be inferred as the replacement mineral, and
because the calcite is dominantly micritic, the replacement product would retain similar grain
size. The zoned dolomite may be ferroan, but there are no associations to suggest ankerite. It is
suggested that the clay-rich matrix formed a supersaturated flow that enabled the entrainment
and transport of its boulder-sized clasts. The conglomerate is interpreted as local, and the
distance of transport to be short, mostly due to the matrix clay composition, but also the lack of
exotic clast lithologies. The same pseudo-quartzite fabric was also recorded in its boulder-sized
quartzite clasts from thin-section petrography as the two older quartz-arenites.
The distinct, geochemical signature of the unit’s matrix may suggest and support
interpretations for age-equivalent deposition to the upper Silver Hill Formation. Although
faulted, strata are vertically offset by < 16 m, and indicate a high-angle fault down-dropped to
the southwest, the structure does not suggest the unit is younger and was thrust into its position.
Underneath the Silver Hill Formation, there exists no source of dolomite in the underlying
Flathead Sandstone and Quartzite of Humbolt. The origin of the primary, hematitic-rich mud and
detrital dolomite, is interpreted to be sourced from, or from the same source as, the upper Silver
Hill Formation, that appears to be related spatially, temporally, and compositionally to the
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conglomerate. On the opposite anticline limb, thin-sections were analyzed from the upper-most
Silver-Hill Formation, just below the concealed contact to the overlying Hasmark Formation.
Petrographic analyses determined a distinct petrographic signature, consisting of a muddydolomitic siltite – lithic arenite heterolithic-pebble conglomeratic, with mono-mineralogic, lithic
sedimentary, and quartzite clasts, in an iron-oxide, dolomitic mud. The iron-oxide rich, dolomitic
mud signature is documented on both anticline limbs, marked my pebble-sized clasts on the
eastern limb, and boulder-sized clasts on the western limb only recorded, while recorded
constrained within the upper Silver Hill and boulder conglomerate.
The boulder conglomerate likely records erosion of resistant ridges of quartzite of the
graben that stood above wave-base during the Middle Cambrian transgression. Similar
relationships are known in Early Cambrian grabens at the Grand Canyon where the base of the
Middle Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone and Bright Angel Shale overlie Shinimu Quartzite ridges.
5.7 Syenitic-Trachyte Porphyry
Alkaline to sub-alkaline geochemical signatures are commonly associated with riftrelated volcanic and hypabyssal magmatic activity proximal to rift-margins (Lund, 2008). The
steeply-dipping fault that displaces the boulder conglomerate and Silver Hill Formation is
interpreted to have provided the magmatic conduit that was intruded by the porphyritic dike.
Interpretations of magmatic history: Inferred predominantly from petrologic textures, the
history of crystallization is interpreted as the following sequence: The crystallization of euhedral,
orthoclase megacrysts at stable depth; Subhedral, oligoclase phenocrysts crystallizing during
ascent, and; Shallow, to near-surface, late-stage, rapid crystallization of a potassic-saturated
aphanitic groundmass, followed by final-stage deuteric-sericitic alteration. The potassic-feldspar
aphanitic groundmass indicates early and late two-stage potassic crystallization. The dominant
alteration product sericite is interpreted as late to final-stage deuteric alteration-crystallization
under sub-volcanic hypabyssal conditions, whereas minor calcite and very minor iron-oxides are
interpreted as secondary. The history of ascent is regarded as a stable, plutonic body, initially
cooling at depth, during orthoclase megacryst crystallization; that subsequently was catalyzed by
induced extensional stress, such as tensile fracture-failure propagation, and decompression
melting, initiating a buoyancy gradient and plutonic ascent, marking oligoclase phenocryst
crystallization; then stalling at, or near subsurface-surface depths, that may have even been
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effusively breached. A fabric and textures mutually characteristic of plutonic and volcanic rocks
is typical of hypabyssal origins. The overall texture is more suggestive of trachyte, but
petrographic analyses indicate the hypabyssal body more likely did not breach the surface. It
contains no volcanic glass, vesicles, or jackstraw plagioclase laths. Its grains are not opticallyclear, and no field evidence suggests extrusion.
CHAPTER 6. AGE AND CORRELATIONS

Figure 22. Simplified stratigraphic section, restored in (22B). Not scaled to actual thickness.
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6.1 The Paleo-Mesoproterozoic Quartzite of Argenta (Yqa)
This thesis supports correlations for the Quartzite of Argenta to the regionally-extensive,
ca. 1600 Ma (Lewis et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2016; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003) Neihart
Quartzite, in agreement with detrital zircon geochemical interpretations by Sears et al. (2010).
The extent of the orthoquartzite was recently documented west of the Humbolt anticline, in the
Clearwater Complex region of eastern Idaho (Dwyer, 2018). A detailed report of the petrology,
stratigraphy, and origins of the Neihart Quartzite are described by Schieber (1989). Schieber’s
(1989) description of the Neihart Quartzite bears strong correspondence to the Quartzite of
Argenta stratigraphic section, with exception that stratigraphic variation occurs in its upper
section, whereas stratigraphic variation occurs in the lower section of the Quartzite of Argenta.
The Neihart Quartzite is predominantly interpreted as a record of broad plain, intracratonic,
fluvial, braided stream deposition (Schieber, 1989), and is dominated by trough and planar crossstratification, poorly-sorted sandstone, pebble lenses and erosional surfaces. Impurities within
the orthoquartzite commonly include hematite, muscovite, pyrite, zircon, and grains of chert, that
contain dark blobs caused from hematite (Schieber, 1989), that are identical to chert grains in the
Quartzite of Argenta. Its upper section stratigraphic variation and associated sedimentary
features are also nearly identical to that of the lower section variation in the Quartzite of Argenta.
6.2 The Late Neoproterozoic (Ediacaran) Jack Mine Unit (Zj)
The Jack Mine Unit is interpreted as a Neoproterozoic, Ediacaran-aged, depositional record.
1. Basal rift signature(?) and Stratigraphic Correlation: The Jack Mine Unit basal
quartz-conglomerate (Fig. 16) is interpreted as a fluvial, channel-lag, axial drainage deposit,
paralleling the grabens structural axis, and depositional record of its Neoproterozoic structural
reactivation, and may represent a small-scale, tectono-stratigraphic, rift related remnant, of the
basal rift record in southwestern Montana. This thesis tentatively correlates the Jack Mine Unit
basal conglomerate to the basal, graben-confined, rounded quartz-pebble, quartzose sandstone
conglomerate sections, at the Ediacaran-aged base (630-570, ca. 600 Ma) of the Hamill-Gog
Group, in British Columbia, that have been interpreted by Lickorish and Simmony (1995), and
Desjardins et al. (2010), as earliest rift records. It may implicate that earliest rifting in
southwestern Montana did not occur until after the Cryogenian, during the Ediacaran. The
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erosional surface at the base of the reworked, depositional package of the Quartzite of Argenta
sediments may mark an unconformity spanning from, ~1700-1600 Ma, to ~630-570 Ma.
2. Siliclastic microbially-induced structures: Although microbial matgrounds in
carbonate settings span a majority of the geologic timescale, when restricted to siliclastic
settings, certain microbial structures are commonly associated with the PC-C transition (Fig. 6),
that include the following structures documented in the Jack Mine Unit (Fig. 7): wrinkle
structures, kinneyia, old elephant skin, petees, microbial sand/mat chips and microbial gas
domes (Hagadorn and Bottjer, 1997, 1999; Mángano and Buatois, 2007; Seilacher, 1999).
3. Trace-fossils: Helminthoidichnites and Helminthopsis trace-fossils in the upper-half of
the Jack Mine Unit (Fig. 9) implicate that the upper section is no older than Ediacaran.
4. Upper-section dominated by characteristics of an Ediacaran rock record: The
upper (Zj- 6-7) section of the Jack Mine Unit is dominated by an emerging prominence of
siliclastic microbially-induced structures (1.), and the appearance of simple, poorly-diverse, and
scarce ichnofossils (2.). Ediacaran-aged siliclastic rocks are characterized by trace-fossils and
microbially-induced structures such as wrinkle marks, old elephant skin, and kinneyia (Mángano
and Buatois, 2007; Seilacher, 1999); whereas small-shelly fossils dominate carbonate systems
(Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000). Ediacaran fauna and ichnofossils are poorly diverse and are
dominated by simple, nonspecialized grazing trails such as Helminthoidichnites and
Helminthopsis (Buatois and Mángano, 2011). In the Jack Mine Unit, Helminthoidichnites were
documented on the same bedding surfaces as old elephant skin, and gas domes.
The widespread expansion of matgrounds during the Neoproterozoic and through the PCC transition are considered to be critical components of Ediacaran to Cambrian shallow-water
environments, and likely attributed to marine bio-diversification, including the timing of the
Cambrian explosion (Seilacher, 1999; Seilacher et al., 2005). The upper-half section of the Jack
Mine Unit records a minor, regressive, shallowing systems tract in a tidal dominated system, and
profile position from a shallow, subtidal, sand-sheet, to an intertidal, tidal-flat complex of sand,
mixed and mud-flats (Zj- 6-7). Few microbial structures and an absence of ichnofossils is
recorded prior to Zj-6. From the base of Zj-6, the relative abundance and diversity of siliclastic
microbial structures greatly increases, and marks the first appearance of ichnofossils (Table 6).
The intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the upper-most Jack Mine Unit (Zj-7), is overlain
by the intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the Argillite of Humbolt (_ah-1). The
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prominent, abundant and diversified, siliclastic microbially-induced siliclastic structures, with
few, simple trace of bioturbation, in Zj-7, a package characteristic of Ediacaran-aged rocks, is
overlain and replaced by a package consisting of comparably fewer microbial structures, but is
highly bioturbated, by a greater diversity, of simple and complex ichnofauna architectures and
behaviors, that span a First Appearance datum of Ediacaran to Fortunian, and contains the tracefossil Treptichnus pedum, that marks the base of the Cambrian (Tables 6 and 7).
6.3 The Early Cambrian Humbolt Unit (Quartzite and Argillite) (_hu)
The Argillite of Humbolt is a very thin and extensively-eroded package of argillaceous
siliclastics, that is exposed confined within or mostly within Humbolt Mountain, the eastern limb
of Humbolt anticline, and by the Quartzite of Humbolt. Although, the Quartzite of Humbolt does
not outcrop on either end of the thin package. Where the platy, argillaceous and bioturbated float
is exposed, positioned topographically above and below, lie large float blocks of the Quartzite of
Humbolt. For these reasons, whether the argillite is a stratigraphic interval in the Quartzite of
Humbolt, or a contact is placed between the strata, cannot be accurately resolved, nor can any
structure be mapped at their contact. It is also possible but inferred as improbable that the
argillite is a discontinuous bed-lens that does not extend beyond its exposed constraints at
Humbolt Mountain. Due to the quartzite’s topographic positioning above and below the argillite,
and the lack of outcrop exposure hindering the ability to accurately differentiate their
stratigraphic relation, this thesis places the Argillite of Humbolt as an interval within the
Quartzite of Humbolt.
However, it is noted that the Quartzite of Humbolt does not outcrop on either end of the
thin, argillaceous package, and that the strata distinguish two distinct stratigraphic and
petrographic intervals, between which there exists no lithostratigraphic gradation. There is no
recognition of quartz-arenite in the feldspathic, micaceous, heterolithic, flaser to lenticular and
planar-interlaminated Argillite of Humbolt, nor any feldspathic grains identified from
petrographic analyses of the quartz-arenite, the Quartzite of Humbolt, that except for massive
bedding, inclusively lacks textures, bedforms, structures, and lithostratigraphic variation.
Several patches of non-thermal contacted and non-bioturbated argillaceous float are
exposed ~1 km S/SW of the Argillite of Humbolt’s southernmost exposure, and ~1 km from the
northernmost exposure of the Jack Mine Unit. The discontinuous float can be mapped along
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similar, but not parallel strike of the two units (McDonald, in press, 2019). The Argillite of
Humbolt may represent a younger, thinning continuation of depositional sequence above the
Jack Mine Unit, confined to the eastern limb of the anticline (Fig. 22A).
6.4 The Early Cambrian Argillite of Humbolt (_ah)
The Argillite of Humbolt biostratigraphy is interpreted as an Early Cambrian
stratigraphic record, that may be as old as a Fortunian-aged geologic record (Powell, pers.
comm., 2018), and possibly record the base of the Cambrian.
1. Treptichnus pedum: The PC-C boundary is defined by T. pedum, at the GSSP, where
its occurrence, is also restricted to siliclastic facies (Braiser et al., 1994; Landing, 1994).
Treptichnus pedum is documented in the Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossil assemblage (Table 8,
Figs. 19 and 20), where its occurrence is also restricted to a siliclastic facies. Identification of T.
pedum in the Argillite of Humbolt has been corroborated by Powell (pers. comm., 2018), and
may also occur in paleosols underlying the Flathead Sandstone, in the Libby Trough at Fishtrap
Lake, northwestern Montana by Retallack (2013).
2. Ichnofossil assemblage, FAD range, and compatibility: The solitary confinement of
a single ichnospecies, including T. pedum, is generally insufficient to infer stratigraphic age or
depositional environment, and typically requires an assemblage of trace-fossils with similar
biostratigraphic placement (Buatois, 2018). The Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossil assemblage
(Table 7) includes Treptichnus pedum, Treptichnus isp., Planolites, Monomorphichnus,
Palaeophycus, Bergaueria, Helminthopsis, (Powell, pers. comm., 2018); Rusophycus, Cruziana,
and Palaeopascichnus isp. are tentatively included, but regarded with a modest margin of
ambiguity (Table 7). Its FAD ranges from the Ediacaran through the Fortunian (Table 7), a range
that spans a very narrow window of the fossil or ichnofossil record. It is comprised of similar
ichnogenera, a comparable ichnodiversity, and equivalent FAD range, as other Early Cambrian
Formations with established biostratigraphic assemblages that mark the PC-C boundary, such as
the lower Wood Canyon Formation in Death Valley (Corsetti and Hagadorn, 2000), and the
Fortunian-aged section of the Chapel Island Formation, in Newfoundland (Gehling et al., 2001;
Myrow, 1987). Although there is some ambiguity regarding Palaeopascichnus (Fig. 21H), if
verified in future work, the ichnofossil that also occurs in the Chapel Island Formation
assemblage, has a very narrow known Ediacaran to Early Cambrian fossil record range.
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3. Evolutionary continuum(?): The Ediacaran (635-541 Ma) is informally subdivided
into the Vendian (560-550 Ma), and the Nama (550-541 Ma). First appearances of simple
horizontal traces, such as Helminthopsis, Helminthoidichnites, and Palaeophycus, appear during
the Vendian (Buatois and Mángano, 2016; Mángano and Buatois, 2016), and complexhorizontal, or oblique architectures, such as the first treptichnids, during the Nama (Jensen et al.,
2000). Another treptichnid, of unidentified ichnospecies, is also interpreted in the ichnofossil
assemblage, that exhibits a more primitive, non-anabranching architecture than T. pedum, that
may belong to one of the first treptichnids that appear during the Nama (Jensen et al., 2000).
4. Ichnofossil trace architecture compatibility: The Middle Cambrian is preceded by
the Terreneuvian Epoch (541-521 Ma), or Early Cambrian, and is divided into the Fortunian Age
(541-529 Ma), and Age 2 (529-521 Ma). Throughout the Ediacaran and Fortunian geologic
record, true simple vertical trace-fossil architectures are absent (Mángano and Buatois, 2016).
Shallow-vertical plug-shaped structures, such as Bergaueria are not considered true vertical.
Regarded as a complex evolutionary-adaptation, the appearance of vertical structures is a
defining feature of the post-Fortunian, Age 2 geologic record (Mángano and Buatois, 2016). The
Argillite of Humbolt assemblage is restricted to horizontal, shallow plug-shaped, and horizontal
with vertical-branching traces, true vertical structures, have not been recognized.
5. Paleoenvironment, and depositional setting compatibility: _ah-1 is interpreted as a
tidal-dominated, mostly intertidal, tidal-flat complex, dominated by sand and mixed-flats, to
subtidal, and lesser intertidal mud-flats. By the terminus of the Terreneuvian, metazoan habitats
were restricted from terrestrial and true freshwater habitats, with the explicit and rare exception
of brackish-water transitional settings (Minter et al., 2016). T. pedum zones of common to rare
occurrence was recently modeled by Buatois (2018), using a sequence-stratigraphic framework,
that distinguishes two zones of prominence, the shallow-marine, wave-dominated offshore, and
tidal-dominated, intertidal, sand to mixed tidal-flats.
5. Geologic consonance: The Argillite of Humbolt _ah-1 intertidal, tidal-flat-complex
deposition that is highly bioturbated by a moderate ichnodiversity with few microbial structures,
overlies the intertidal, tidal-flat complex, deposition of the upper-most Jack Mine Unit (Zj-7),
that contains abundant and diversified siliclastic microbially-induced structures, but only minor
bioturbation that is restricted to Ediacaran simple traces (Tables 6 and 7; Figs. 9, 19-21).
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Correlation: This study correlates the Argillite of Humbolt to the Second Member of the
Chapel Island Formation, and the Lower Member of the Wood Canyon Formation.
The Chapel Island Formation: The Chapel Island Formation represents a thick
succession of siliclastics. The GSSP is defined by the appearance of Treptichnus pedum, that
occurs a few meters above the base of the Second Member, where it remains restricted to a
siliclastic facies. Its trace-fossils include Treptichnus pedum, Treptichnus isp., Planolites,
Palaeopascichnus isp., Helminthoidichnites, Monomorphichnus, and Rusophycus (Gehling et al.,
2001; Myrow, 1987; Narbonne et al., 1987). Interbedded sand, silt and mudstones are dominant,
with sedimentary structures that include syneresis cracks, current ripples, wave ripples, gutter
casts (that dominate an entire facies), slump folds, ripple cross-lamination, parallel lamination,
mudstone intraclasts, and flat-pebble lithic-sedimentary siltstone clasts (Myrow, 1987). The
depositional setting of the lowest member has been interpreted as a tidal-dominated, tidal-flat,
with shallow subtidal influences, and consists mostly of red and green sandstone and shale
(Myrow, 1987). The second Member is dominated by interbedded green siltstone and thinlylaminated to medium-bedded, very fine to medium-grained sandstone, deposited in a storminfluenced deltaic setting. (Myrow, 1987). A deltaic setting was considered but regarded as less
compatible for the Argillite of Humbolt, due to the lack of amalgamated bedding. The Second
Member alternates between ripple-types, interpreted by Myrow et al. (1992), as a depositional
record influenced by waning flows with initial offshore, directional currents, followed by wave
oscillations. Alternating(?) or bimodal ripple types also occur in the Argillite of Humbolt,
however the presence of hummocky bedforms cannot be resolved due to the lack of outcrop.
The Wood Canyon Formation Lower Member: The Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossil
assemblage strongly correlates to the biostratigraphic assemblage of the Wood Canyon
Formation, that includes Treptichnus pedum, Planolites, Palaeophycus, Monomorphichnus,
Bergaueria, Helminthoidichnites, Rusophycus and Cruziana (Jensen et al., 2002; Waggoner and
Hagadorn, 2002). Trace-fossils in the Lower Wood Canyon Formation are also associated with
heterolithic beds of interbedded quartzites, siltstones and mudstones, and wrinkle marks (Jensen
et al., 2002; Waggoner and Hagadorn, 2002). The depositional setting of the Lower Member
Wood Canyon Formation is a shallow, to very shallow, tidal-dominated marine setting (Diehl,
1974). In the Wood Canyon Formation however, it is the Middle Member that is predominantly
interpreted as an intertidalite (Klein 1971), that records similar textures found in the Argillite of
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Humbolt, including flaser, lenticular, and wavy-bedding, ripple cross-lamination, parallellamination and heterolithic-bedding, and current ripples, micro-ripples and wrinkle structures in
association of intervals of wavy-laminated and flaser-bedded sand, silt and mudstones (Fedo and
Cooper, 1990; Klein 1971).
6.5 The Early Cambrian Quartzite of Humbolt (_qh)
This study tentatively correlates the Quartzite of Humbolt to the Early Cambrian
Zabriskie Quartzite, that overlies the Early Cambrian Wood Canyon Formation, in the Death
Valley region of southern California. The Zabriskie Quartzite was described by Stewart (1970)
as consisting of light-colored, pinkish-grey, compositionally super-mature, ~97% SiO2, quartzarenite, that is tightly-packed, with mostly fine to medium, and lesser coarse, sand-sized,
rounded grains, and contains very minor impurities, that include muscovite, zircon and
tourmaline (Stewart, 1970). Stewart (1970) describes the Zabriskie Quartzite stratigraphic
section and fabric consisting of large intervals of massively-bedded quartz-arenite, that when
stratified, contain subtle stratification, that can be very difficult to discern, typically comprised of
shallowly-dipping, at ~10°, sets of small-scale, trough cross-strata, and a section thickness that
ranges between 350-30 m, that thins eastward. The depositional system of the Zabriskie
Quartzite has been interpreted largely in association with a tidal-dominated setting (Prave, 1992).
The petrographic structures in the Quartzite of Humbolt, that may be trace-fossils (see AppendixII for description), are also texturally similar to the trace-fossil petrography described by Stewart
(1970), from the Zabriskie Quartzite, although the Zabriskie is also noted for its Skolithos traces.
6.6 Cambrian(?) Boulder Conglomerate (_bc)
The upper Silver Hill Formation appears to be related spatially, temporally, and
compositionally to the conglomerate, and share the same source origin for the primary, ironoxide-rich mud, and detrital dolomite.
6.7 Cretaceous Syenitic-Trachyte Porphyry (Ktp)
Initial field reconnaissance suggested the dikes age of emplacement may be Cambrian
from Cambrian strata that it cross-cuts, and overlying, older Cambrian strata that it does not
intrude into. However, zircon geochemical results by McDonald (in press, 2019) indicate
Cretaceous-aged grains.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis documents an Ediacaran through Terreneuvian stratigraphic and
biostratigraphic record of the Precambrian-Cambrian transition, at the Humbolt anticline in
southwestern Montana. It documents a new discovery of Treptichnus pedum, the ichnospecies
that defines the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary, and a trace-fossil assemblage that may be as
old as Fortunian-aged.
The Humbolt anticline represents an inverted paleo-graben that now exposes the
stratigraphic window, that is interpreted to be a record of rifting along the Cordilleran
miogeoclinal margin, linked with the breakup of Rodinia. The graben reactivated, subsided, and
captured sediment during late-stage rifting and final-stage dissociation along the rift margin. Its
structural axis paralleled the rift margin. This thesis correlates the upper sedimentary fill of the
inverted Humbolt graben to the Chapel Island Formation in Newfoundland Canada, the Wood
Canyon Formation and Zabriskie Quartzite in Death Valley USA, and other Latest
Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian lithostratigraphic sections along western North America’s
Cordilleran margin.
The Paleo-Mesoproterozoic Quartzite of Argenta (Yqa): The Quartzite of Argenta is a
very light pink to dark pinkish-red, compositionally-supermature, meta-quartz-arenite, that is
dominantly coarse-(lower) to very fine-grained, moderately-sorted, non-feldspathic, trough
cross-stratified, thickly to very thickly-bedded, very well-cemented, variably silicified, tabular
and cliff-forming. It has moderate textural maturity, and consists mostly of rounded, spheroidal
to roller, slightly-polished, sand-sized grains of clear, monocrystalline quartz. It frequently has
the fabric of a pseudo-quartzite, and is laminated, having thick, salmon-colored, and thin,
pinkish-red, alternating laminae. High to low-angle and horizontal planar cross-stratified
bedforms, and beds of massive sandstone are common. It contains lenses of quartz-pebble
conglomeratic, with well-rounded to rounded, frosted, polycrystalline milky quartz clasts.
The Quartzite of Argenta is interpreted predominantly as a fluvial system, its sediments
transported and deposited, by intracratonic braided and meandering streams, over a broad plain.
Interpretations of fluvial origin agree with those by Winston and Sears (pers. comm., 2018). This
work supports lithostratigraphic correlations for the Quartzite of Argenta to the regionally-
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extensive, ca. 1600 Ma (Lewis et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2016; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003),
pre-Belt, Midproterozoic Neihart Quartzite, in agreement with interpretations formed from
zircon geochemical results by Sears et al. (2010). Its stratigraphic variation, however occurs on
the opposite end. The Quartzite of Argenta is disconformably overlain by the Jack Mine Unit,
and its base is not exposed.
The Neoproterozoic Jack Mine Unit (Zj): The Jack Mine Unit represents a siliclastic,
micaceous, and feldspathic depositional sequence dominated by intercalated, heterolithic, planarhorizontal and flaser-interlaminated sandstone, siltstone, and lesser mudstone, argillite, and
arkosic sandstone. It disconformably overlies the Quartzite of Argenta and underlies the
Humbolt Unit. It is interpreted as an Ediacaran-aged depositional record. The Jack Mine Unit is
informally divided into seven petrographic units, that from its base, represent: 1. fluvial; 2.
transitional fluvial marginal marine to a wave-dominated; 3. very shallow marine; 4. shallowmarine wave-dominated, between FWB-SWB; 5. turbidites and rhythmites; 6. tidal-dominated,
shallow-subtidal rhythmites, interpreted as tidalites; and 7. tidal-dominated, intertidal, tidal-flat
complex of sand, mixed and mud-flats. Its basal package, a rounded quartz-pebble, quartzarenitic conglomerate, is interpreted as a reworked, depositional package, of the Quartzite of
Argenta sediments, and represents a fluvial, channel-lag, axial drainage deposit, paralleling the
grabens structural axis, and depositional record of its Neoproterozoic structural reactivation, and
may represent a small-scale, tectono-stratigraphic, rift related remnant, of the basal rift record in
southwestern Montana. It is tentatively correlated to the graben-confined, rounded quartz-pebble,
quartzose sandstone conglomerates, that mark the base of the Hamill-Gog Group, in British
Columbia. It may implicate that earliest rifting in southwestern Montana did not occur until after
the Cryogenian, but during the Ediacaran. The erosional surface at its base may mark an
unconformity spanning from, ~1700-1600 Ma, to ~630-570 Ma.
The micaceous, feldspathic, arkosic, heterolithic granule to pebble sandstone
conglomerate (Zj-2), records an influx of immature, micaceous-(muscovite), Fe-ox mud-rich,
felsic-potassic, and arkosic sediments, shed from up source. Its rounded, small quartz pebble
clasts, are interpreted to be sourced from the Quartzite of Argenta, and other intracratonic
sources. The small pebble to granule-sized, angular, euhedral, optically clear, lithic-volcanic
clasts, that display negligible hydrolysis, and consist of rhyolite, and lesser quartz-rich trachyte
and monocrystalline microcline, are interpreted to be sourced from local, synmagmatic activity
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along the developing rift margin. Zj-3 is dominated by symmetrical, wave-dominated ripple
marks, and may record the initial exposure of the rift margin shoulder to open marine conditions.
Zj-4 is interpreted as a continuum of transgressive conditions. Zj-5 is interpreted as a record of

maximum marine profile depth position, that is dominated by an abundance of gutter casts, and
marks the junction, between marine, wave-dominated, and tidal-dominated settings. Zj-6 and Zj7 are dominated by features that characterize Ediacaran-aged rocks. Scarce trace-fossils are first
recorded in Zj-6, a depositional package of heterolithic, planar-interlaminated tidalites, with
abundant, siliclastic, microbially-induced structures. Zj-7 is interpreted as a landward-most
depositional record, that is dominated by heterolithic, flaser, wavy, and lenticular,
interlaminated, and ripple cross-laminated, inter-tidalites, with abundant and diversified
microbial structures, that include petees, filled-sand cracks, wrinkle structures, kinneyia, old
elephant skin, gas domes and microbial mat chips, but only scarce, simple, and undiversified
bioturbation traces, with Ediacaran-aged First Appearance Datums, interpreted predominantly as
varieties of Helminthoides, such as Helminthoidichnites and Helminthopsis.
The Early Cambrian Argillite of Humbolt (_ah): The Argillite of Humbolt
biostratigraphy is interpreted as an Early Cambrian stratigraphic record, that may be as old as a
Fortunian-aged geologic record (Powell, pers. comm., 2018), and document the base of the
Cambrian. This study correlates the Argillite of Humbolt to the Early Cambrian Lower Member
of the Wood Canyon Formation at Death Valley in southern California, and the Second Member
of the Chapel Island Formation, at Fortune Head in Newfoundland. As part of the Humbolt Unit,
it overlies the Jack Mine Unit, and is placed underlying the Quartzite of Humbolt, although it
may represent a younger, thinning continuation of depositional sequence above the Jack Mine
Unit, confined to the eastern limb of the anticline. At least two petrographic packages are
distinguished in it, that may or may not alternate in deposition.
_ah-1 includes the Argillite of Humbolt ichnofossil assemblage, consisting of

Treptichnus pedum, Treptichnus isp., Planolites, Monomorphichnus, Palaeophycus, Bergaueria,
Helminthopsis, (corroborated by Powell, pers. comm., 2018); Rusophycus, Cruziana and
Palaeopascichnus isp. are tentatively included, but regarded with a modest margin of ambiguity.
_ah-1 is interpreted as a tidal-dominated, mostly intertidal sand and mixed tidal-flats, and lesser

subtidal sand-flats. It is dominated by gently thermal-contacted, blackish-green, blackish-grey,
and very dark brownish-purple, and micaceous, feldspathic, heterolithic, very thickly to very
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thinly, flaser to lenticular, and planar-horizontal, interlaminated, very fine to medium-grained
silty sandstone, sandy to clay-rich sub-fissle siltstone, and lesser sub-fissle mudstone, with ripple
cross-lamination, syneresis cracks, and lesser microbially-induced textures. _ah-2 mostly differs
by containing less mud, heterolithic-interlaminations, bioturbation, and is dominated by welldefined, symmetrical, wave-dominated ripple marks. _ah-2 is interpreted predominantly as a
shallow-marine, wave-influenced setting, and mostly moderate-energy system, with episodic low
and high-energy intervals.
The intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the upper-most Jack Mine Unit (Zj-7), is
overlain by the intertidal, tidal-flat complex deposition, of the Argillite of Humbolt (_ah-1). The
prominent, abundant and diversified, siliclastic microbially-induced siliclastic structures, with
few, bioturbated simple traces, a package characteristic of Ediacaran-aged rocks, is overlain and
replaced by a package consisting of a comparably low abundance of microbial structures, but is
highly bioturbated, by a greater diversity, of simple and complex ichnofauna architectures and
behaviors, that span a First Appearance datum of Ediacaran to Fortunian, and contains the tracefossil Treptichnus pedum, that marks the base of the Cambrian.
The Early Cambrian Quartzite of Humbolt (_qh): This study suggests an Early
Cambrian stratigraphic placement for the Quartzite of Humbolt, and tentatively correlates the
unit to the Early Cambrian Zabriskie Quartzite, that overlies the Wood Canyon Formation, in
Death Valley southern California. The Quartzite of Humbolt is a compositionally and texturally
pure, neutral-monotoned, very light grey, non-feldspathic, quartz-arenite, that lacks bedforms
and is very thickly to thickly, massively-bedded. Its tabular sand packages appear structureless in
outcrop, but very thick to thick laminations are discernable in thin-section. It consists of mostly
very fine to medium-upper, sand-sized grains of clear quartz, that are rounded to subrounded,
spheroidal, non-frosted, slightly polished, tightly-packed, and very well-cemented, although
actual grain size distribution includes silt, lesser coarse, and rare very coarse sands. It is slightly
to non-micaceous, with common impurities that include muscovite, chert and sericite, other clays
are mostly cement alteration products. It comprises the vast majority of the Humbolt Unit that
overlies the Jack Mine Unit, and underlies the Flathead Sandstone. It is a ridge-former, and
forms a felsenmeer cap comprised of large float and boulder-block talus. Its depositional origins
are poorly-constrained, due to its compositional purity, massive-bedding, and lack of textures,
bedforms, structures, and diversity.
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APPENDIX-I: Ichnofossil Descriptions and Ichnotaxonomy
Trace-Fossils in the Argillite of Humbolt (Figs. 19, 20, 21)
(Fig. 19A Cah-HUM17): Trace-fossils interpreted as Tp: Treptichnus pedum; Tr:
Treptichnus; Be: Bergaueria; and Pa: Palaeophycus. (Tp) Treptichnus pedum: The broad, Ushaped burrow is smooth, has mostly similar, and lesser contrastive, passive massive fill, and
traces with shallow epirelief, horizontal to sub-horizontal along bedding, with non-shallow
epirelief, oblique-inclined, short, anabranching segments, from the main trace. It is continuoussegmented, with systematic, alternating segments, in lengths of ~0.75-1.25 cm, and at just less
than right-angles. The terminus segment is longer, and tapers towards the tip. The inclined,
alternating segments slightly curl upwards, with some angularity towards the tips, resembling an
upwards-outstretched fingertip. The fill is less contrastive than the T. pedum in sample CahHUM30. (Tr) Treptichnus: The partial burrow, or burrow-segment, is smooth, and contains the
same description of fill-type, segment width, and epirelief thickness, as the (Tp) trace. It forms a
cane-like hook, and is interpreted as an inclined, or terminus segment, of either T. pedum (based
on textural and geometric dimension similarities, and adjacent trace occurrence), or another
Treptichnus isp., but not Planolites, due to its variable-inclination across multiple bedding
surfaces, and non-active fill type. The trace length is ~9.5 cm; (Be) Bergaueria: An oval to
hemispherical shaped burrow, that resembles an anchored or mounted structure, with substantial
epirelief, and a small, central depression. Its fill is mostly structureless, with coarser grains along
the top of the structure, from gravitational settling; (Pa) Palaeophycus: A burrowed network of
interwoven rope-like structures, with passive massive fill, shallow epirelief, and a thin coating of
coarser grains along its top from gravitational settling (Chondrites were excluded due to noncontrastive fill). Trace-fossils are preserved in a thermally-cooked, dark greyish-green, flaserinterlaminated, micaceous, sandy siltstone, and silty lesser very fine to medium-grained pseudoquartzite, on the sand-silt interface. also consists of the coarser grains that gravitationally settled
onto the siltstone interface. Collected from Humbolt Mountain’s crest. Identification of the
ichnofossils Treptichnus pedum and Bergaueria are corroborated by Powell (pers. comm., 2018).
(Fig. 20; Cah-HUM30): Trace-fossils interpreted as Tp: Treptichnus pedum; and Mo:
Monomorphichnus. (Tp) Treptichnus pedum: The epirelief structure traces horizontally along
bedding, while zig-zagging, with continuous alternating segments, that segment along the
interface of a sandy-siltstone and very fine to medium-grained silty sandstone, both horizontal
along bedding, and obliquely dipping into the substrate. The fill is passive massive and noncontrastive. The terminus segment dips into, and out of the substrate, with a slightly pointed
terminus tip, resembling a snake-like act of predation and movement that oscillates in a subvertical plain. The initial segment is more conical than other segments, although the geometric
tapering of which may or may not be slightly distorted due to erosion. The nearly right-angle
anabranching segments have lengths of ~0.7-1.4 cm, except for the slightly longer, conical
segment. The feeding structure spans a length of ~11 cm, from the lithologic sample edge to
edge; (Mo) Monomorphichnus: The discrete set of negative to neutral relief scratch marks dig
outwards from either side of a central bisecting axis. The scratches initiate horizontally, and
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transition from sub-horizontal to an outwards arc from the bisecting origin. The intermediary
ridges that separate the negative scratch impressions are very slightly lobed upwards, from
displaced sediment during scratching. The gently, thermally-contacted lithology is dominantly
sandstone, with a few, very fine, planar-horizontal, sub-fissle siltstone laminations cap the
sandstone. The trace-fossils are preserved on the sand-silt interface, so that the very shallow to
negative relief Monomorphichnus is preserved in siltstone, whereas the T. pedum segments are
blanketed by a layer of sand from gravitational settling, that is thicker than sample Cah-HUM17.
A textural contrast is observed between the sandy, epirelief T. pedum and silty, neutral to
negative relief Monomorphichnus. The lower grain size, and grain skew distribution, and slaty,
parallel fracture of the thermally-baked, argillaceous siltstone results in clearly defined
Monomorphichnus trace edges and etched-markings, in contrast to coarser sands that blanket,
and round, the T. pedum trace. Monomorphichnus scratch marked area is ~1.5.x2.0 cm. Collected
from Humbolt Mountain’s crest. Identification of the ichnofossils Treptichnus pedum and
Monomorphichnus are corroborated by Powell (pers. comm., 2018).
Figure 21 A-H (below): 22A; 22B; 22C; 22D-G; 22H
(Fig. 21A; Cah-HUM29): Trace-fossils interpreted as Pl: Planolites: The trace is
epirelief, with mostly coarser-contrastive fill, with fewer non-contrastive portions (but not
segments), that is cylindrical, non-branching, non-segmented, and arcs. A few cross-section
fractures occur where the trace tightly arcs and fill is coarser-contrastive. The trace begins to dip
into the substrate at both sample edges, whereas the main portion of the trace is horizontal to
bedding. It retains consistent width and thickness, except for where it dips into the substrate
along one sample edge and thickens. It is ~6.0x0.55 cm long, while curving from the middle to
45°, and 90° at either end. Planolites typically remain horizontal to sub-horizontal to bedding,
and the behavior is more typical of Treptichnus, however Treptichnus is a branching, and
segmented ichnogenera. The trace architecture greatly resembles the ‘J-shaped’ Planolites
taphonomy described by Droser, et al. (2002). The second trace is epirelief, also with contrastive
to similar fill, and also does not display branching along its exposed segment portions. It
measures ~6.0x0.4 cm, and has less consistent width. The majority of the trace initially trails
parallel to bedding for ~2 cm, then dips into bedding for ~1.5 cm, and then re-emerges from the
substrate, for another ~2 cm, totaling ~5.5 cm length, and has a total curvature of ~30°.
Differential erosion along the sides of the sample lithology expose natural cross-sections of both
trace ends. The ichnofossils are preserved on the sand-silt interface of a thermally-cooked,
micaceous, slightly-fissle siltite, and very fine to coarse-grained quartzite.
(Fig. 21B; Cah-HUM15): Interpreted as (Tr) Treptichnus: The ichnofossil is preserved
on the interface of a baked, micaceous, sub-fissle, sandy siltite, and very fine to coarse-grained
quartzite. The branching feeding track is epirelief, with different fill styles. One branch is
similar, passive massive, another branch is coarser-contrastive, and the main trace is partially
similar, and partially contrastive fill. It has mostly cylindrical geometry, and fairly consistent
width per segment, except for one segment, that ends with a trident-like tip. The main trace
gradationally hooks 90°, at rate of curvature that mirrors a half- ‘U’. Branching segments
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propagate out from the main trace at right angles, or perpendicular, initiate from the lower-half
of the main trace, all in the same orientation, that is the same orientation that the main trace
curves 90°. The first/last branching segment tip displays different geometry, that consists of a
flattened, spade-, diamond-, or trident-like tip, with two, narrow, offset indents on either side of
its center. The main trace width is ~1.0 cm, its length spans the duration of the sample lithology
for ~8 cm. The other two branches are ~1.0 cm and ~0.5 cm. Treptichnus ichnofossil
identification is corroborated by Powell (pers. comm., 2018).
(Fig. 21C; Cah-HUM14): Trace-fossils interpreted as Tr: Treptichnus isp; and Mo*:
Monomorphichnus. (Tr) Treptichnus isp: A segmented feeding track, with contrastive to similar,
passive massive fill, epirelief, and segmented, alternating branching. Branching occurs obliquely
to bedding with thinner segments, that dip into and out of the substrate, and thicker, at nearly
right-angle, horizontal branching. The thinner (0.2-0.4 cm) segments have shallow epirelief, and
less contrastive fill, than the thicker (0.3-0.5 cm), horizontal to bedding traces. The traces are
preserved on the interface of baked, micaceous, very fine to coarse-grained quartzite, and slaty,
sandy siltite, the features are mostly cylindrical; (Mo*) Monomorphichnus has been interpreted,
however an opistocline position, of a small Rusophycus, with the Cruziana associated endopodite
markings remains an unlikely, but unresolvable secondary possibility. The trace markings or cast
geometry is oval-shaped, and its figure resembles a feather. Its X-Y axes measure 1.7x1.3 cm,
and unlike the Monomorphichnus in Cah-HUM30, with negative to neutral relief and very
shallow raised edges, the feature is epirelief, the center of the Z-axis forms the highest point, and
its negative indentations do not breach the neutral-relief plane of depth. Fewer of the markings or
lines of impression are strait, than very slightly curved, and from a long, or Y-axis cross-section,
both cross-through, and are constrained by, the Y-axis. Treptichnus ichnofossil identification is
corroborated by Powell (pers. comm., 2018).
(Fig. 21, D-G) (Fig. 21D; Cah-HUM-FP1): Trace-fossils interpreted as Helminthopsis,
described with negative to neutral relief and simple curvilinear- arc to S-shaped -meandering
grazing trails up to 6 cm length and generally ~0.5 cm wide, parallel to bedding, the subtle fill, or
gravitational settling sediment, is non-contrastive (passive). Preserved in baked micaceous sandy
siltstone-siltite to sandstone-quartzite. Helminthopsis ichnofossil identification is corroborated by
Powell (pers. comm., 2018). (Fig. 21E; Cah-HUMI17): Trace-fossils interpreted as grazing
network of Palaeophycus, preserved in a sand-restricted composition. The traces have similar,
passive massive fill, with neutral to shallow epirelief, and trace horizontal to bedding, with strait
to slightly-curved geometries, that form a patch-work type pattern. (Fig. 21F; Cah-HUM26):
Trace-fossils interpreted as grazing network of Palaeophycus, preserved in a sand-restricted
composition. The traces have similar, passive massive fill, with neutral to shallow epirelief, and
trace horizontal to bedding, with mostly slightly curved, and lesser strait and curved geometries,
that also vary in width more than sample Cah-HUMI17. The traces are difficult to photograph in
the white, neutral-toned sample. It is possible some traces transition obliquely to bedding,
however trace overlapping obscures this occurrence. (Fig. 21G; Cah-HUMFP3): The trace fossil
either belongs to a Cruziana locomotion trail, or Monomorphichnus, but cannot be further
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constrained due no field sample collection. The trace is parted by a central divider, that separates
the bisecting, neutral to shallow epirelief, sub-perpendicular, bifurcation patterns.
(Fig. 21H; Cah-HUM05): Cah-HUM05: The structures are tentatively interpreted as
Palaeopascichnus. Due to the lithologic fabric, a lengthy discussion must be provided, presented
by the middle and upper traces, although it is the upper trace that presents cause for
interpretations of Palaeopascichnus. The features are preserved in a gently thermal-contacted,
dark grey, flaser-laminated, very fine to medium-grained sandstone to pseudo-quartzite. Middle
trace: The rock was subject to very minor soft-sediment, with directional loading-associated
deformation. A sedimentary structure, such as a unidirectional flute or tool mark, could be
interpreted from isolating the middle structure. However, the upper, segmented structure, is not
sedimentary. Both structures are interpreted to have been formed from the same process, and
organism. Both structures have the same generalized shape, behavioral pattern and inclination,
have passive-massive fill, and remain horizontal to bedding. The difference in texture, is
interpreted to be due to the minor soft sediment, and loading, that flattened the original trace
characteristics, into a smooth, semi-expressionless, structure, that well resembles the shape, of a
tyrannosaurus tooth cast, with a more gradually-tapering, and rounded tip (5.5x1.5 cm; strait for
first 3 cm, then gradually hooks 20°). The geometry is highly unusual, in respect to its trace
parallel to bedding; the architecture is one that would be expected to be associated perpendicular
to bedding, as would a directional Skolithos burrow. It bisects, a mostly eroded trace, that only
preserves a series of shallow-epirelief, connecting, mottled lobe segments, that are slightly
offsetting, mushroom-capped geometries, that together as a whole, reflect the original but trace
but smoothened. Where the epirelief and shallow-epirelief structures bisect, their trace conjoins,
and continues in a single trace, that is less preserved than the poorly preserved branch, forming
an overall ‘Y’ shape, but with branches that form a very closely, almost touching, thin and
elongated ‘U’ shape. The mottled, offsetting, mushroom-capped segments are ~0.5x1.2 cm.
Upper trace: The upper trace, that is interpreted to mostly preserve original textures, may or may
not be a continuation of the middle trace. The middle trace was determined to be a trace-fossil
from the upper trace. The upper trace dimensions are 6.0x1.0 cm; with three larger segments
(not an original texture, explained below), and ~10 sub-segments that can still be discerned. It
traces strait for first 3 cm, then segment reorients 10° for 1.5 cm, then segment reorients 10° for
1.5 cm. Changes in orientation occur between larger segments. The upper-most three smaller
sub-segments (extending to the sample edge), are believed to be almost entirely non-distorted,
and somewhat resemble thin, crinoid, cross-section segments, but with rounded lobes, and that
have slightly unequal widths on both ends, so that if horizontal compression was applied, they
could stack within each other. Altogether, the sub-segments have similar geometry to the larger
segments, in a repetitive type pattern. The smaller sub-segments are interpreted as the only
original segments, and larger segments formed as a product of cohesive sediment bonding, from
applied loading stress, that formed the larger segments at the sites of sub-segment orientation
change, that would have also acted as sites of disruption to the applied sediment loading. This
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can be particularly observed in the upper segment, that forms non-primary triangular shape with
indents on either end, that conjoin where orientation change occurs.
Trace-Fossils in the Jack Mine Unit (Fig. 9, A-E)
(Fig. 9A; ZJ01S): The two trace-fossils are preserved on a siltstone lamination, that
overlies the silt-sand interface, of a maroon and pinkish-red, micaceous, flaser-interlaminated
sandy siltstone, and very fine to medium-grained sandstone. The traces have shallow epirelief,
and appear only to trace horizontal to bedding. Their fill is either active-massive, coarsercontrastive, than the siltstone, or the fill is passive massive, contrastive, from gravitational
settling, although non-settling is suggested, due to a fracture exposing the same fill-type at 1 mm
depth, and the same fill-type fills the asymmetrical, squiggly, trailing-segment. The patterns
around the trailing-segment resemble a ripple effect of water dropped in still-water, but in a more
viscous fluid, such as a brush stroked through paint, or saturated fine-grained sediment similar to
quicksand, and this sample is interpreted to have formed in a tidal-flat, at the time its softsediment was a mud or mixed-flat. However, the coarser, contrastive grain size is only very fine
sand-sized. The trace-fossils are interpreted as a variety of Helminthoides. Each of the
ichnofossil main resting places(?) measure ~2.4x0.5 cm. Both traces overall exhibit rectangular
geometry with tapering. One of the two traces (left) retains nearly consistent width through its
majority, and then begins to taper, beginning at the remaining 0.5 cm of its trace, at a 25° angle,
from both sides, outwards to in, that conjoin to form a rather sharp, and well-defined, triangular
tip, that overall resembles a short, but sharp, pencil. Its trailing segment forms one main
asymmetric-squiggle, and at either end, very thin, offsetting, squiggle shapes project from the
main segment, all of which contain the same size fill as the main resting place(?). The other
tapering rectangular trace (right) tapers from its midsection, rather than near its end, but only
from one of its midsection points, and neither end form a sharp tip. The trailing-segment is much
less chaotic, its edges less clearly defined, and forms more of a shallow relief, gently curving,
asymmetric arcing-blob. Identification of Helminthoides ichnofossil corroborated by Powell
(pers. comm., 2018).
(Fig. 9B; ZJ18): Interpreted as Helminthoidichnites (or Helminthopsis), the simple,
unilobal trace-fossil is epirelief, non-branching, contains similar, passive massive fill, and
cylindrical geometry, with very subtle, cross-section bisecting marks or segments, and resembles
a small (2.3x0.2 cm), lithified garden worm. It is preserved in a micaceous, greyish-green, shaley
and sandy siltstone, interlaminated with lesser red, very fine-grained sandstone.
(Fig. 9C; ZJS315): Interpreted as Helminthopsis (or Helminthoidichnites) the simple,
unilobal trace-fossil forms a partial donut shape, and is described essentially as the same, but
only larger, with a 1.2 cm width, and negative relief, the edges of which are subtly raised from
displaced sediment, than the trace-fossil description in Fig. 9B, sample ZJ19. Preserved in a
grey-green, micaceous, flaser-laminated sandy siltstone with desiccation(?) cracks.
(Fig. 9D; ZJNS18): The two trace-fossils are interpreted as a variety of Helminthoides,
and are essentially the same, but smaller, with no trailing-segment preserved, and filled by silt
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rather than very fine sand, as the trace-fossils in Fig. 9A, sample ZJ01S. The trace-fossils are
preserved on the interface of a micaceous, planar-laminated, shaley greyish-green siltstone, and
lesser red, very fine grained-sandstone, with passive-massive siltstone fill. ~1.8x(0.2; 0.3) cm.
(Fig. 9E; ZJFPr): The simple trace-fossil is tentatively interpreted as Helminthopsis, and
the depth of its negative relief, tubular geometric imprint, slightly upraised edges, and width
(~0.9) cm, are all similar to Fig. 9C, sample ZJS315. However, strangely from the trace-fossil
long-axis median, one of the upper/lower halves appears unilobal, and the other bilobal, but the
split occurs at the site of a sediment disturbance, so either the unilobal structure traced over the
sediment disturbance, and the metazoans soft outer layering, like a viscous fluid, temporarily
deformed and resembled a bilobal metazoan trace until elastic rebound, or vice versa. Preserved
in red, silty sandstone, no hand sample collected.

APPENDIX-II: Petrographic Thin-Sections
The Quartzite of Argenta (YQA): YQA-01; YQA-02; *YQA-07;
_ lower-section lithologic-variation: YQA-L07; YQA-L10; *YQA-L13; YQA-L19; YQA-L20
The Jack Mine Unit (ZJ): *ZJ-09; *ZJ-20; *ZJ-29; *ZJ-55; ZJ-05; ZJ-14; ZJ-03; ZJ-10; ZJ-04;
ZJ-24; ZJ-12; ZJ-39; ZJ-40
The Argillite of Humbolt (HUMA): HUMA-28
The Quartzite of Humbolt (HUMQ): HUMQ-04A; HUMQ-04D; HUMQ-34
The Flathead Sandstone (CF): *CF-12; CF-10
Silver Hill Formation (CSH): *CSH-05; *CSH-21
Boulder Conglomerate (CBC): *CBC-17; CBC-08; CBC-10; CBC-20
Meta-Sedimentary units (northern anticline) (<MS): *<MS-AMII02; <MS-AMII05;
*<MS-AMI14; <MS-AM13; *<MS-AM18; <MS-606N
Syenitic-Trachyte Porphyry (STP): *STP-26; *STP-27
AM
Av
C
F
Fe-ox
GSD
K
-Low
L
Lm

accessory minerals
average
coarse
feldspar
iron-oxide
grain size distribution
potassium feldspar
lower
lithics
lithic metamorphic grain/clast

Abbreviations used in petrographic reports
Lp lithic plutonic grain/clast
Qmc
quartz micro to cryptocrystalline
Ls lithic sedimentary grain/clast Qp
quartz polycrystalline
Lv lithic volcanic grain/clast
QFL% quartz feldspar lithic ternary percentages
M medium
Approx
high error-margin, approximate QFL%
Max maximum
QFL%
Min minimum
Sa-Si
sand-silt cutoff (~0.06 mm)
P
plagioclase feldspar
-Up
upper
Q
quartz
VC
very coarse
Qa quartz amorphous
VF
very fine
Qm quartz monocrystalline
+/increased/decreased (changes of/in)

(*Fig._) indicates thin-section displayed in thesis Figure_
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The Quartzite of Argenta (YQA)
YQA-01: Salmon and pinkish-red, very fine to medium-grained, trough cross-bedded,
quartz-arenitic pseudo-quartzite. Very well-cemented, well to moderately-sorted, tightly-packed,
and grain-supported, by mostly sutured and concave-convex grain contacts GSD: Min: Sa-Si;
Max: 0.8 mm (C-Up); Av: 0.2 mm (F-Up). QFL%: 98; 00; 02. Quartz grains: mostly undulatory,
not optically clear, medium to coarse sands are well-rounded to rounded, rounded decreases with
grain size, spheroidal with lesser rollers, Qm: 92%; Qp: 08%. Percent porosity: 02; cement: 03,
consisting of a combination of mud, clays, and Fe-ox. Laminations in thin-section are moderately
defined, and cross-laminations display minor alternating patterns of Fe-ox-rich and -poor
cementation, with no indication of packing or grain contact variances between alternating
laminae. Thin-section held to light well displays the trough cross-laminations, of thicker (~2-5
mm), lighter, salmon-colored laminations that have slightly lesser combinations of cement/mud,
clays, Fe-ox and interstitial-impurities, than the darker, pinkish-red, thinner (~1-2 mm)
laminations. AM: biotite, green clays (pseudo-opaque, chlorite or illite), zircon, Fe-ox (mostly
hematite), chert-Qmc (includes rare rounded jasper in hand sample), muscovite, magnetite and
pyrite. UTM: -112.921108, 45.278505.
YQA-02: (properties are listed that contrast with YQA-01): Light pink to pinkish-red,
very fine to coarse-grained, moderately-sorted, cross-bedded, quartz-arenitic pseudo-quartzite.
GSD: Min: Sa-Si; Max: 2.0 mm (VC-Up), Av: 0.24 mm (F-Up). Contains quartz-overgrowths,
and low amounts of iron-oxides/hematite, in contrast to YQA-01, mineralogic cement
composition of YQA-02 does not contain discernably higher percentages of Fe-ox than HUMQ04A; -04D; and -34. Contains sand-sized Lm: quartzite, pseudo-quartzite; Lm: gneiss, and
mylonite. Beds and laminae are very weakly defined. UTM: -112.920827, 45.277789.
YQA-07 (*Fig. 16F-F2): Reddish-pink, very coarse to fine-grained, well-cemented,
quartz-arenitic, granule-sandstone conglomeratic. Very poorly-sorted, tightly-packed, grainsupported, by concave-convex, sutured, and long contacts, and non-micaceous. GSD: Min: SaSi; Max: 2.4 mm (granule); Av (sands): 0.3 mm (M-Up). QFL%: 95; 00; 05. Percent porosity:
~0%; cement: ~07%, well-cemented by Qmc, altering mostly to sericite, and lesser Fe-ox. Quartz
detrital sands are well rounded to subrounded, spheroids and lesser rollers, undulose and nonundulose, Qm: 90%; Qp: 10%. AM: zircon, chert, Qmc, muscovite, sericite, pyrite, chlorite,
biotite, and Fe-ox/hematite. Thin-section laminations are defined but hand sample appears
massive, and distinguishable in thin-section by changes in grain size and long axes orientation
patterns. Contains very low Fe-ox. UTM: -112.88244571, 45.30714395.

Typical YQA: GSD; compositional supermature and textural moderate-maturity. Mylonite-right
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YQA-L07: Maroon and light greyish-green, micaceous, sandy to shaley, flaserlaminated siltstone, that is well to moderately sorted, tight to moderately-packed. GSD: Min:
clay; Max: 0.8 mm; Av (sands): 0.16 mm (F-Low); sand to silt/clay ratio: ~50:50. QFL%: 50;
45; 05. Quartz: Qm: ~90%; Qp: 10, sand-sized grains are mostly undulose, rounded to subrounded, that decreases with grain size to angular silt. Feldspar: K>>P, roundness is similar to
quartz. Percent porosity: ~0%; cement: 10%, consisting of Qmc, mud, and Fe-ox, altering mostly
to sericite. Coarse-grained muscovite and Fe-ox replaced mica (likely biotite and or chlorite) also
float in areas with more cement. AM: muscovite (up to 3.0 mm), biotite, sericite, Fe-oxides,
chert, Qmc, pyrite, and other clays. Flaser laminations are well defined, distinguished by changes
of grain size, ratios of Q:F, and sand-rich laminae, that are quartz-dominant, contain sutured
contacts, and contain sub-parallel to bedding, wavy to lenticular mud lenses or mudchips. UTM:
-112.89714178, 45.29408942.
YQA-L10: Red, feldspathic, fine to very coarse-grained, poorly-sorted very wellcemented, pseudo-quartzite. It is non-micaceous, tightly-packed, grain-supported, by mostly
sutured and lesser concave-convex contacts. GSD: Min: silt; Max: 2.5 mm (granule); Av.
(sands): 0.35 mm (M-Up). QFL%: 88; 09; 03. Quartz: detrital grains are well rounded to
subrounded sands, undulose and non-undulose, ~78% Qm (up to 2.5 mm); and ~22% Qp (up to
2.0 mm), that may be foliated. Feldspar: K>>P, grains occur up to 1.2 mm, are mostly rounded
and decrease with grain size to angular silt. Percent porosity: ~0%; cement: 04%, consisting of
Qmc and Fe-ox. AM: hematite, Qmc, sericite, chlorite, muscovite, zircon, pyrite, and clays.
Hand sample was collected from a very thick bed that appears massive, laminations are defined
in thin-section, by changes in grain size and percent cement. UTM: -112.907065, 45.297693.
YQA-L13 (*Fig. 4C): Pinkish-red and maroon, feldspathic, very thinly to thinly, trough
cross-laminated, fine to coarse-grained pseudo-quartzite, that is poorly-sorted, moderately to
tightly-packed, very well-cemented, grain-supported by sutured, concave-convex, and long
contacts, and slightly micaceous. GSD: Min: silt; Max: 1.2 mm (VC-Low); Av (sands): 0.16 mm
(F-Low). QFL%: 86; 10; 04. Quartz: sands are undulose and nonundulose, sporadically contain
quartz-overgrowths, mostly rounded and decreasing with grain size to angular silt, Qm: ~80%;
Qp: 20%. Feldspar: K>>P, roundness is similar to quartz. Percent porosity: < 1%; cement: 5-6%,
consisting of Qmc and Fe-ox, altering mostly to sericite. AM: hematite, sericite, Qmc,
muscovite, pyrite, chlorite, and other clays. The outcrop bed-set is interbedded with micaceous,
maroon and light greyish-green, sandy to shaley siltstone. Laminations are well-defined, by
alternating laminations of alternating lithologies (see Fig. 4C): 1. Fe-ox/hematitic-rich interstitial
mud, that forms moderately-packed sandstone, with tangential to long grain contacts; and 2. Feox/hematitic-poor interstitial mud, with tightly-packed, very-well cemented grains, containing
concave-convex and sutured contacts, that form quartzite. A large mudchip, that cross-cuts
trough cross-laminations, is observed in hand sample. Alternating laminae compositions could be
due to varying mud -rich and -poor compositions, that allowed selective passage of basic
solutions through porous laminae, resulting in preferential compaction and suturing. However, a
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majority of quartz-overgrowths observed occur within the Fe-ox mud-rich laminae, which does
not support the preceding, possible interpretation. UTM: -112.89709174, 45.29458756.
YQA-L19: Maroon, micaceous, and feldspathic, silty to fine-grained sandstone, that is
poorly to moderately-sorted, tightly-packed, grain to matrix-supported, by long, tangential, and
concave-convex contacts, in a Fe-ox, mud-rich matrix, cut from a gutter cast. GSD: Min:
silt/clay; Max: 0.55 mm (C-Low); Av (sands): 0.14 mm (F-Low). QFL%: 42; 40; 18. Quartz:
sands are mostly rounded, decreasing with grain size to angular silt, undulose and non-undulose,
Qm: 90; Qp: 10. Feldspar: K>>P, roundness is similar to quartz. Percent porosity: ~1%; cement:
~07%, comprised of Fe-ox and clay, with abundant floating muscovite. AM: muscovite (up to
1.05 mm), hematite, chert/Qmc, pyrite, sericite, and other clays. Thin-section displays Fe-ox and
muscovite filled fractures, and lenses or mudchips. The hand sample appears mostly massive, but
laminations are weakly defined in thin-section, by subtle changes of grain size and soft-sediment
patterns, and parallel to bedding Fe-ox mud lens long-axes. UTM: -112.89712762, 45.29422735.
YQA-L20: Maroon, very light grey, and pink, medium to thinly cross-laminated, very
fine to coarse-grained, pseudo-quartzite, that is slightly micaceous, moderate to poorly-sorted,
tightly-packed, grain-supported, by concave-convex, sutured, and lesser long contacts. GSD:
Min: Sa-Si (~0.062); Max: 1.25 mm (VC-Low); Av (sands): 0.19 mm (F-Low). QFL%: 96; 00;
04. Percent porosity: ~2%; cement: ~3%, consisting of Qmc and Fe-ox, altering to Fe-ox, green
clay (chlorite/illite(?), and minor sericite. Quartz: grains are mostly rounded, decreasing with
grain size to angular silt, spheroidal, and undulose, Qm: 85%; Qp: 15%. AM: hematite,
chert/Qmc, muscovite, zircon, sericite, pyrite, and other clays. Laminations are weakly defined,
by subtle changes of grain size and Fe-ox content. UTM: -112.8968460, 45.2953291.
The Jack Mine Unit (ZJ)
ZJ-09 (*Fig. 16E-E3): Pale milky-yellow to beige, light grey, and oxidized brownish- to
reddish-orange, quartz-arenite, rounded large quartz-pebble conglomerate. Very poorly-sorted,
moderately-packed, mostly grain-supported, and well-cemented, in an Fe-ox cement or
recrystallized matrix, with concave-convex to lesser long grain contacts. GSD: Min: Sa-Si; Max
(clast in thin-section): 17 mm; Av (sands): 0.48 mm (M-Up). QFL%: 97; 00; 03. Percent
porosity: ~01%; cement: 6%, consisting of a vitreous, orange-red, Fe-ox cement (possibly a
siliceous, Fe-ox rich recrystallized solution(?), that is altering to a darker, less vitreous, higher
Fe-ox product, with lesser sericite, likely from oxidation related to exposure. Feldspar is void
throughout all sands, clasts and cement. Quartz grain and clast details: Medium sands to pebble
clasts are well-rounded to rounded, spheroids and diskus with lesser rollers, and roundness
decreases with grain size. Sand to granule-sized clasts are dominantly Qm, undulose and nonundulose, and granule to pebble-sized clasts are mostly milky, Qp, consisting of mostly vein
quartz, and Lm: quartzite; with lesser Lm: gneiss, mylonite; Qm; and Lp (exhibiting internal
crystal intergrowth sites, that host Fe-ox, and likely are weathered-out sites that originally hosted
feldspar). AM: muscovite, biotite, hematite, chert-Qmc, sericite, pyrite, and green clays. Beds
and or laminae are undefined, in general the conglomeratic bed appears massive, pebble long
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axes appear to share a poorly defined preferential orientation pattern but imbrication is not
defined. A micro-fracture/vein is infilled with Qa. UTM: -112.8826271, 45.3071626.
ZJ-20 (*Fig. 17 B-D, F); and ZJ-29 (*Fig. 17A): Maroon, feldspathic, micaceous, wellcemented, arkosic, sandstone heterolithic granule-pebble conglomerate. Clasts are moderately to
tightly-packed, very poorly-sorted, and mostly grain-supported, by long, concave-convex, and
tangential contacts, in a dull, scarlet to maroon, Fe-oxide/hematitic muddy matrix, with lesser
Qmc cement(?). Percent porosity: ~1% porosity; matrix: 06%. GSD: Min: silt/clay; Max: 6.0 mm
(pebble); Av (sand): 0.3 mm (M-Low). QFL%: 80; 15; 05. Feldspathic pebble-sized clasts are
angular, and sands are angular to rounded, K>>P (all) Quartz clasts and sands are mostly
rounded to well rounded spheroids. Qm: 80%; Qp: 20%; Qm are mostly sand to granule-sized,
Qp are mostly granule to pebble-sized grains. AM: hematite, pyrite, Qmc, chert, sericite,
muscovite, chlorite, biotite and clay; and contains clasts of Lm: quartzite, mylonite; Lv: rhyolite,
lesser quartz-rich trachyte, monocrystalline microcline; Ls: sandstone, and siltstone. The lithic
volcanic clasts are optically-clear, and granule to pebble-sized angular clasts are euhedral and
exhibit minimal hydrolysis. The non-monocrystalline clasts may display moderate myrmekitic
exsolution. Quartzose grains/clasts may display quartz-overgrowths. UTM: -112.88266221,
45.30852713 (ZJ-20); -112.8861055, 45.31767187 (ZJ-29).
ZJ-55 (*Fig. 17E): (properties are listed that vary or contrast with ZJ-20 and ZJ-29)
Maroon feldspathic and well-cemented hematitic sandstone heterolithic granule-pebble
conglomerate. Loosely packed, matrix to grain-supported, porosity: ~0%; cement: ~09%. GSD:
Min: silt, Max: 6.0 mm (pebble), Av. (sand): 0.2 mm (F-Up). Detrital quartz grains often contain
quartz overgrowths. The Fe-ox hematitic-rich cement exhibits no pronounced alteration or
favored alteration products. Beds are weakly defined, except for a plane from which there is an
abrupt grain size change marking the absence of granule to pebble-sized clasts. Contains a
micro-fracture/vein filled by Qa. UTM: -112.8834085, 45.30745835.
ZJ-05 and ZJ-14: Micaceous, very thinly to thickly-laminated, ZJ-05: greyish-green,
shaley very fine-grained sandstone; ZJ-14: maroon, shaley, sandy, Fe-ox mud-rich siltstone.
ZJ-05: GSD: Min: clay/silt; Max: 0.2 mm (F-Up); Av: silt. Very well-sorted, weakly-cemented,
tightly-packed, and grain-supported by mostly long contacts QFL%: 60; 36; 04. Percent porosity:
~0%; cement: 04%. ZJ-14: GSD: Min: clay; Max: 0.2 mm (F-Up); Av: unresolvable. Very
poorly to well sorted, and loosely to tightly packed. QFL%: 45; 40; 15. Percent porosity: 0%;
matrix: Fe-ox rich mud comprises ~50% lithologic volume.
Inclusive: Quartz: detrital sands are well- to sub-rounded, dominant silt is subangular to
angular, mostly undulose, Qm: ~92%; Qp: ~08%. Feldspar: K>>P, mostly subangular to angular
silt-sized grains. AM: zircon, chlorite, muscovite, Qmc, hematite, sericite, magnetite/pyrite, and
clay. Misc: thin-sections cut parallel to bedding due to shaley fabrics. Other than color, notable
contrastive properties include: ZJ-14 contains significantly more mud and Fe-ox, a higher skew
distribution, poor sorting and packing in comparison to ZJ-05, that comparatively has negligible
Fe-ox content. UTM: -112.886334, 45.308903 (ZJ-05); -112.88631192, 45.3091682 (ZJ-14).
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ZJ-03: Tan and green, micaceous, low-angle cross-interlaminated siltite and very finegrained pseudo-quartzite. Tightly-packed, very well-sorted, grain-supported by sutured, concaveconvex, and long contacts. GSD: Min: silt-clay; Max: 0.2 mm (F-Up); Av: silt. QFL%: 60; 935;
05. Quartz grains are subrounded sands to angular silt, Qm: 95%; Qp: 05%, and undulose and
non-undulose. Feldspars: subangular to angular, K>>P. Percent porosity: ~0%; cement: ~01%,
consisting of Qmc, altering to clays: Fe-ox, sericite, other. AM: muscovite, hematite, pyrite,
chlorite, sericite, and biotite. Laminae are defined, by diamond or cube-shaped oxidation spots
(image displayed; similar to reduction spots, pyrite interpreted as primary host mineral), +/mica, chlorite, and wavy/crinkly, Fe-ox replaced mica. UTM: -112.886676, 45.308568.
ZJ-10: Tan, micaceous, feldspathic, silty, very fine to fine-grained quartzite, with planar
to high-angle cross-interlaminated, and partial soft-sediment gutter-deformation. Sample ZJ-10
from plane-perpendicular to bedding, along one face appears planar-horizontal and high-angle
cross-laminated, and the bisecting face resembles a partial gutter cast. Very well-cemented, wellsorted, tightly-packed, grain-supported by sutured to concave-convex and lesser long contacts.
GSD: Min: silt/clay; Max: 0.4 mm (M-Up); Av: silt. QFL%: 64; 30; 06. Percent porosity: ~0%;
cement: ~5%, comprised of Qmc, Fe-ox, and clays. Quartz: fine-grained sands are rounded to
subrounded, rounding decreases with grain size to angular silt, grains are mostly undulose, Qm:
~95%; Qp: ~05%. Feldspar: K>>P, rounding is similar but slightly less than that of quartz.
Laminations are defined, by +/- grain size (silt/clay to sand), and mica abundance, wavy/krinkly
long axes, and Fe-ox replacement. An outlier laminae consists of homogenous very fine-grained
sand nearly void of silt/clay, and a section of constrained, non-planar laminations display
textures of soft-sediment deformation. UTM: -112.90077819, 45.30991546
ZJ-04: Diagenetically-altered, light grey, pseudo-quartzite, and sub-flaser-interlaminated,
green, sandy to clay-rich, siltite, with a bedtop containing mat chips. GSD: Max: 1.6 mm (VCUp); Min: clay; Av (sands): 0.2 mm (F-Up). Poorly-sorted, tightly-packed, grain-supported by
mostly concave-convex and sutured contacts. QFL%: 70; 26; 04. Percent porosity: ~3%; cement:
04%, consisting of Qmc, altering to mostly Fe-ox and sericite. Quartz: detrital sands are mostly
rounded and sub-rounded, which decreases with grain-size to angular silt, are undulose and nonundulose, Qm: ~85%; Qp: ~15%. Feldspar: K>>P, display similar rounding as quartz grains.
AM: chlorite, glauconite(?), Qmc-chert, hematite, Qa, pyrite, magnetite, muscovite and biotite.
Laminations are very thick to thin, and mostly alternate between medium to coarse sand, and
very fine sand to silt. A green, medium-sized laminae-band correlates to decreased grain sorting,
higher porosity, and clay content, particularly a greenish-black, pseudo-opaque clay (chlorite
altering to Fe-ox(?) Thin-section also contains similar oxidized spots as in ZJ-03, but much less
pronounced, and black, rather than burgundy-colored. UTM: -112.9013191, 45.30527365.
ZJ-24: Maroon, micaceous, very thinly to thickly, flaser-laminated, very well-cemented
sandy to clay-rich siltite, with mud chips (displayed in image). Tightly to moderately-packed,
moderately to very poorly-sorted, grain to matrix-supported, by long, tangential, concaveconvex, and sutured contacts, in a recrystallized, Fe-ox clay-rich matrix. GSD: Min: clay; Max:
2.4 mm (granule), Av: unresolvable. QFL%: 50; 30; 20. Feldspar: K>>P, although contains the
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highest abundance of plagioclase the Jack Mine Unit thin-sections K: ~90%; P: 10%. Detrital
sands are well rounded to subrounded, decreasing with grain size to angular silt. Percent
porosity: ~01%; matrix: ~15%, consisting of clays: Fe-ox, muscovite, sericite, and other. Quartz
sands are non-undulose and undulose, Qm: 90%; Qp: 10%. AM: hematite, muscovite, sericite,
illite, chert-Qmc, and pyrite. Bedding laminae are well defined by soft-sediment deformation,
and changes of grain size (silt-clay; very fine sand; and medium sand laminations), and Fe-oxclay abundance. A micro-vein/fracture is infilled by Qa. UTM: -112.885699, 45.310382.

ZJ-03: ‘Oxidation spots,’ pyrite replacement(?); ZJ-24: flaser-lamination & mud chip
ZJ-12: Grey, micaceous, sandy to clay-rich, siltstone gutter cast (cut normal to bedding).
Thinly, planar to lamination with soft-sediment deformation and possible micro slump-folds, and
well-sorted, well-cemented, tightly-packed, grain-supported, by sutured, concave-convex, long,
and tangential contacts. GSD: Min: silt/clay; Max: 0.1 mm (VF-Up); Av: silt. QFL%: 56; 35, 09.
Percent porosity: ~0%; cement: 08%, consisting of Qmc, Fe-ox, and clays. Feldspar: K>>P,
mostly subangular to angular silt, rare sands are subrounded. AM: muscovite, sericite, illite,
hematite, zircon, pyrite, and Qa (micro-fracture infill). Laminations are defined, by +/- Fe-ox,
clays, mica long axis orientation, krinkly/wavy Fe-ox replaced mica, and orientation of fracture.
UTM: -112.90148746, 45.31015351.
ZJ-39; and ZJ-40: Green, grey, and white, micaceous, flaser-laminated, sandy to clayrich, siltite and very fine to fine grained quartzite siltite, diagenetically-altered gutter cast (cut
normal to bedding). Well-sorted, tightly-packed, grain-supported, by sutured and concaveconvex contacts, GSD: Min: clay; Max: 0.3 mm, M-Up (ZJ-39); 0.52 mm, C-Low (ZJ-40); Av:
~0.08 (VF-Low); sand to silt ratio is ~50/50. QFL%: 40; 52; 08. Percent porosity: ~0%; cement:
8%, consisting of Qmc, Fe-ox, and green clay (mostly chlorite). Quartz: medium to fine sands
are rounded to subrounded, decreasing with grain size to angular silt, mostly undulose, Qm:
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82%; Qp:18%. Feldspar: K>>P, rounding is similar to quartz per size. AM: hematite, muscovite,
chlorite, sericite, Qa, Qmc-chert, pyrite and magnetite. Bedding planes are prominently defined
by long axes of wavy/crinkly Fe-ox replaced mica, that also clearly contrast preserved
deformation associated with gutter cast formation. soft-sediment deformation with possible thinsection scale slump-fold, the steep concavity is interpreted towards stratigraphic-down. UTM: 112.8864527, 45.321182 (ZJ-39); -112.8873284, 45.3212162 (ZJ-40).

ZJ small gutter casts & Fe-ox replaced mica: siltstone (L); altered, flaser-laminated silt/sandstone (M,R)

The Argillite of Humbolt (HUMA)
HUMA-28: Gently thermally-cooked, dull purple, flaser-interlaminated, micaceous,
clay-rich, sub-fissle, sandy siltstone, and very fine to medium-grained sandstone, with mud
chips, and a bedtop with sand cracks. Very poorly to moderately-sorted, loosely-packed, mostly
matrix-supported and moderately-cemented in a baked, clay-rich matrix, grain contacts are
mostly tangential. GSD: Min: clay; Max: 0.85 mm (C-Up); Av: unresolvable, Av (sand): ~0.1
mm (VF-Up). Sand to silt and clay volumetric ratio: ~75:25; Q to F ratio (silt): 55:45; (sand):
92:08. Approximate QFL%: 78; 14; 08. Percent porosity: 0-1%; matrix: 20%, recrystallized
lithic- Fe-ox and clay-rich. Detrital quartz grains are sand to silt, mostly subrounded, rounded to
angular and decreasing roundness with grain size, Qm: 95% Qp: 05%, undulose and nonundulose. Feldspar: K-spar dominant, mostly subangular silt to very fine sand, subrounded to
angular, roundness decreasing with grain size. AM: muscovite, sericite, hematite/Fe-ox, Qmcchert, pyrite, magnetite, clays. Thick to thin bedding laminae are defined, by grain size changes,
mud chips and clay-filled fractures filled by Fe-ox and clays. UTM: -112.867118, 45.373943.
The Quartzite of Humbolt (HUMQ)
HUMQ-04A; and HUMQ-04D: Light grey, very fine to coarse-grained, mostly F-Low
to M-Up, moderately to poorly-sorted, slightly to non-micaceous, quartz-arenitic pseudoquartzite, that is tightly-packed, grain-supported, by sutured to concave-convex grain contacts.
QFL%: 97; 00; 03. Percent porosity ~2%; cement: 2-3%, consisting of Qmc, altering to clays:
sericite, Fe-ox, chlorite/illite(?). GSD: Min: Sa-Si (~0.06 mm); Max: 1.3 mm (VC-Low); Av: 0.2
(F-Up). Quartz grains: coarse to medium sized sands are mostly spheroidal and rounded,
roundness decreases with grain size, dominantly undulatory and not optically-clear, Qm: ~88%;
Qp: 10%. AM: chert-Qmc, muscovite, sericite, pyrite, magnetite, biotite, zircon, and
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chlorite/illite; and contains sand-sized Lm: quartzite, and gneissic (foliated); Lp: vein-quartz
(Qp). Contains rare larger, but optically and texturally-distorted thermally-baked clay grains.
Thin-section bedding planes range from undefined to very weakly-defined, very thick to thick
laminae, discerned from very minor preferential grain long axis orientation, and subtle variations
in grain size, percent cement, and fracture-porosity orientation pattern. HUMQ-04A; and -04D
outcrop ridgeline locality just south of Humbolt Mountain, exhibits the lowest overall degree of
observed post-(Paleozoic)-depositional deformation and diagenesis or alteration. Although
laminae are faintly discernable, all outcrops appear massive, and lamination type in relation to
bedding, e.g. planar low to high-angle cross, planar-horizontal, or trough cross-stratification, is
not resolved, or can the biogenic origins of ichnofossil-like features, mostly due to questionable
bedding, and thereby observed inclination of the few trace-fossil(?) burrows(?). Reported as
inconclusive, the features (displayed in image) exhibit multiple traits that are characteristic of
biogenic, metazoan-like structures: 1. contrastive fill, that resembles an active ichnofossil filltype, fill is also exclusive to the feature-sites (in the otherwise quartz-arenite lithology), and
higher porosity occurs at these sites; 2. contain subtle lining; 3. an elongate geometric and
textural resemblance of ichnofossils/burrows; 4. there are multiple features but not in abundance,
and are similar geometrically and in spatial orientation but not identical or symmetrical; and 5.
no other outlier featural-heterogeneity was present in the otherwise fairly homogenous
composition and consistent fabric of the quartz-arenitic Quartzite of Humbolt thin-sections.
UTM: -112.86762566, 45.3451961.1
HUMQ-34: Light grey, very fine to coarse-grained, moderately to poorly-sorted quartzarenitic pseudo-quartzite. Properties listed in contrast to HUMQ-04A; -04D: Grain size Max:
1.1 mm; grains also display lesser long contacts; 3-4% cement; and contains a higher percentage
of interstitial pore-space and clays between pore-spaces, but contains no ichnofossil/burrow-like
features, or associated fill, fill-impurities, and larger pore-spaces. Laminations are weakly to very
weakly-defined, also distinguishable by a slight porosity pattern, and slightly higher interstitial
clay content. UTM: -112.86324603, 45.37039144.

HUMQ suspect trace-fossil (L); typical fabric & texture, and more clearly-defined laminae (R)
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The Flathead Sandstone (CF)
CF-12 (*Fig. 11): Baked, maroon to blackish-grey and purple, very fine to very coarsegrained, poorly-sorted, feldspathic, clay-rich and glauconitic, quartzose sandstone. GSD: Min:
silt; Max: 0.95 mm (C-Up); Av (most sandy laminations): 0.3 mm (M-Low); Av (few silt-rich):
0.12 mm (VF-Up). Well-cemented, tightly-packed but highly porous, grain-supported by
concave-convex, sutured, and long contacts. QFL%: 84; 08; 08%. Percent porosity: ~10%,
cement: 1%. Quartz: detrital VF to C sands are mostly rounded to sub-rounded. Qm: 92%, Qp:
8%; Feldspar: K>>P, potassic feldspars are mostly sub-rounded VF-Low to F-Up sands.
Contains large, euhedral pyrite crystals (likely a product of supergene fluids), and the high lithic
percentage is near-equal proportions of glauconite and iron-oxides. AM: glauconite, hematite,
pyrite, chlorite, muscovite, magnetite, and Qmc/chert. Laminations are well-defined, by +/variations of glauconite, Fe-ox, grain size, and K-spar. Laminations with higher abundances of
K-spar also correlate to higher glauconite and Fe-ox, distinguished from quartzose laminae.
UTM: -112.86325056, 45.370050828.
CF-10: A dark green, gently thermally-baked, very well-cemented, very poorly-sorted,
micaceous, clay-rich and silty, very fine to coarse-grained, flaser-laminated, pseudo-quartzite,
heterolithic-(small)-pebble conglomeratic, with white, pink, and red rounded-quartz, lithicsedimentary rounded to sub-angular pebbles, and mudchips. Loosely to tightly-packed, mostly
grain-supported, by long, tangential, concave-convex, and sutured contacts. GSD: Min: Clay;
Max: 15 mm (pebble); Av: unresolvable. Heterolithic pebble compositions vary between
feldspathic and feldspar-void. QFL% high-error margins (sands): 92; 02; 06; (inclusive): 80; 14;
06. Detrital quartz sands are mostly rounded, undulose, spheroids and lesser rollers, Qm: ~92%;
Qp: 08%. Percent porosity: ~1%; recrystallized-matrix: 07%, consisting of Qmc, altering clays:
Fe-ox, chlorite/illite, and sericite. AM: Fe-ox clay, pyrite, muscovite, hematite, other clays. The
sub-flaser beds to laminae are defined, by clast long axes preferential orientation, mudchips and
variances of clasts to sands to clays/matrix. The following include six clast descriptions (C1-C6):
C1: rounded, Ls-siltstone, 12 mm long, F: ~15%; C2: subrounded, Ls-siltstone, 13 mm long, F:
~30%; C3: rounded, silty Ls-claystone, 8 mm long, feldspathic; C4: rounded, Ls-sandstone, VFF, 15 mm long, F: ~35%, grains are sub-rounded to -angular; C5: rounded, Lsm-pseudoquartzite, F-M, 8 mm long, rounded to sub-angular grains; C6: rounded, Lsm-pseudo-quartzite,
F-C, 8 mm long, F: ~09%, rounded to sub-angular grains. UTM: -112.86428221, 45.37122003.
Boulder Conglomerate (CBC)
CBC-17 (*Fig. 12): (matrix and granule to pebble-sized clasts). Boulder to pebble-sized
clasts are grain-supported and pebble to sand-sized clasts float in an iron-oxide, hematitic mudrich, recrystallized-matrix, with euhedral, coarsely-crystalline, zoned-dolomite (ferroan?), and
minor micritic calcite. The matrix constitutes ~10% thin-section volume, and zoned-dolomite a
large percentage of the matrix. Slightly micaceous, very poorly-sorted, loosely-packed, mostly
matrix-supported, with lesser tangential to long contacts, ~0% porosity. QFL% (sand): 92; 01;
08. Quartz: mostly rounded, spheroidal and lesser rollers, undulose and non-undulose, Qm:
~75%; Qp: 25%, most Qp display some strain or foliation, and Qm and Qp comprise ~92% of
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sand-sized grains. Feldspar: K>P, very rare sand-sized grains are subangular to angular (and may
consist of broken fragments from adjacent, larger feldspathic clasts). Rounded feldspars are
observed only as grains in larger Ls-sandstone clasts. Feldspathic content may comprise up to
~65-70% of granule to pebble-sized clasts. AM: calcite, chert, Qmc, sericite, hematite, Fe-ox
clays, and muscovite. Thin-section pebble to granule-sized clasts consist of: ~10% feldspathic,
siltstone to fine-grained sandstone; 70% pseudo-quartzite; and 20% quartzite; rounded grains
tend to dominate most clasts. Lp, Lm, and brecciated clasts were observed only in outcrop. Thinsection clast percentages and compositions are not actual outcrop representations. The pseudoquartzite fabrics are very similar to other local pseudo-quartzite fabrics observed in thin-section.
Gently effervesces when unpowdered. UTM: -112.88766277, 45.34412658.
CBC-08: Light greyish-pink, VF-C grained quartz-arenitic pseudo-quartzite, that is nonmicaceous, poorly to moderately-sorted, tightly-packed, and grain-supported by well-sutured to
concave-convex contacts. GSD: Min: 0.06 mm; Max: 0.95 mm; Av: 0.2 mm. QFL%: 94; 01(K);
05. Percent cement: 2-3%, consisting of Qmc, altering mostly to green clay, Fe-ox and sericite.
Quartz: Qm: 70%, Qp: 30%, grains are mostly rounded, decreasing with grain size, undulatory,
and spheroidal with lesser rollers. AM: chert/Qmc, sericite, pyrite, hematite, chlorite/illite(?),
zircon, and jasper; and sand-sized: Lm: gneiss; Ls: sandstone, and siltstone. Laminations are very
weakly defined, by grain long axes and contact patterns. UTM: -112.88769521, 45.34406158.
CBC-10: Light grey, very fine to coarse-grained, pseudo-quartzite, that is nonmicaceous, moderately-sorted, tightly-packed, and grain-supported by sutured, concave-convex
and lesser long contacts, and ~0% porosity. GSD: Min: 0.06 mm; Max: 0.96 mm; Av: 0.15 mm.
QFL%: 89; 02(K); 09. Percent cement: ~5%, consisting of Qmc, altering to clays: Fe-ox,
chlorite/illite(?) and sericite. Quartz: Qm: 65%, Qp: 35%, grains are mostly rounded, decreasing
with grain size (as are K-spar), undulatory, and spheroidal with lesser rollers. AM: chert/Qmc,
sericite, pyrite, Fe-ox/hematite, muscovite, zircon and other clay. Laminations are defined, by +/lithics, and grain long-axes and contact patterns. UTM: -112.88770493, 45.34425935.
CBC-20: Light grey, fine to coarse-grained, poorly-sorted, silicified, sub-lithic quartzarenitic pseudo-quartzite, that is slightly to non-micaceous, moderately-packed, matrix to grainsupported, by sutured, concave-convex, long, and tangential contacts, with ~2% porosity, and is
well-cemented, by Qmc, that is altering to sericite. GSD: Min: 0.04 mm; Max: 1.1 mm; Av
(coarser laminae): 0.24 mm (F-Up); (finer laminae): 0.1 mm (VF-Low). The bedtop contains
slightly symmetrical ripple marks. UTM: -112.88956454, 45.34332548.
The Silver Hill Formation (CSH)
CSH-05 (*Fig. 13); and CSH-21 (*Fig. 13): A Light brown to tan or grey, very thin to
thickly-laminated and massive, muddy-dolomitic siltite lithic-arenite, heterolithic-pebble
conglomeratic. Lightly micaceous, very poorly-sorted, loosely-packed, mostly matrix-supported,
in a recrystallized dirty-dolomitic mud with Fe-ox. Grain contacts are tangential, long, and few
concave-convex, GSD: Max: 1.2 mm, VC-Up (CSH-05); 7.8 mm, Ls-siltstone pebble (CSH-05).
Contain a diverse and abundance of non-monomineralogic grains that include: Ls: sandstone,
siltstone, chert, clay-mudstone; Lp: granitic; and Lm: quartzite. Laminations either consist of
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mostly detrital sands and scarce mud, or are dominated by a dolomitic-mud with Fe-ox clays,
with floating quartz, feldspar and few mica, with dolomite rhombs filling interstitial pore space,
or even finer-grained, dolomitic, iron-oxide-rich mud, with silt to fine sands, and detrital quartz,
feldspar and mica. Percent porosity: ~1%; recrystallized-mud: 35-40%. CSH-21 also contains a
red chert band 2.2 mm wide. Approximate QFL%: 75; 10; 15. Quartz: undulose and nonundulose, ~80% Qm, and 20% Qp. Feldspar: K>>P, grains up to 2.2 mm. Detrital sands are well
rounded to subrounded. AM: muscovite, hematite, sericite, Qmc, chert, biotite, pyrite, Qa,
calcite, PO4(?), glauconite(?) and other clays. Qa fills a micro-vein/fracture. Effervesces when
powdered or in exposed fractures. UTM: -112.882640, 45.307470
Meta-Sedimentary units in the northern anticline (<MS)
< MS-AMII02 (*Fig. 14): Baked, light grey, micaceous, thinly-laminated very fine to
medium sand-sized, sub-lithic, quartz-arenitic, pseudo-quartzite, interlaminated with dark grey,
clay-rich spotted siltite. Well to very well-cemented, poorly-sorted, and tightly-packed. GSD:
Min: silt; Max: 0.42 mm (M-Up); Av (sand): 0.14 mm (F-Low). Grains have sutured, concaveconvex, and lesser long contacts. Percent porosity: 0-1%; cement: 15%, consisting of Qmc,
altering to Fe-ox, sericite, and minor green clay. Approximate QFL%: 91; 03; 06. Quartz grains
are rounded to subangular, that decreases with grain size, undulose and non-undulose, Qm: 85%,
and Qp: 15%. Felspar: K>>P. AM: Biotite, Qmc, sericite, muscovite, hematite, magnetite, pyrite,
chert, and zircon. Laminations are defined by +/- zircon, and long axes of mostly coarse mica.
Contains a few zircon-rich laminae UTM: -112.87462866, 41019978.
< MS-AMII05: Micaceous, feldspathic, light greyish-pink, very fine to coarse-grained,
thinly-bedded, pseudo-quartzite, interlaminated with medium to thinly-laminated, white and
greenish-grey, spotted siltite. Although the outcrop and hand-sample strongly display
metamorphic textures and fabric, and gentle shearing, thin-section textures strongly remain nonmeta-sedimentary dominant. GSD: Min: Silt/clay; Max: 1.04 mm (VC-Up); Av (sand): 0.14 mm
(F-Low). Very poorly to moderately-sorted, tightly to moderately-packed, grain to matrixsupported, by concave-convex, long, tangential, and peculiarly few sutured contacts. QFL%: 86;
08; 06. Quartz grains are mostly well-rounded to subangular sands, spheroids and lesser rollers,
Qm: ~90%, and Qp: 10%. Feldspar: detrital sands are rounded to subangular, and display
moderate hydrolysis. Percent porosity: 0-1%; cement: ~15%; very well-cemented by Qmc,
altering to clays: sericite, and lesser Fe-ox and illite(?). AM: biotite, hematite, sericite, Qmc,
chert, muscovite, illite, pyrite, and magnetite; and contains clasts of Lp: granitic; Ls: siltstone,
sandstone; and Lm: quartzite. Bedding laminae are very well defined by GSD standard
deviations: VC-C; M-C; and F-M sands; and silt/clay-VF sand laminations; and long axes. Micro
faults are observed in thin-section, average slip angle is 45°. UTM: -112.874841, 4105001.
< MS-AMI14 (*Fig. 14): Baked and sheared, light to blackish-grey and tan, micaceous,
clay-rich, spotted siltite. Very thickly to thinly, planar-horizontal to low-angle cross-laminated,
poorly-sorted, tightly-packed, and well-cemented. GSD: Min: clay; Max: 0.13 mm (pyrite: 0.4
mm); Av: silt. QFL%: 60; 30; 10. Percent porosity: 0-1%; cement: 35%, consisting of cemented
clays and lesser Qmc, altering to clays: sericite, Fe-ox, and illite. Quartz grains are VF sand to
silt, rounded to angular decreasing with grain size. Feldspar: K>>P, mostly angular and siltsized, displaying moderate hydrolysis. AM: muscovite, biotite, sericite, Fe-oxide clay, hematite,
Qa (micro-vein/fracture fill), magnetite and pyrite. Laminations are well-defined, by changes in
clay mineralogy (light to dark-colored), percentages of clay to Q/F, and parallel to bedding Fe-ox
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and muscovite fracture-filling. Hand sample dark clay spots correlate to light colored clays in
thin-section, and vice versa for light-colored outcrop clays to thin-section dark clays, and
contains the same(?) oxidation spots (Fig. 14) as in ZJ-03. UTM: -112.8715266, 45.40279558.
< MS-AM13: Baked, brown and tan, medium to very thinly interlaminated, silicified
clay-rich siltite and very fine-grained quartzite. Slightly micaceous, very well-sorted, tightlypacked, very well-cemented, by Qmc and Fe-ox, with ~0% porosity. Approximate QFL%: 65;
20; 15. Quartz: subrounded, very fine sands to angular silt, mostly undulose, Qm: ~100%.
Feldspar: K>>P, subangular to angular silt sized grains. AM: hematite, sericite, magnetite,
pyrite, and other clays. Laminations are very well defined, by +/- VF sand to silt/clay, and Fe-ox.
Mo’s hardness scale of hand sample is 5.5-6 and does not effervesce, fractures are tabular and
fresh surfaces appear slightly druzy. Hand sample laminations appear solely planar-horizontal,
but angled laminations are also discernable in thin-section. UTM: -112.8733215, 45.39164036.
< MS-AM18 (*Fig. 14): Baked, dark brown and grey, clay-rich pseudo-siltite with very
thin-laminations of very fine-grained sandstone, that display prominent soft-sediment
deformation. Very well-sorted, well-cemented, tightly-packed, grain-supported, slightly
micaceous, and non-porous. GSD: Min: silt/clay; Max: 0.17 mm (F-Low), Av: silt-. It shares the
same QFL%’s, high error margin associations, and accessory content as <MS-AM13.
Laminations are defined by +/- VF sand to clay and silt, Q:F laminae ratios, and soft-sediment
textures. Mo’s hardness: 4.5; does not effervesce. UTM: -112.8731661, 45.39152691
< MS-606N03 (*Fig. 14): Baked and sheared, micaceous, feldspathic, white to light grey,
pseudo-quartzite, with thin to thick-interlaminated, blackish-grey, biotite-rich, spotted pseudosiltite. Poorly-sorted, tightly-packed, grain-supported, by sheared, well-sutured to concaveconvex contacts. GSD: Min: silt; Max: 2.0 mm; Av: 0.3 mm. QFL%: 70; 20; 10. Well-cemented
by Qmc, with very minor sericitic alteration, and ~0% porosity. Quartz and feldspar sand sized
grains are rounded to subangular decreasing with grain size. Quartz grains are undulose and nonundulose, Qm: 70%, Qp: 30%. AM: biotite, muscovite, green biotite, sericite, magnetite,
hematite, zircon, and green clays. Bedding laminae are well defined, by +/- grain size, mica,
percent cement, and strained grain elongate orientation. The sheared, sutured contacts exhibit a
prominent interlocking jigsaw puzzle-piece texture. UTM: -112.87948195, 45.42031674.
Syenitic-Trachyte Porphyry (STP)
STP-26 (*Fig. 15); and STP-27 (*Fig. 15): Most petrologic aspects are detailed in
Chapters 4.12 and 5.7, and not repeated below. KPF%: K:75; P:22; F:03 (thin-section); K:65;
P:31; F:04 (outcrop approximation). Phenocryst 1, Orthoclase: light pink, euhedral, mega to
phenocrysts, thin-section Max: 20 mm, crystals exhibit very low to low hydrolysis. Alteration
products include sericite, calcite, and minor Fe-ox. It contains smaller crystal intergrowths of
plagioclase, pyrite, magnetite, quartz, and zircon. Intergrown plagioclase crystals display greater
hydrolysis. Sites of internal discrete mineralogic crystal growth, fractures, and outer surface area
of K-spars are the main areas of calcite and sericite alteration. No tartan-twins. Phenocryst 2,
oligoclase: light greyish-blue, Av: 1.5 mm Av, subhedral, moderate to high hydrolysis,
replacement products include: sericite, calcite, and minimal Fe-ox. AM: calcite, sericite,
hematite/Fe-ox, magnetite pyrite, zircon, apatite, and muscovite. Thin-section phenocryst K:P
ratios are not actual representations. Thin-sections intentionally include K-spar megacrysts, that
comprise a much lower actual percent volume (~5%). UTM: -112.88926086, 45.34375065.
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APPENDIX-III: Geologic Map (color-coded version) and Outcrop Attitudes
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ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

unit
Dj
Ch
Ch
Ch
Yqa
Csh
Csh
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Cf
Cbc
Cbc
Cbc
Csh
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Cf
Yqa

dip
31
30
25
25
8.3
26
21
8.2
17
13
13
16
16
15
12
11
11
13
12
16
12
17
14
16
16
15
14
15
10
13
12
13
8.1
37
25
25
25
16
23
20
20
22
20
17
30
18
15
12
9.5
19

Strk
26
30
38.9
25.2
20.6
13.9
17.5
200
189
200
176
196
180
209
178
194
189
175
191
217
201
204
196
228
224
211
206
214
227
231
218
186
164
181
8.57
354
0.37
251
58.8
27.6
42.7
40.3
25.3
56.7
58.3
62.9
59.8
10.6
26.9
354
dipAZ X_utm_12T
352368.6624
352368.6624
352368.6624
352368.6624
352368.6624
352413.1243
352413.0737
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349808.4877
349817.7466
349808.5291
349806.9602
349755.2354
349835.1019
349817.7359
349812.4542
349819.6576
349813.3308
349810.0966
349802.5394
349780.9972
349720.8435
349671.4564
349708.1545
349697.8495
349981.422
349976.3316
348959.9435
352146.657
352139.7104
352139.7104
351936.6719
352480.494
352495.2493
352501.3582
352501.2221
352572.6146
352569.223
352567.6115
352497.4994
352497.4994
352469.8144
352471.9756
351286.3883

116
120
129
115
111
104
108
290
279
290
266
286
270
299
268
284
279
265
281
307
291
294
286
318
314
301
296
304
317
321
308
276
254
271
98.6
83.9
90.4
341
149
118
133
130
115
147
148
153
150
101
117
84

Y_utm_12T
5018844.92
5018844.92
5018844.92
5018844.92
5018844.92
5018826.05
5018827.26
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018260.95
5018252.15
5018254.68
5018256.44
5018972.97
5018669.37
5018661.54
5018655.64
5018649.72
5018653.52
5018652.43
5018645.68
5018586.93
5018569.48
5018547.5
5018570.33
5018568.02
5018842.38
5018831.52
5018867.53
5022930.99
5022922.49
5022922.49
5022901.42
5019186.97
5019196.4
5019192.53
5019192.06
5019389.7
5019384.65
5019383.76
5019287.39
5019287.39
5019301.07
5019293.97
5017427.41

Lat_dd
45.307582
45.307582
45.307582
45.307582
45.307582
45.307422
45.307433
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301786
45.301708
45.301729
45.301745
45.30818
45.305466
45.305392
45.305337
45.305286
45.305318
45.305308
45.305246
45.304712
45.304543
45.304334
45.304547
45.304525
45.307053
45.306955
45.307061
45.344296
45.344218
45.344218
45.343986
45.310683
45.310771
45.310738
45.310733
45.312526
45.31248
45.312472
45.31159
45.31159
45.311707
45.311644
45.294601

Long_dd Alt
-112.88324 3
-112.88324 3
-112.88324 3
-112.88324 3
-112.88324 3
-112.88266 3
-112.88267 3
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 0
-112.9157 48
-112.9157 48
-112.91558 4
-112.9157 3
-112.91572 4
-112.91659 3
-112.91548 3
-112.9157 4
-112.91577 6
-112.91568 8
-112.91576 8
-112.9158 3
-112.91589 4
-112.91615 4
-112.91691 6
-112.91753 4
-112.91707 3
-112.9172 3
-112.91367 3
-112.91373 6
-112.9267 6
-112.88729 8
-112.88737 6
-112.88737 6
-112.88996 6
-112.88191 8
-112.88173 4
-112.88165 4
-112.88165 4
-112.8808 6
-112.88084 4
-112.88086 4
-112.88173 3
-112.88173 3
-112.88208 6
-112.88205 3
-112.89661 3

H
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

ID
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

unit
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Zj
Zj
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Cbc
Cbc
Cbc
Cbc
Cbc

dip
19
18
20
12
18
16
20
18
14
12
15
14
17
15
55
62
65
22
22
17
14
13
13
11
12
12
12
15
16
15
16
16
12
21
17
15
13
20
28
27
33
26
27
17
10
24
28
33
27
26

Strk
354
336
339
332
353
355
349
354
346
324
356
5.15
347
351
235
196
191
331
321
34
26.9
39.1
6.74
38.7
27
30.7
38
24.9
8.35
3.54
352
5
8.9
78.8
68.1
110
118
110
69.2
74.4
62.6
81
92.1
87.9
56.3
316
320
351
337
350
dipAZ X_utm_12T
351286.3883
351255.6737
351257.3473
351263.1637
351280.1344
351280.2519
351280.6152
351280.4778
351269.4277
351268.721
351257.8158
351241.8554
351231.7065
370925.1143
352975.6603
352952.2218
352938.881
351249.4058
351249.4058
349344.923
349340.1684
349341.0061
349339.4079
349344.0507
349337.9948
349333.7818
349329.4519
349329.8752
349309.8657
349289.0383
349269.404
349242.4376
349226.614
349190.3746
349190.8129
349194.3753
349194.8692
349169.5738
349115.665
349090.4357
349089.7224
349098.6356
349101.9899
349131.0976
349121.3636
352128.9846
352129.691
352126.3466
352117.8576
352119.2105

84
66.1
68.6
62.1
83.1
85.1
78.6
84
75.8
54.4
85.9
95.1
77
80.9
325
286
281
61
51.2
124
117
129
96.7
129
117
121
128
115
98.4
93.5
81.9
95
98.9
169
158
200
208
200
159
164
153
171
182
178
146
46.4
50.3
81.2
67.2
79.6

Y_utm_12T
5017427.41
5017480.54
5017483.76
5017481.38
5017493.89
5017494.41
5017495.32
5017491.16
5017504.45
5017506.28
5017514.83
5017537.42
5017525.58
5008744.61
5031357.67
5031362.1
5031366.23
5017390.83
5017390.83
5015594.74
5015595.07
5015597.37
5015600.97
5015622.18
5015623.1
5015666.58
5015690.8
5015691.18
5015721.27
5015732.77
5015763.41
5015796.34
5015789.82
5015800.19
5015800.91
5015800.53
5015801.65
5015819.96
5015851.46
5015863.15
5015865.23
5015865.25
5015866.62
5015951.29
5015948.57
5022906.38
5022911.29
5022921.09
5022924.71
5022926.65

Lat_dd
45.294601
45.295073
45.295102
45.295082
45.295198
45.295203
45.295211
45.295174
45.295291
45.295307
45.295382
45.295582
45.295473
45.220359
45.420281
45.420316
45.42035
45.294264
45.294264
45.2777
45.277702
45.277723
45.277755
45.277947
45.277954
45.278344
45.278561
45.278564
45.278831
45.27893
45.279201
45.279492
45.27943
45.279515
45.279522
45.279519
45.279529
45.279689
45.27996
45.28006
45.280079
45.280081
45.280094
45.280862
45.280835
45.344071
45.344115
45.344203
45.344233
45.344251

Long_dd
-112.89661
-112.89702
-112.897
-112.89692
-112.89671
-112.89671
-112.8967
-112.8967
-112.89685
-112.89686
-112.897
-112.89721
-112.89734
-112.644
-112.87922
-112.87952
-112.87969
-112.89707
-112.89707
-112.9208
-112.92086
-112.92085
-112.92087
-112.92082
-112.9209
-112.92096
-112.92103
-112.92102
-112.92128
-112.92155
-112.92181
-112.92217
-112.92237
-112.92283
-112.92283
-112.92278
-112.92277
-112.9231
-112.9238
-112.92412
-112.92413
-112.92402
-112.92398
-112.92363
-112.92376
-112.88751
-112.8875
-112.88754
-112.88765
-112.88764

Alt
3
4
4
24
3
3
4
3
6
6
12
32
6
0
6
4
6
6
6
8
4
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
6
3
3
6
4
24
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
6
12
8
12

H
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
30
5
-1
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

ID
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

unit dip
Mm
28
Mm
29
Dj
41
Dj
36
Tv
59
Tv
49
Tv
61
Tv
65
Dj
58
Dj
57
Kk
43
Kk
53
Kk
50
Kk
41
Ml(?) 42
Kk
54
Kk
42
Kk
61
Kk
37
Kk
37
Kk
36
Ca
47
Ca
52
Ca
33
Ca
28
Ca
30
Cqh(?) fault
49
Cqh(?) fault
47
Cqh
38
Cqh
38
Cqh
33
Cqh
35
Cqh
31
Cqh
36
PPq
50
PPq
49
PPq
54
PPq
73
PPq
65
pCms 37
Cqh
41
Cqh
41
Cqh
43
Cqh
41
pCms 42
pCms 44
pCms 51
pCms 47
pCms 42
Zj
42

Strk
310
329
324
300
76
170
80
77.8
58.6
58.9
180
187
181
178
58.3
29.4
31.5
201
178
167
177
276
272
234
234
230
164
162
201
196
195
202
197
207
267
249
248
262
263
217
184
216
196
195
208
200
200
221
233
185

dipAZ X_utm_12T
352709.1429
352707.6299
352714.6993
352715.6897
351344.7141
351345.4063
351347.384
351345.8635
351510.2219
351510.2954
351440.6004
351434.4779
351436.1013
351431.346
351115.9266
351030.9083
351032.5828
351593.5294
351621.6931
351618.7093
351619.1837
353398.8485
353416.1768
353411.9742
353413.5872
353410.5251
353125.1736
353125.1736
353271.1184
353270.462
353274.6998
353276.6846
353279.0545
353279.9438
352388.5548
352390.1197
352390.1197
352399.4705
352398.3248
353291.4365
353292.5813
353293.333
353293.215
353293.9428
353291.1281
353294.9945
353295.4407
353294.7504
353294.2759
353301.0769

39.8
59.2
54.3
30.2
166
260
170
168
149
149
270
277
271
268
148
119
122
291
268
257
267
5.52
2
324
324
320
254
252
291
286
285
292
287
297
357
339
338
352
353
307
274
306
286
285
298
290
290
311
323
275

Y_utm_12T
5024044.95
5024039.52
5024040.69
5024040.35
5025271.31
5025274.48
5025284.82
5025285.51
5025645.45
5025645.23
5025580.49
5025585.43
5025576.85
5025570.7
5026766.14
5026870.31
5026868.65
5026673.54
5026712.62
5026710.83
5026709.79
5028185.99
5028186.46
5028183.02
5028186.04
5028185.35
5028332.7
5028332.7
5030589.7
5030590.54
5030593.58
5030593.43
5030593.19
5030591.37
5028706.69
5028704.56
5028704.56
5028722.35
5028724.16
5030358.69
5030324.76
5030316.47
5030320.98
5030320.39
5030319.57
5030308.64
5030309.48
5030302.67
5030303.43
5030267.22

Lat_dd
45.354436
45.354387
45.354399
45.354396
45.365181
45.36521
45.365303
45.365309
45.368582
45.36858
45.367983
45.368026
45.367949
45.367893
45.37858
45.3795
45.379485
45.377849
45.378206
45.37819
45.37818
45.391836
45.391844
45.391812
45.391839
45.391832
45.393098
45.393098
45.413434
45.413441
45.41347
45.413469
45.413467
45.413451
45.396308
45.396289
45.396289
45.396451
45.396467
45.41136
45.411055
45.41098
45.411021
45.411016
45.411008
45.41091
45.410918
45.410857
45.410863
45.410539

Long_dd Alt
-112.88044 3
-112.88046 3
-112.88037 8
-112.88036 8
-112.89822 12
-112.89821 4
-112.89819 8
-112.89821 8
-112.89622 3
-112.89622 3
-112.89709 6
-112.89717 4
-112.89715 3
-112.89721 6
-112.90159 8
-112.90271 3
-112.90269 3
-112.89547 4
-112.89512 3
-112.89516 3
-112.89515 3
-112.87287 4
-112.87265 12
-112.8727 3
-112.87268 3
-112.87272 3
-112.87641 6
-112.87641 6
-112.87522 3
-112.87523 4
-112.87517 4
-112.87515 3
-112.87512 3
-112.87511 4
-112.88593 6
-112.88591 6
-112.88591 6
-112.88579 6
-112.88581 4
-112.87489 3
-112.87487 4
-112.87485 4
-112.87486 3
-112.87485 4
-112.87488 3
-112.87483 4
-112.87483 4
-112.87483 4
-112.87484 3
-112.87474 6

H
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

100

ID
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

unit
Yqa
Yqa
Yqa
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
PPq
PPq
PPq
PPq
PPq
PPq
PPq
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Ml(?)
Ml(?)
Ml(?)
Cqh(?)
Cqh(?)
Cqh(?)
Cqh(?)
Cqh(?)
PPMs
PPMs
PPMs
PPMs
Trd
Trd
Trd
Trd
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm

dip
16
6.2
20
40
39
40
39
42
33
37
37
31
36
25
22
54
52
53
63
59
46
50
52
54
50
50
56
34
40
36
35
43
42
44
45
35
33
33
24
58
52
49
44
45
47
19
20
17
71
64

Strk
89.6
91.6
51
197
226
228
218
303
189
165
168
174
152
189
209
160
165
170
167
156
160
158
165
244
250
248
337
286
303
185
220
183
196
192
196
231
248
243
270
222
228
208
194
27.7
39.6
285
267
247
193
206
dipAZ X_utm_12T
351957.8597
351923.8162
351723.793
353303.6148
353317.9035
353317.9035
353317.1777
363228.9804
352631.5694
352511.0436
352515.6969
352518.1598
352521.4454
352511.8438
352512.3002
351628.1058
351628.6307
351627.3195
351629.0311
351628.8801
351627.3764
351623.4414
351625.3073
351243.3753
351243.3753
351243.3753
352950.5732
351895.9555
351895.9555
351867.7583
351867.7583
352030.2122
352032.0929
352029.4359
352028.7858
351666.3803
351672.3105
351672.3105
351672.3105
351529.5223
351528.4935
351500.9168
351501.2398
351513.5649
351513.2265
351520.0561
351519.0621
351519.0621
351513.5811
351513.5811

180
182
141
287
316
318
308
33.5
279
255
258
264
242
279
299
250
255
260
257
246
250
248
255
334
340
338
66.6
16.2
32.5
275
310
273
286
282
286
321
338
333
360
312
318
298
284
118
130
15.3
357
337
283
296

Y_utm_12T
5019120.15
5019110.21
5018789.6
5030149.74
5030043.68
5030043.68
5030041.54
5027752.43
5028239.1
5028238.51
5028229.78
5028229.27
5028227.45
5028209.62
5028208.36
5030422.06
5030422.06
5030421.55
5030417.05
5030415.93
5030414.5
5030416.28
5030410.8
5030961.18
5030961.18
5030961.18
5031374.37
5024506.14
5024506.14
5024510.67
5024510.67
5024605.64
5024609.65
5024607.82
5024608.39
5023858.07
5023857.15
5023857.15
5023857.15
5023774.83
5023772.7
5023779.17
5023785.07
5023790.42
5023791.95
5023791.29
5023789.25
5023789.25
5023781.91
5023781.91

Lat_dd
45.309972
45.309875
45.306949
45.409483
45.408531
45.408531
45.408512
45.389925
45.392152
45.392122
45.392044
45.39204
45.392024
45.391862
45.391851
45.411579
45.411579
45.411574
45.411534
45.411524
45.411511
45.411526
45.411477
45.416348
45.416348
45.416348
45.420426
45.358414
45.358414
45.358449
45.358449
45.359337
45.359374
45.359357
45.359362
45.352535
45.352528
45.352528
45.352528
45.351757
45.351738
45.35179
45.351843
45.351894
45.351908
45.351903
45.351885
45.351885
45.351817
45.351817

Long_dd
-112.88856
-112.88899
-112.89144
-112.87467
-112.87446
-112.87446
-112.87447
-112.74723
-112.88269
-112.88422
-112.88416
-112.88413
-112.88409
-112.88421
-112.8842
-112.89616
-112.89615
-112.89617
-112.89614
-112.89614
-112.89616
-112.89621
-112.89619
-112.90123
-112.90123
-112.90123
-112.87955
-112.89096
-112.89096
-112.89132
-112.89132
-112.88927
-112.88925
-112.88929
-112.88929
-112.89369
-112.89362
-112.89362
-112.89362
-112.89541
-112.89543
-112.89578
-112.89578
-112.89562
-112.89563
-112.89554
-112.89555
-112.89555
-112.89562
-112.89562

Alt H
12
5
4
5
4
5
8 10
4
5
4
5
4
5
55 ###
12
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
12
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
6
5
8
5
8
5
8
5
12 10
4
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
4
5
4
5
6
5
6
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
4
5
16 10
6
5
6
5
6
5
4
5
6
5
6
5
8
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
12
5
12
5

ID
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

unit
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Dj
Dj
Ch
MDtj
MDtj
MDtj
MDtj
MDtj
MDtj
MDtj
Ml
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Zj
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh
Cqh

dip
44
36
49
48
29
28
17
6.8
9
7.5
9.1
40
38
45
26
30
31
17
21
20
41
46
36
35
43
18
26
17
20
23
16
18
15
13
25
29
17
16
17
20
25
15
24
14
19
26
32
32
36
35

Strk
225
30.3
248
254
167
166
176
186
209
211
268
213
214
220
202
188
249
219
225
225
346
330
351
344
321
295
349
26.7
12.9
333
322
333
308
338
328
304
260
254
251
246
262
255
256
217
278
297
256
243
235
222
dipAZ X_utm_12T
351506.3384
351478.524
351267.7029
351272.0965
351029.7997
351030.2558
351030.3285
350496.0164
350495.5931
350485.772
350493.6886
350367.2944
350368.2538
350366.7527
350333.3427
350333.8727
349866.5913
349983.5165
349980.2539
349979.9239
355890.0318
355890.7083
355905.5344
355905.5344
355449.1845
354608.1791
353688.4985
353688.239
353688.7001
353107.4
353102.7827
353102.7676
353101.1705
352921.4953
350458.6264
350478.3465
350624.799
350628.6295
350628.031
350633.0742
350632.74
350653.2262
350653.2262
350752.6709
351087.8826
351092.7081
351667.0714
351758.2337
351758.2137
351768.5264

315
120
338
344
257
256
266
276
299
301
358
303
304
310
292
278
339
309
315
315
76.5
59.9
80.6
73.7
51
24.7
78.5
117
103
63.5
52
63.2
38.1
67.9
58.2
34.1
350
344
341
336
352
345
346
307
8.35
27.4
346
333
325
312

Y_utm_12T
5023784.83
5023815.23
5023289.26
5023290.86
5022919.12
5022919.51
5022919.26
5021576.77
5021578.87
5021586.51
5021582.81
5021212.7
5021210.48
5021210.36
5021100.99
5021101.17
5020169.01
5020374.62
5020368.98
5020366.71
5025352.97
5025352.11
5025313.2
5025313.2
5023364.33
5023027.28
5023004.41
5023002.57
5023005.74
5022329.18
5022334.06
5022330.59
5022328.87
5020061.56
5019997.24
5020006.41
5020091.71
5020089.98
5020093.3
5020094.2
5020090.91
5020071.07
5020071.07
5020053.79
5020391.49
5020390.14
5021734.6
5021866.23
5021867.06
5021882.83

Lat_dd
45.351842
45.35211
45.347333
45.347349
45.343953
45.343957
45.343954
45.331763
45.331782
45.331848
45.331817
45.32846
45.32844
45.328439
45.327448
45.32745
45.318964
45.320839
45.320787
45.320767
45.366865
45.366858
45.366511
45.366511
45.348883
45.345677
45.34528
45.345263
45.345292
45.339084
45.339127
45.339095
45.33908
45.318644
45.317545
45.317632
45.31843
45.318415
45.318445
45.318454
45.318425
45.318251
45.318251
45.318116
45.321226
45.321214
45.333431
45.334635
45.334642
45.334786

Long_dd Alt
-112.89571 12
-112.89608 4
-112.89861 6
-112.89855 6
-112.90153 3
-112.90153 3
-112.90153 3
-112.90794 4
-112.90794 6
-112.90807 4
-112.90797 6
-112.90947 6
-112.90946 6
-112.90947 6
-112.90987 4
-112.90986 4
-112.91554 3
-112.91411 4
-112.91415 3
-112.91415 3
-112.84024 3
-112.84023 3
-112.84003 6
-112.84003 6
-112.84528 4
-112.85591 6
-112.86764 3
-112.86764 3
-112.86764 3
-112.87485 3
-112.87491 3
-112.87491 3
-112.87493 6
-112.87655 4
-112.90794 12
-112.90769 3
-112.90585 3
-112.9058 3
-112.90581 3
-112.90574 3
-112.90574 4
-112.90548 4
-112.90548 4
-112.9042 8
-112.90003 3
-112.89997 4
-112.89305 6
-112.89192 4
-112.89192 3
-112.8918 4

H
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5

ID
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

unit
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Zj
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Mm
Mm
Mm
Mm
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
pCms
pCms
pCms
pCms
pCms
pCms

dip
14
16
7.8
11
14
24
7.8
8.1
6.3
6.5
6.1
9.6
8.3
32
34
27
43
62
65
74
72
29
32
77
67
72
53
47
54
45
41
34
43
25
33
28
30
32
33
27
29
27
31
26
26
32
29
32
29
24

Strk
81.9
124
68.2
5.28
92
19.1
241
117
133
83.1
145
153
151
360
352
305
348
221
225
308
313
28.8
27.5
216
231
219
227
227
231
355
0.14
0.05
358
104
36.8
36.1
40.1
60.8
53.8
34.2
40.9
36.9
19.3
40.4
292
266
277
289
282
294

dipAZ X_utm_12T
352110.342
352165.4398
352181.5335
352216.9614
352213.5343
352205.3186
350160.3656
350129.8884
350126.3571
350122.1074
350119.3759
350119.3759
350118.2786
355786.7039
355782.9086
355770.0164
355450.1812
355506.1542
355506.0063
355791.7515
355795.3387
355651.616
355651.1845
355528.7845
355528.3211
355528.3211
355537.5581
355537.6797
355536.1656
355397.2835
355391.7548
355392.4164
355392.13
354930.5444
354843.0287
354839.9993
354839.6179
354826.1803
354820.257
354435.3876
354455.8574
354472.5611
354491.2672
354503.2787
353551.6749
353551.3069
353551.3069
353557.2212
353559.1792
353623.9249

172
214
158
95.3
182
109
331
207
223
173
235
243
241
89.7
82
35.1
77.9
311
315
38
43.2
119
117
306
321
309
317
317
321
85.3
90.1
90
88
194
127
126
130
151
144
124
131
127
109
130
21.7
356
6.52
18.8
12.3
24.4

Y_utm_12T
5020280.8
5020110.87
5020079.55
5019979.83
5019951.36
5019825.03
5018954.56
5018936.34
5018934.37
5018934.81
5018929.14
5018929.14
5018929.44
5023429.1
5023429.46
5023515.79
5023367.11
5022575.34
5022575.76
5022210.12
5022208.67
5022350.93
5022352.46
5022649.17
5022650.74
5022650.74
5022644.12
5022649.14
5022647.86
5022965.9
5022967.76
5022968.82
5022962.63
5021681.6
5021641.3
5021643.59
5021651.29
5021650.74
5021646.06
5021051.02
5021058.93
5021064.82
5021070.92
5021093.07
5031731.16
5031729.45
5031729.45
5031732.11
5031731.39
5031693.75

Lat_dd
45.320446
45.318929
45.31865
45.317761
45.317504
45.316366
45.308101
45.30793
45.307912
45.307915
45.307863
45.307863
45.307866
45.349536
45.349538
45.350312
45.348909
45.341797
45.341801
45.33857
45.338557
45.339808
45.339821
45.342466
45.34248
45.34248
45.342422
45.342467
45.342455
45.345288
45.345304
45.345313
45.345258
45.333637
45.333257
45.333277
45.333346
45.333338
45.333295
45.327862
45.327937
45.327993
45.328052
45.328254
45.423762
45.423746
45.423746
45.423772
45.423765
45.42344

Long_dd Alt
-112.88696 8
-112.88621 4
-112.88599 4
-112.88551 6
-112.88554 3
-112.88561 3
-112.91142 8
-112.91181 3
-112.91185 3
-112.91191 3
-112.91194 6
-112.91194 6
-112.91195 6
-112.84099 3
-112.84104 4
-112.84123 3
-112.84527 3
-112.84432 3
-112.84433 4
-112.84057 3
-112.84053 4
-112.8424 3
-112.84241 6
-112.84406 3
-112.84406 4
-112.84406 4
-112.84394 4
-112.84394 3
-112.84396 4
-112.84583 4
-112.8459 4
-112.84589 3
-112.84589 6
-112.85141 4
-112.85251 6
-112.85255 3
-112.85256 3
-112.85273 3
-112.8528 6
-112.85754 4
-112.85728 3
-112.85707 3
-112.85683 4
-112.85668 6
-112.87198 3
-112.87198 4
-112.87198 4
-112.8719 4
-112.87188 3
-112.87104 3

H
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

101

ID
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350

unit dip Strk dipAZ X_utm_12T Y_utm_12T
Lat_dd
Long_dd Alt H
pCms 32 297 26.8 353623.2814 5031693.16 45.423435 -112.87105 3
5
PPq
61 69.3 159 353749.8822 5031656.56 45.423132 -112.86942 8
5
PPq
62 67.8 158 353753.697 5031650.2 45.423076 -112.86937 16
5
Dj
51 46.6 137 354265.8153 5019638.66 45.31512 -112.85928 12
5
Dj
54 61.9 152 354261.7876 5019636.18 45.315097 -112.85933 4
5
Dj
59 77.3 167 354263.1069 5019637.8 45.315111 -112.85932 3
5
Dj
65 54.6 145 354261.0899 5019640.98 45.31514 -112.85934 8
5
Dj
35 48 138 353280.8308 5018638.45 45.305916 -112.87155 4
5
Dj
31 38.6 129 353280.0176 5018649.86 45.306019 -112.87156 6
5
Ml
29 40.4 130 353406.7288 5018695.25 45.306453 -112.86996 3
5
Ml
32 44.6 135 353405.6164 5018690.66 45.306412 -112.86997 4
5
Ch
16 141 231 348795.8968 5016826.44 45.288663 -112.92817 4
5
Ch
15 148 238 348798.2782 5016827.29 45.288671 -112.92814 6
5
Ch
17 146 236 348798.6123 5016859.13 45.288958 -112.92815 4
5
Ch
13 157 247 348799.9735 5016859.95 45.288965 -112.92813 6
5
Ch
16 138 228 348751.2016 5016972.09 45.289964 -112.92878 6
5
Ch
13 111 201 348762.1337
5016962 45.289875 -112.92864 12 10
Ch
17 144 234 348765.4762 5016950.52 45.289773 -112.9286 4
5
Ch
25 138 228 348766.746 5016951.09 45.289778 -112.92858 8
5
Ch
23 133 223 348772.4732 5016920.27 45.289502 -112.9285 3
5
Ch
20 131 221 348772.524 5016918.82 45.289489 -112.9285 6
5
Dj
25 179 269 348672.7056 5016561.52 45.286253 -112.92966 4
5
Dj
19 161 251 348668.5995 5016559.52 45.286234 -112.92971 3
5
Dj
30 152 242 348674.2884 5016552.64 45.286174 -112.92964 4
5
Dj
30 286 16.2 348716.5372 5018607.48 45.304669 -112.92973 6 10
Dj
29 277 7.4 348716.0989 5018605.1 45.304647 -112.92973 4
5
Dj
30 301 31.1 348715.4438 5018611.79 45.304707 -112.92974 3
5
Ml
48 164 254 348561.2543 5018424.92 45.302993 -112.93165 3
5
Ml
49 167 257 348562.7604 5018419.45 45.302944 -112.93163 3
5
Ml
47 175 265 348563.843 5018420.18 45.302951 -112.93162 3
5
Mm
25 246 336 350340.4711 5020839.51 45.325097 -112.9097 6
5
Mm
27 272 2.37 350338.4804 5020842.03 45.325119 -112.90972 24 10
Mm
28 297 26.5 350335.8292 5020841.65 45.325115 -112.90976 4
5
Mm
32 212 302 350338.0917 5020834.51 45.325052 -112.90973 4
5
Mm
32 228 318 350212.2014 5020588.19 45.322809 -112.91126 6
5
Mm
29 225 315 350213.3627 5020590.32 45.322828 -112.91124 6
5
Pp
42 208 298 349099.6027 5022415.82 45.339012
-112.926 4
5
Pp
45 188 278 349099.6027 5022415.82 45.339012
-112.926 4
5
Pp
51 200 290 349112.6612 5022454.37 45.339362 -112.92585 3
5
Pp
44 171 261 349113.8233 5022455.98 45.339377 -112.92583 3
5
Mm
36 231 321 349861.2765 5020502.99 45.321967 -112.91571 3
5
Mm
31 241 331 349858.3038 5020493.24 45.321879 -112.91574 6
5
Mm
30 250 340 349788.5871 5020379.76 45.320843 -112.9166 6
5
Mm
32 8.32 98.3 349712.861 5020458.47 45.321535 -112.91759 12 10
Mm
30 307 37.4 349699.7488 5020507.92 45.321977 -112.91777 12 10
Cf
9.2 60.6 151 352069.7393 5019060.73 45.309461 -112.88711 6
5
Yqa
10 72.6 163 351966.4762 5019100.42 45.309796 -112.88844 4
5
Yqa
16 89.6 180 351957.8597 5019120.15 45.309972 -112.88856 12
5
Yqa
6.2 91.6 182 351923.8162 5019110.21 45.309875 -112.88899 4
5
Yqa
20 51 141 351723.793 5018789.6 45.306949 -112.89144 4
5

ID
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400

unit dip
Yqa
11
Yqa
10
Ch
19
Ch
16
Ch
21
Ch
19
Ch
24
Ch
18
Ch
27
Yqa
6.3
Yqa
7.8
Yqa
11
Yqa
9.5
Yqa
13
Yqa
13
Cf
14
Cf
28
Ch
29
Dj
28
Dj
27
Cf
16
Ch
19
Ch
19
Ch
31
Ch
23
Qc
25
Cf
17
Cf
30
Cf
28
Ch
26
Ch
20
Ch
32
Ch
28
Dj
29
Dj
25
Ch
16
Ch
11
Zj
19
Csh/Cw 9.6
Zj
3.8
Cf
25
Csh/Cw 15
Csh/Cw 21
Csh/Cw 12
Csh/Cw 17
Csh/Cw 13
Csh/Cw 16
Ch
31
Ch
27
Ch
26

Strk
65.1
89.9
43.5
37.8
3.49
30.2
63.2
34.2
39.3
41.5
29.3
68.6
70.3
66.2
8.94
3.16
357
42.5
43
32
37.5
30.3
15.4
48.5
48.2
31.6
49.1
38
55
63.1
38.5
52.9
41.3
81.8
71.7
170
156
132
79.4
336
37
85.1
4.62
28.6
43.6
122
108
20.3
8.05
1.55
dipAZ X_utm_12T
351818.896
351844.9405
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349677.7024
349902.2559
349899.8887
350086.2661
350937.6679
350920.6768
352496.5512
352112.2035
352109.4906
352152.5151
352108.2938
352124.5371
352111.1387
352092.904
352083.7772
352085.1725

155
180
133
128
93.5
120
153
124
129
131
119
159
160
156
98.9
93.2
87.2
132
133
122
128
120
105
139
138
122
139
128
145
153
128
143
131
172
162
260
246
222
169
66.4
127
175
94.6
119
134
212
198
110
98
91.6

Y_utm_12T
5018702.33
5018729.63
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018538.66
5018736.05
5018740.73
5018912.47
5018742.69
5018580.47
5018988.41
5019100.68
5019034.24
5019018.65
5018941.3
5018876.36
5018803.37
5018636.43
5018647.88
5018650.19

Lat_dd
45.306184
45.306435
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.304256
45.30608
45.306122
45.307706
45.30636
45.304897
45.3089
45.309829
45.309231
45.3091
45.308395
45.307814
45.307154
45.305649
45.30575
45.305771

Long_dd
-112.8902
-112.88988
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91745
-112.91465
-112.91468
-112.91236
-112.90145
-112.90162
-112.88165
-112.88658
-112.8866
-112.88604
-112.88659
-112.88636
-112.88651
-112.88669
-112.88681
-112.88679

Alt
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
6
4
8
3
3
3
16
3
12
3
3
12
4
8

H
5
5
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
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-1
-1
-1
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-1
-1
-1
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-1
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5
5
5
5
5
5
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5
5
5
5
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5
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401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450

unit dip
Ch
22
Ch
19
Ch
23
Csh/Cw 12
Csh/Cw 12
Csh/Cw 11
Cf
13
Cf
13
Cf
15
Cf
13
Cf
9.8
Cf
8.7
Cf
13
Cf
16
Cf
15
Ch
41
Zj
6.9
Zj
6.1
Zj
12
Zj
16
Zj
11
Zj
17
Zj
16
Zj
7.8
Zj
17
Zj
14
Zj
12
Ch
25
ZCargil 14
ZCargil 9.1
ZCargil 6.7
ZCargil 13
ZCargil 4.8
ZCargil 12
ZCargil 16
Cf
15
ZCargil 15
Cf
13
Cf
18
Cf
12
Cf
10
Cf
16
Cf
12
Cf
12
Cf
9.4
Cf
12
Cf
13
Cf
25
Cf
12
Ch
32

Strk
40.4
26
33.4
106
68.8
68.8
17.7
34.6
58.5
13
54.8
60
137
11
14
64.6
142
55.2
164
141
79.3
104
84.8
81.1
94.6
81.2
81.8
56.8
137
110
52.6
49.8
17.5
58.9
80.1
50.6
59.9
14
71.7
36.7
38.9
63
42.9
43.7
36
33
15.4
56.1
346
54.4

dipAZ X_utm_12T
352087.7928
352107.126
352099.1629
352118.5679
352134.1709
352134.1709
352302.6025
352335.9945
352380.5274
352388.7646
352387.6455
352391.1947
352399.5714
352412.1437
352411.9592
352447.0309
350159.003
352145.9332
352152.1152
352127.2898
352112.2842
352157.3497
352125.8861
352154.4938
352205.4899
352179.4684
352170.0208
352105.1949
352109.337
352099.6281
352109.9121
352120.228
352131.7587
352133.2233
352171.371
352179.9323
352224.1707
352286.6814
352302.1554
352313.3699
352336.6408
352367.1989
352386.6784
352386.6784
352388.032
352396.3579
352416.91
352457.3567
352421.6166
352443.3314

130
116
123
196
159
159
108
125
149
103
145
150
227
101
104
155
232
145
254
231
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175
171
185
171
172
147
227
200
143
140
107
149
170
141
150
104
162
127
129
153
133
134
126
123
105
146
76.3
144

Y_utm_12T
5018687.41
5018719.03
5018736.66
5018849.14
5019064.6
5019064.6
5019124.31
5019093.48
5019015.57
5018976.75
5018962.34
5018940.36
5018931.97
5018898.31
5018897.17
5018869.78
5018955.31
5020417.72
5020362.3
5020331.16
5020280.66
5020139.28
5020211.74
5020048.48
5020016.27
5020002.3
5019971.05
5018735.96
5018798.86
5018871.92
5018891.36
5018920.88
5018972.52
5019064.28
5019082.81
5019117.64
5019071.91
5019066.18
5019067.52
5019058.48
5019051.67
5019007.87
5018976.66
5018976.66
5018963.13
5018956.78
5018975.4
5018908.52
5018867.33
5018881.4

Lat_dd
45.306106
45.306395
45.306552
45.307568
45.309509
45.309509
45.310082
45.309812
45.30912
45.308773
45.308643
45.308446
45.308372
45.308072
45.308062
45.307823
45.308107
45.321685
45.321188
45.320903
45.320445
45.319183
45.319828
45.318365
45.318086
45.317955
45.317672
45.306547
45.307113
45.307769
45.307946
45.308213
45.30868
45.309506
45.309681
45.309996
45.309594
45.309556
45.309571
45.309492
45.309436
45.309048
45.308771
45.308771
45.30865
45.308595
45.308766
45.308173
45.307795
45.307926

Long_dd Alt
-112.88677 24
-112.88653 6
-112.88664 3
-112.88643 6
-112.88629 6
-112.88629 6
-112.88416 12
-112.88373 6
-112.88314 4
-112.88302 8
-112.88303 6
-112.88298 6
-112.88287 6
-112.8827 3
-112.8827 6
-112.88225 6
-112.91144
-112.88655
-112.88645
-112.88676
-112.88693
-112.88632
-112.88674
-112.88633
-112.88567
-112.88599
-112.88611
-112.88656
-112.88653
-112.88667
-112.88655
-112.88643
-112.8863
-112.8863
-112.88582
-112.88572
-112.88515
-112.88435
-112.88415
-112.88401
-112.88371
-112.8833
-112.88305
-112.88305
-112.88303
-112.88292
-112.88266
-112.88212
-112.88257
-112.8823

H
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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